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Introduction
After the Nazi regime consolidated power over Germany in 1933, one of the
topics they famously preached about was the need for the country to restore its
connection to the soil, as part of the völkisch ideology of Blood and Soil. Most
importantly, they were responsible for the Nature Conservation Laws that still exist in
some form today. This has led some to argue that the Nazis were in fact “green”—is this
accurate? Where did German ideas about conservation come from? Can we attribute them
to the Nazis, or do they have deeper roots? This thesis will explore this and other
questions. The origins of the German conservation movement can be traced back to the
Second German Empire, in 1871, during which the country experienced the effects of
rapid industrialization that altered and polluted its natural landscapes. The effects on
Germany’s natural landscapes brought together various luminaries of different political
and professional backgrounds that took on active roles to safeguard its lands. These
various characters such as German nationalist Ernst Moritz Arndt, Bavarian chemist Max
Joseph von Pettenkofer, and Ernst Rudorff, one of the founders of the nature protection
movement, and many others, tackled ecological concerns that preached the common goal
to protect Germany’s lands. In this thesis, we will see how these individuals took their
concerns to the governmental level, urging those in power to actively engage in
conservation concerns.
As a result of these individuals’ activities, conservation clubs emerged around the
early 1900s, made up of different groups that cared for certain aspects of Germany’s
landscape. For example, The Bavarian State Committee for the Care of Nature, emerged
from a fight against the Walchensee lake’s burrowing of its cliff to convert it into a
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hydroelectric dam, in the process damaging it cosmetically. The Prussian Government
Center for Nauturdenkmalpflege, located in northern Germany and headed by German
biologist Hugo Conwentz, was asked by “the Prussian Ministry of Intellectual,
Educational, and Medicinal affairs to compose a comprehensive memorandum on
Naturdenmalpflege.”1 Conwentz’s The Endangerment of Naturdenkmäler and Proposals
for Their Preservation, composed in “1904 depicted the manifold dimension and causes
of damage to many aspects of the environment, not to just ‘natural monuments.’”2 His
work influenced other conservation clubs throughout Germany, sparking a Governmental
Center for Naturdenkmalpflege that was created for “‘ascertaining, studying, and
observing’ Prussia’s natural monuments, considering measures for their protection.”3
Another club, The German League for Bird Protection, the earliest and eventually largest
group, concentrated on the protection of birds that came together in 1875. By the 1900s,
The League for Bird Protection concentrated on “the protection of ‘useful birds’ that
included constructing and selling bird nests and purchasing land that was set aside as bird
sanctuaries.”4 The evolution of the nature conservation in Germany from individual led
tasks to the founding of conservation societies will show readers the accomplishments
that they achieved to safekeep Germany’s natural landscapes from becoming extinct. We
shall also see the evolution of conservation as it moves away from individual incentives
and moves into established organizations that constitute large numbers of members that
tackle regional ecological concerns; these would eventually morph into a nationalistic
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struggle for the protection of the homeland. By 1933, the various conservation groups to
be discussed in this thesis will crystalize into the Third Reich, where for the first-time
nature conservation would find a place within Germany’s government.
Historiographical Analysis
How have historians conceptualized conservationism in modern Germany?
Historian Raymond H. Dominick III explores Germany’s nature concerns in his book The
Environmental Movement in Germany: Prophets and Pioneers, 1871-1971. Dominick
takes a chronological approach to explain the beginnings of the conservation movement
since the Second Empire, the Nazi period, and the post-war era. He demonstrates that
Germany had a long line of environmentalism that by World War I saw various
individuals and organizations develop. He explores nature concerns through the 1920s,
when the Weimar era saw Naturschutz (nature reserves) ideas flourish. Naturschutz partly
flourished during Weimar because it received a constitutional mandate under Article 150
of the Weimar Constitution, which stated, “The monuments of history and of Nature as
well as the countryside should enjoy the protection and care of the state.”5 The
constitutional article came at a time when the Weimar Republic concentrated on “tackling
the strip mining of brown coal, which had reached colossal proportions and left ugly,
enormous wounds in the landscape.”6 As widespread and damaging as this event was, it
was unclear at this time whether Naturschutz was motivated primarily by aesthetic
concerns (i.e. unspoiled landscapes) or concerns for public health (i.e. strip-mining
polluting drinking water, air pollution impacting lungs). Concerns over damage to the
area and its obstruction of aesthetic beauty were not enough to counter an aggressive
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push at the governmental level, which favored job creation over serious implementation
of rules and regulations regarding Naturschutz. Ultimately, Weimar suffered constant
economic and political crises that undermined the state’s attempt to do much. Naturshutz
would eventually be incorporated within the ideology of the Heimat (homeland) that
fused concepts of nationalism with the protection of natural landscapes. Europe’s rapid
expansion of industrialization and urbanization “fostered nationalist sentiments among
conservationists throughout European societies in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
century.”7 Conservationists, with their nationalistic sentiments, by this point sought to
find a scapegoat for the negative effects of Germany’s rapid industrialization. At this
point, anti-Semitism was very much alive in Europe and Germany, so it would not come
as a surprise if some conservationists equated the effects of industrialization with
antisemitic rhetoric, scapegoating the Jews as “greedy” capitalists. Lastly, Dominick
demonstrates the differences between the Nazi period and post-war Germany, showing
conflicts of interest from former conservationists of the Nazi era that by the1950s sought
to regain power in the Federal Republic, the mandating of the Nature Conservation Act
that was altered but kept past 1945, as well as introducing the origins of Germany’s
Green party. He debunks any idea that the Greens can be equated with the Nazis.
Although Dominick is not the first author to write on Germany’s nature
conservation, he does an outstanding job of chronicling the movement before 1933. He
details the origins and involvement of various luminaries that sheds a positive light on
conservation regarding its pragmatic work before the Nazi state became involved. Other
authors discussed in this thesis such as Frank Uekoetter, Peter Staudenmaier, Charles
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Closmann, and others, mostly concentrate on conservation during the Nazi period. Some
key points that should be noted are Dominick and Uekoetter’s mutual agreement that
conservation since the 19th century was a result of the effects of rapid industrialization
that left scars on the natural landscape, not the result of a “heinous group” that looked to
destroy Germany, such as the Jews. Both authors also agree that as conservation evolved
into the 1930s, the Nazis twisted nature conservation via propaganda to fit their own
racist agenda that equated with the ideas of blood and soil and the allure of the
countryside. Staudenmaier, although in consensus with Dominick and Uekoetter, states
that the Nazis were in fact influenced by conservation proponents before 1933 that
influenced their outlook, allowing readers to see that Nazi ideology was not original in
thought. Closmann agrees with Staudenmaier’s statement that the Nazis were influenced
by early thinkers, stating that nature laws that the Nazis passed were not original ideas of
their own, further asserting the fact that conservation under the Nazis was a borrowed
concept.
Frank Uekoetter, author of The Green & The Brown: A History of Conservation in
Nazi Germany states that “since the inception of the movement in the late nineteenth
century, the conservationists blamed industrialization and urbanization for the destruction
of nature, leaving little room to shift the blame towards Jewish conspirators.”8 Although
Uekoetter makes this distinction, he does state that this “did not prevent some
conservationists from trying to bridge the gap,”9 meaning that some conservationists did
equate the destruction of nature with “Jewish aggressors.” However, this tall tale of
Jewish aggression on the natural landscape was never truly pursued, as Uekoetter states:
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“[it] never evolved into a full-fledged conservation ethic, let alone [set] guidelines for
conservation policy.”10
Since the 19th century, German conservation consisted of independent nature
clubs that looked after regional landscapes. Uekoetter explains the evolution of 19th
century conservation groups by looking at the intellectual roots of ecological luminaries
pre-1933. Ideologies such as Romanticism, coupled with concepts such as “modesty and
honor, revealed by Wilhelm Heinrich Riehl’s longing for an idealized pre-modern
society.”11 Blood and soil encouraged a back-to-nature approach that sought to revive an
agricultural society reminiscent of Riehl’s quote. Nationalistic sentiments were a strong
foray of the conservation movement that was hammered into the Third Reich.
Conservationists such as Konrad Guenther wrote in 1910 that “The love of nature is the
root for the love of the fatherland.”12 However, Uekoetter states that the conservation
movement was never “on a direct course towards National Socialism.”13 Instead, he tells
readers that “today’s literature mocks the evidence presented in past works as more than
‘a diligent collection of xenophobic keywords.’”14 Uekoetter explores the question of
whether the Nazis were truly sympathetic towards the conservation movement or whether
they merely used them for propaganda purpose to serve their agenda of Lebensraum
(living space). Nazism could be compatible with conservation because at a propagandistic
level, it shared a supposed “love of nature” that was equated with the countryside and an
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admiration for the German peasant that was thought of as the ideal citizen, along with the
precepts of blood and soil that idealized rural and farm life as opposed to urban ones.
Uekoetter discusses the relationship between the conservation movement and National
Socialism to see if these two factions in fact worked together. He reveals that some
conservationists did join the NSDAP, mainly for upward mobility, while others joined
because they agreed with Nazi anti-Semitism or the link between ecology and blood and
soil. While racial ideas were not the main focus of environmentalists’ concerns, they
often shaded into nationalism, which raises the issue of how German conservationists
would react to the Nazis in power. Uekoetter shows that conservationists welcomed the
Nazis with open arms, especially after the conservation nature act was passed in 1935.
Conservationists also established good relationships with Hermann Göring, who declared
himself Reichsforstmeister in 1935, as well as Henrich Himmler, who advocated for the
study of racial ecology and biodynamic farming. It should be noted that the German
conservation movement was well established before the Nazis came to power, nor was
the movement in Germany peculiar—the conservation movement was rather a European
affair which emerged during the rise of industrialization and urbanization. What made
German environmentalism so susceptible to the Nazis’ charms was their willingness to
incorporate conservation into the government. Conservation before 1933 worked
independently of any government, however, their willingness to recognize nature
protection and their efforts to mandate several nature laws is tantamount to how much
conservationists looked up to the Nazis during the early years of their rule.
Uekoetter concludes his picture of conservation during the Nazi period as an
incomplete relationship between the Nazis and conservationists. He recognizes that only
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certain aspects of nature protection correlated with Nazi ideology, however, the
bureaucratic infighting and general disagreement between the two factions demonstrated
an overall indifference towards conservation. Conservationists found it difficult to align
anti-Semitic rhetoric to their work, ultimately unable to demonstrate that the two
ideologies shared common footing. Although Nazi officials such as Göring and Fritz
Todt sympathized with aspects of conservation, Uekoetter ultimately demonstrates that
the Nazis catered more towards their own agenda regarding rearmament which was a
clear indication that preserving the natural landscape was better suited for crater holes
created by Allied bombings.
The protection of the Heimat’s fusion with nationalism seeped into the Third
Reich, twisting nature conservation to fit into Nazi ideology. Environmentalism during
the Nazi era emphasized the importance of nature to the health of the people. What makes
this emphasis distinctive to Nazi conservation lies in the reality of how they implemented
this thought. By categorically and systematically equipping the regime to physically
eliminate European Jewry, the Nazis were “caring” for the protection of the Germans’
health by eradicating its “bad weeds.” Emphasizing the myth of race, blood and soil
allowed them to implement their racist propaganda onto the German people by
advocating a back-to-nature revival that suggested that Germans and the landscape were
one, emphasizing the Dauerwald concept, which suggested that “the garden of pure
Germans” should be weeded of “malformations, symptoms of disease and weaker stands
of plants of great importance for the preservation of nature as a whole…”15 This was just
one of the ways in which the Nazis shifted the protection of the Heimat to fit their
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rhetoric, which sought to justify the protection of Germany from foreign influence. Under
the Nazis, the conservation movement gained mass appeal because its ideas and projects
were incorporated into the government and given legal authority over Germany’s
preservation of its landscape.
That said, it is important to distinguish conservationists from the Nazis. Many of
these individuals did not share the regime’s racist and anti-Semitic beliefs. The
movement never relied on anti-Semitic rhetoric to elevate Naturschutz concerns,
considering that Jewish conservationists existed before and after 1933. The movement
did, however, lose several of its Jewish partners after Gleichschaltung (synchronization)
of Spring 1933, which resulted in the expulsion of Jews from clubs and organizations.
On July 1, 1935, environmental concerns were boosted when the
Reichsnaturschutzgesetz (Reich Nature Conservation Act) was passed. The conservation
act handed over protection of the German landscape to conservationists that previously
worked independently of the government during the Weimar era, creating a centralized
network of conservationists that were obligated to work together under the regime.
However, aside from the conservation law, the Nazi regime paid little attention to the
needs of the movement, especially Hitler. Environmentalists of the time stated that, “For
him, Naturschutz was little more than a quaint stage prop in his unfolding drama of world
domination and racial extermination.”16 This thesis will explore the tensions and
contradictions within Nazi environmental policies, as well as explain in detail ideals put
forth by conservationists before 1933 such as Walther Schoenichen and Ludwig Finckh,
to explain why some conservationists decided to join the Nazis. The Nazis twisted
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conservation issues to benefit their own propagandistic endeavors through first and
foremost, the peasantry and the allure of the countryside. Romanticism, coupled with the
concepts of blood and soil, made up the regime’s core concepts of nature conservation.
Instead of focusing on plants, animals and landscapes, the Nazis equated Germans as part
of nature, using propaganda that depicted nature and the German as one. Furthermore,
Dominick believes that Naturschutz and the National Socialist movement shared the
same things that Wilhelm Heinrich Riehl (German novelist embodying writings on
Volkish thought and professor at the University of Munich) and Ernst Rudorff (German
composer) had preached in the previous century: “here was a movement that appeared to
appreciate the importance of nature conservation in maintaining the health and welfare of
the Volk.”17
Dominick addresses similarities that the Nazis and conservationists shared in the
early years of the seizure of power, such as national regeneration and the pain of military
defeat in World War I. Both offered their respective creeds as the path to rejuvenation,
such as tackling unemployment and living space on the part of the Nazis, and the
implementation of nature laws to protect Germany’s environment for the
conservationists.18 Reconnecting to the land was seen as good for the German soul, the
notion being that Romanticism played an integral part in German national identity.
Conservationists such as Konrad Guenther twisted his rhetoric to fit Nazi ideology,
linking love of nature to racial ideas about ‘true’ Germans’ connection to the soil, as
opposed to rootless Jews. Dominick also demonstrates the overlap between the
worldviews that Nazis and conservationists shared regarding the großdeutsch (Greater
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Germany) outlook. Nazis claimed that “the territories amputated by the Versailles Treaty,
as well as those cultural kinsmen scattered centuries ago from Switzerland through
Austria to faraway Estonia, all belonged in the community of the German nation.”19 He
concludes, however, by arguing against those who would suggest that today’s Greens
resemble the Nazis who were “prejudice[d] against technology, [rejected] instrumental
rationalism, and the disparagement of progress in general,” and goes against the
statement that “critics have charged that today’s party of radical ecology in West
Germany, the Greens, is National Socialist at its core.”20 Dominick’s core argument
against equating today’s Greens with the legacy of Nazism is that “contemporary Greens
advocate ecological thinking, [while] the Nazis preached raw Social Darwinism; whereas
the Greens advocate grass-roots democracy, the Nazis preached the Führer principle; and
whereas the Greens advocate nonviolence, the Nazis practiced conquest and genocide.”21
Historian Peter Staudenmaier shows readers other ways in which the Nazis
twisted conservation to fit their narrative regarding Naturschutz. He introduces
proponents of pre-1933 that influenced the Nazis such as 19th century Romantics Ernst
Moritz Arndt, Wilhelm Heinrich Riehl, and Ernst Haeckel, as well as the youth
movement founded around 1896. These individuals were forefathers of the völkisch
movement who were “reformulating traditional German antisemitism into nature-friendly
terms.”22 And “the youth movement’s members actively realigned when went over to the
Nazis by the thousands.”23 Although Staudenmaier states that many youth movement
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members aligned themselves with Nazism, it is important to note that plenty of the youths
rejected Nazism as well. Staudenmaier sees no inherent or inevitable connection between
nature conservation and fascism but argues that there are similarities between fascism and
particular theories such as holism, environmental ethics, anti-immigration, and
skepticism. He also warns against misrepresenting ecology in today’s political climate.
He warns readers that German nature protection should not be thought of as simply
passed down from the Third Reich.
Another title that looks into conservationism before and after 1933, is an
anthology from editors Franz-Josef Brüggemeier, Marc Cioc, and Thomas Zeller, entitled
How Green were the Nazis?: Environment, and Nation in the Third Reich. A collection of
essays from scholars on the subject, the anthology addresses the progression of
conservation under the Nazis and its effect on the landscape. The first essay, by Charles
Closmann, addresses the debate over the Conservation Act of 1935. In his essay entitled,
“Legalizing a Volksgemeinschaft: Nazi Germany’s Reich Nature Protecting Law of
1935,” Closmann looks at the conflict within National Socialism and its approach
towards the environment by suggesting that elements of the RNG (State Hereditary Farm
Law), another law encapsulating the conservation law, was not specific to the Nazis and
predated 1933. After the Nature Conservation Law was amended, many ministries within
the regime looked to weaken and undermine it. Closmann also argues that there was no
connection between Nazis and modern-day environmentalism and that the “officials who
drafted the RNG “had no prior organizational and only weak ideological connections to
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the Nazi cause.”24 The Nazis adopted laws that were well formulated before 1933. They
made propaganda using rhetoric for love of the land, but were never serious about
upholding those laws, especially if they stood in the way of their plans for industrial and
military expansion. Like Uekoetter, Closmann argues that the Nazis were never truly an
environmentally sensitive state.
The editors of How Green were the Nazis do not categorize the regime as active
conservationists, let alone depict them as “green.” Instead, they showcase how barbarically
and chaotically the Nazis were when dealing with conservation issues. The editors also
wish readers to understand that the Nazis should not be categorized as “proto-Greens,” or
that “the Greens are latter-day Nazis.”25 Uekoetter’s chapter on air pollution control
showcases the bureaucratic infighting and self-interests that made the struggle for
legislation and misinformation a hopeless endeavor, between the Nazis’ lackluster
approach to the environment, their polycentric form of government, and demands that the
Army made on the landscape for the war effort. The regime’s primary interests were war
and autarky: they exploited the conservation movement to simply showcase a high profile
“cosmetic” preservation, having little problem digging up the landscape for their larger
agenda of rearmament and resource extraction.
In conclusion, this overview of the timeline represented here from the Second
German Empire into the Third Reich and the scholarship representing it shows the
evolution of nature conservation, which at its origins consisted of pragmatic work that
tackled Germany’s concerns with regards to the altering of its natural landscapes and the
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pollution that arose from industrialization and urbanization. As we move into the Weimar
era, we see a radical change in the perspective of nature conservation with the rise of
Naturschutz that partly flourished during Weimar, receiving a constitutional mandate that
fused nationalism and the Heimat as one, that sought to paint Germany’s various
landscapes as belonging to the German man. Likewise, as nature conservation moves into
the Third Reich, we witness a disharmonious relationship between nature conservation and
Nazism in play. The timeline of the Third Reich within the long sweep of nature
conservation will display clashes that show the regime’s polycentric form of government
and its lackluster attitude towards conservation work. However, it would be misguided to
overlook the achievements that conservationists made overall until the end of 1945,
especially the Reich Nature Conservation Act, which lived past 1945. In the following
chapter, we will address the origins of Germany’s uprooted landscapes and the many
problems that the country faced from pollution and the desecration of natural landscapes.
We will also meet the various characters that heeded the call to aid Germany in recovering
from diseases, pollution, urbanization, and other factors that luminaries tackled in a united
effort to put a stop to the effects of rapid industrialization.
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CHAPTER I
The Origins of Germany’s Nature Conservation Movement c. 1800s-1900s
The rise of Nature Protection in the Second German Empire
The Second German Empire from 1871 to 1918 experienced rapid
industrialization and urbanization that paved the way for great technological
advancements, such as urban development and architectural projects. However, these
modern advances came with consequences that greatly affected the German landscape,
giving rise to likeminded individuals that sought to protect Germany’s environment
through the language of nationalism and ardent conservation projects that sought to
protect the country during its rapid modernization. Historian Raymond H. Dominick III
writes about prominent figureheads and landscape projects, as well as the various natural
dilemmas that Germany faced. He describes the origins of conservation during the
Second German Empire, as well as detailing the destructive effects that rapid
industrialization had on the land. In regard to the dangers that Germany’s countryside
underwent, Dominick states that Germany’s cities did not fare well either as nearby rivers
suffered; “dams and rivers were hurt in the process by transforming them into
hydroelectrical dams, while industries used them as sewers for noxious wastes.”26 With
Germany’s natural landscape at stake, influential individuals rose up who championed the
call for its wellbeing, igniting a conservation movement that created several satellite
organizations that sought to protect the many diverse ecosystems across the land,
producing the protection of the heimat. While these diverse organizations worked
independently of one another, they shared the same common goal of naturschutz.
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Dominick describes German conservation as evolving from anti-modernism to
nationalistic ideals that were tied to the agrarian-romantic concept. As Dominick comes
to understand the evolving shifts of conservation during the Second German Empire, he
changes the narrative from anti-modernism to völkisch nationalism and the concept of
agrarian romanticism since the unification of the Reich in 1871.
Dominick defines agrarian romanticism as “an ideology that suppressed internal
cleavages and provided all Germans with a shared vision of an ideal world. With its
emphasis on the racial kinship of all Germans, with its attention to the people’s common
roots in the agricultural past, with its idealization of peasant life, with its longing for a
society organic in its unity and hierarchy, agrarian romanticism met this need.”27 We can
see in the late 19th century ideas take root that would form important parts of Nazi
ideology. (It is important to differentiate Nazi ideas as not identical to those in the 19th
century, but that are important continuities.) These various groups and individuals played
an important role protecting Germany’s natural landscape by advocating that
governmental assistance be introduced to protect the country’s vast natural monuments,
as well as the beginning of various nature conservation groups that sought to bring
awareness to the damages that rapid industrialization and capitalism were befalling the
many scenic landscapes through mass tourism and the construction of unsavory structures
that obfuscated Germany’s natural landscape.
The Key Proponents of Nature, Ideologies and Altered Provinces
Considered one of the founding fathers of German nationalism, Ernst Moritz
Arndt, in 1815 wrote an essay “A Word about the Care and Preservation of the Forests
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and the Peasants in the Consciousness of a Higher, i.e., More Humane Law.” According
to Dominick, Arndt justified conservation practices as a way:
‘to produce and to nourish those men who are strongest, healthiest and most
beautiful in body and soul…’. For Arndt, people and Nature shaped each other,
and for that reason the protection of ‘forests and peasants’ constituted two
inseparable conservationist undertakings. ‘…the axe that is laid on the tree
frequently becomes an axe that is laid on the entire nation.’ Thus, to Arndt, the
preservation of Nature served the clearest of anthropocentric aims: the cultivation
of an improved race.28
To better understand Dominick’s analysis, we must understand Arndt’s ideology and his
fervent connection between Germany’s woodlands and its people. Caroline Delph, author
of “Nature and nationalism in the writings of Ernst Moritz Arndt (1769-1860)” offers an
overview into the evolution of Arndt’s thinking from his political career to his admiration
of a großdeutschland (greater Germany) as the best path to German unification. Delph
explains that in 1813, Arndt questioned what exactly constituted a German Vaterland
(fatherland) since there was no unified nation. With no definable geographical barriers,
Arndt concluded that “where the German tongue is spoken is what determines the
boundaries of the land.”29 Although the idea of tying nature to the human condition was
not unique to him, he was influential because he tied “the German landscape to the
people by way of identifying its vast natural monuments such as its mountains, rivers and
forests which protected them as well as provided a source of food, and finally, it
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supported the Bauerntum (peasant), whose existence, because of their simple way of life
and closeness to the soil, was seen to be vital to Germany’s future and a symbol of
völkish purity.”30 Arndt’s promotion of an ideal Germany tied its people to the natural
landscape. However, as positive as this promotion seemed to be, it also meant the
demonizing of cities after his death, which easily led to prejudice against urban Jews.
The concerns Arndt raised about the natural world continued after his death into
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries with the rise of European
industrialization. Ironically, he would always be bothered by the “growth in capitalist and
materialistic values. The urban and middle-class business families were forsaking a
simple way of life based on ancient customs and traditions and increasingly regarding the
landscape merely as a source of income.”31 Before his death, Arndt’s conservative views
on environmentalism demonstrated his nationalist way of saving the German race
“through managing of the forests in a sustainable manner so that the land would still be of
use not in one or two generations’ time but for many years to come.”32 Furthermore, to
remedy the ills of capitalist materialism, he instructed the German people “to be vigilant
to this danger and to concentrate on more earthly matters.”33 Arndt also advocated that
the German government be vigilant of the populace by politicizing the landscape, stating
that it “was the remit of government to protect the landscape and thus its citizens.”34
Arndt wished for strong state intervention in protecting the natural environment in the
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interest of the public, proposing that it “should manage nature and implement laws so that
a healthy, strong and happy race can develop and sustain itself.”35
As far as Germany’s urbanites were concerned, Arndt harshly critiqued their
lifestyle as an “artificial life,” “fixated on success,”36 a success that was “fixated on
money and material possession, as opposed to their rural counterparts.”37 Likewise, Arndt
saw a similar problem among German youth, whom he urged “to go out into the
countryside and rediscover nature before it was too late.” As for urban inhabitants, he
stated that “the residents of the towns and cities, however, must take heed of their
artificial existence and alter their way of life to emulate that of their rural cousins.”38 One
last important detail Arndt presents is the expropriation of property, stating that instead of
individuals being able to purchase and sell plots of land, the government should be “in
charge of the forests in general, [which] should be bought by the state and preserved in
the form of a staatswälder (state forest).”39 As Frank Uekoetter discusses in the Green &
the Brown, there were disputes over rights to own forest land that would become major
issues in coming decades.
Much like Arndt, Max Joseph von Pettenkofer also critiqued urban development,
tackling the issues head-on through his initiatives on an organic sewage system.
Pettenkofer’s solutions for Germany’s urban development during the latter half of the
19th century in other parts of the country “pushed for Munich to build facilities that would
mediate its waterways for potable drinking water that helped to avert the threat of major
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epidemics such as cholera and typhoid fever.”40 Pettenkofer’s primary approach in
dealing with outbreaks such as the cholera epidemic in Munich in 1854 focused on
solutions through “an epidemiological view, issuing a series of regulations, opposing
faecal seepage pits mainly around wells for drinking water and consistently championing
the construction of the sewerage system and drinking water supply without the use of
traditional lead pipes.”41 His analysis of rivers as natural sewage systems “dismissed the
dangers of mixing sewerage into rivers that also served as sources of drinking water,
insisting that, with only a minimal amount of dilution, the self-cleaning capacity of
flowing waterways would render biological contaminants harmless.”42 Pettenkofer’s
ideas were met with criticism during his failed campaign in the 1870s for natural sewage
systems. Dominick extrapolates on how critics viewed Pettenkofer’s ideas, as “critics of
the new system warned of potential dangers and persuaded the government of Prussia to
deny the necessary permits for sewers at Frankfurt and Cologne. The advocates of the
water closets saw this maneuver as the mindless reflex of Luddites…they chose the
Influential Society for the Care of Public Health, a nationwide association of physicians
and public health authorities.”43 However, these early endeavors by Pettenkofer
demonstrate the capacity and ingenuity that allowed him to show that using organic
solutions for sewage instead of industrial processes was a better alternative for
Germany’s water system and an overall improvement regarding his scientific work with
proper environmental hygiene that is recognized as an applied science today.
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Pettenkofer’s anti-urban attitude shares similarities with that of Arndt not in the
nationalist fervor to connect the people with the land, but to bring solutions to Germany’s
urban problems by way of pragmatism and dealing with urban problems head-on. His
ingenious plans for potable drinking water and a renewed sewage system averted further
problems within the urban communities that adopted them. Where we see Arndt strongly
advocating for government intervention of landscape management and regulations for the
sake of the German people, we see Pettenkofer strive to save the country without any
nationalist jargon. Furthermore, Pettenkofer’s greatest achievement in the name of natural
conservation during the larger part of the 19th century is encapsulated in his work
regarding hygiene. He lectured on the subject at Ludwig-Maxmilian University of
Munich in 1865, “and in 1879 he founded the Hygiene Institute at the Medical Faculty at
Munich University.”44 Hygiene, “recognized as a definite branch of applied science … [is
of] great importance to the community…relating to Public Health has for long been
recognised…by statesmen and leaders of medical opinion in England.”45 Pettenkofer’s
studies were recognized by German universities that put in place “chairs of Hygiene
equipped [with] laboratories in all but one of her twenty universities, besides the
celebrated Kaiserliche Gesundheitsamt at Berlin.”46 Pettenkofer’s achievements have
been recognized worldwide for his research on cholera and the construction of his
breathing apparatus which helped detect the metabolic cycle of creatinine.
Like Pettenkofer, who strove to fix Germany’s urban challenges, musical
composer Ernst Rudorff also acknowledged the country’s issues regarding nature
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conservation, founding the German League for the Protection of the Homeland that
acknowledged environmental concerns regarding the defacement of natural monuments
and the overpowering emphasis that Germany placed on material gain over the protection
of the heimat. Germany placed great emphasis on its material gain because they wanted
to catch up with Britain as German industrialization saw a late start circa 1850s.
However, this need to quickly expand set in motion Rudorff’s concern for the natural
environment. Likewise, German unification in 1871 saw an unprecedented building boom
across the country that allowed for individuals like Rudorff to argue for the protection of
nature to ensure its health and maintain the spiritual connection to the land. They are
early voices that made what became a familiar argument overtime. Rudorff’s main
concern was to link the destruction of nature to the degradation of the values of western
civilization, a key trait that German anti-modernists in the conservation movement
shared. He cites the indifference of the new Germany to its past by stating, “true
civilization in our society is dying, for in most parts of the nation there is complete
indifference to the legacy of our forefathers, and people’s connection with their heritage
has faded away altogether.”47 Rudorff stated that streamlining was ravishing the
mountains and rivers that were caught in the middle by the “destruction of the traditional
architecture of her fortresses and towns.”48 The League for the Protection of the
Homeland, which he founded in 1904, was made up of “cultural elites dedicated to
identifying and protecting regional landscapes, folk cultures, vernacular dialects, and
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historic buildings.”49 It was created in order to unite ethnic and historical preservationists
clubs that by 1916 boasted 250 clubs.50 The league’s goal was to protect country sides,
native species, ruins and unique geological formations.
One concern Rudorff expressed was the growing tourism to the countryside that
damaged its aesthetic appeal because it brought on the construction of tacky shops that
obfuscated its scenery. Rudorff exclaimed that “recreational access to nature would create
better citizens.”51 There was concern that without these recreational initiatives, citizens
had fallen prey “to the forces of commercial excess, status attainment…and individual
pleasure,” which in Rudorff’s eyes was the demise of German culture into modern
chaos.52 He argued that people escaped to nature because they enjoyed nature, but
because it meant just a weekend getaway, however, that brought about “ruinous
consumption of the landscape through garish hotels, unsightly billboards, tacky souvenir
shops, and ugly cable cars.”53
The league’s concern for Germany’s natural landscape prompted Rudorff and his
compatriots to lobby government officials to establish regulations, such as moderation of
commercial and residential development for nature reserves, as well as establishing
“design standards that embedded bridges, dams, and factories in the surrounding
landscape.”54 Such design features had a legacy that can be traced all the way up to the
construction of the Autobahn, first conceived in the mid-1920s. However, Rudorff’s
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motives for creating these restrictions and beautifying the landscape had much to do with
class distinction. He suggested that the experience of the landscape should be enjoyed by
“travelers” and not simple “tourists,” whose idea of traversing the countryside was built
on mass consumption, as opposed to the educated traveler whose journey was “for the
purposes of aesthetic self-cultivation.”55 Indeed, appropriating leisurely travel aimed
primarily at the educated created a sort of caste system that demonstrated in what order
Germans should enjoy the vast landscape from “the educated male bourgeoisie to the
lower middle classes, women, and the working classes.”56 Rudorff’s ideological precepts
and conservative-nationalist notions made him hostile toward tourist activities and the
pollution that people created by amassing to the countryside in droves, coupled with overt
building planning that “bled the countryside of its natural aesthetic.” Historian Thomas
Lekan suggests scholars have classified Rudorff as an “agrarian-romantic” who rejected
modernity altogether.
Likewise, the rudimentary beginnings of introducing greenery into the cities can
be dated back to the late 1800s, as Rudorff introduced the idea of building small houses
with tiny gardens, calling up city planners to take on the initiative. As one of the first
observers to diagnose Europe’s natural environment, social and cultural ills, Rudorff’s
concerns with tourism and the rising urban class in Germany distressed him to the point
that he created the League of Homeland Protection, which sought to fight the mass
tourism and general building in the countryside that disturbed its aesthetic beauty, while
at the same time condemning the bourgeoisie for closing off Germany’s rural landscape
to the poor. The bourgeoisie were able to close off this sector to the poor by way of
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purchasing land and growing hedges or simply enclosing portion of once public land that
was privately owned, a matter that Rudorff fought to have reversed for the sake of public
enjoyment. With Rudorff, we see the evolution of conservation as unified Germany
rapidly industrialized sparking the heimat movement that spearheaded nature
conservation issues.
The rise of Nationalism within the Conservation Movement
Worthy of note is the collective efforts of state officials who implemented
housing reforms that addressed the needs of those sprawling new model communities in
the cities, especially “abstinence from alcohol, vegetarianism, natural healing
exercise...”57 It is hard not to make the connection from this period to 1933, in which
Hitler himself abstained from alcohol and was a well-known vegetarian, to the holistic
approaches of natural healing exercises that can be equated to the philosophy of
anthroposophy, coined by the esoteric thinker Rudolf Steiner. The term völkisch
nationalism can be applied to the example of model communities that emerged out of
German nationalist sentiments that sought to protect the Fatherland in the name of nature
conservation. However, the ‘garden city’ movement also cropped up in places like
England and the US, where the movement did not originate from nationalist sentiments;
likewise, not every German that advocated for green space was a nationalist. The Garden
City movement was international, with local variations. Conservationists in many
industrialized nations were looking to combat the worst effects of modernization within
their own local conditions. Nevertheless, the concepts of controlling the elements and
bringing greenery to Germany’s urban population had a residue of Anti-modernism. Paul
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de Lagarde and Ludwig Klages were two of the many prominent anti-modernists that
expressed their disdain for modern cities; Lagarde even called for a “‘back-to-nature’
prescription to cure Germany’s current ills.”58 Their anti-modernism would be the
antecedent for the worldview of conservationism and ecology under the Nazis, as these
individuals equated nature protection with protection from foreign forces like Jews, as
well as a general notion that the early twentieth century was witnessing the decline of
western civilization. De Lagarde was a German biblical scholar and orientalist, a strong
anti-Semite who also opposed Christianity, influencing fascism and Nazism.
Furthermore, he extrapolated his dismissal of urbanity into stating that it was “better to
split wood than to continue the contemptible life of civilization and education; we must
return to the sources [of our existence] on lonely mountain peaks, where we are
ancestors, not heirs.”59 Lagarde’s words suggest not just a back to nature approach, but a
call back to primitive times where civilization and education do not even exist - in fact,
his words remind one of the philosophy of the American yeoman: pick yourself up by
your bootstraps and make your own way in life. De Lagarde is at best seen as a German
romantic thinker coupled with irrationalism, who influenced the evolution of the Nazi
regime regarding anti-Semitic and anti-modernist ideals. De Lagarde’s influence on the
Nazis stems from beliefs that we see illustrated during the Nazi regime. Such ideals
included the dismissive attitude towards religion. According to de Lagarde, “religions are
easily perverted when they refuse to adapt themselves to changing needs, when they
ignore the course of history…the ultimate consequence of this loss of meaning is the
Verweltlichung (secularization) of the religion, its submergence in the material world
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against which it fought. According to Lagarde, both Judaism and Christianity fell victim
to this fate.”60 This ideal survived under the Nazis, towards the prosecution and execution
of the Jewish people as well as the many conflicts the regime had with the Catholic faith.
Hitler’s ideas about the Judeo-Christian tradition tied to his beliefs about Germans
supposed mystical connection to the land-these were a legacy that this popular writer
Lagarde left to the Nazis.
Ludwig Klages, a philosopher, psychologist, and a German romantic, expressed
similar thoughts as De Lagarde regarding contempt for a “degenerate” modern world. As
one of the founders of the modern environmental movement, in 1913 he voiced his opinions
on German civilization as declining, blaming urbanites, claiming they “wasted their lives
‘walled into metropolises.’”61 Klages was an agitator that overall condemned urban
planning and the people who lived within it as “alienated from nature, [which] had caused
the current decay of the environment.”62 Klages stated that “by gradually displacing the
soul, reason has usurped its place, has set up its kingdom as it holds sway in the present
age of mechanism and soullessness, and is guilty of having brought humanity to its present
impasse of social inadequacy.”63 Klages details his rejection of modernity in a collection
of poems and essays titled The Biocentric Worldview. One chapter attacks technology and
the demise it has brought upon civilization, subjugating nature itself, and the fallacy of
technology and the injury it has brought upon civilization by robbing man of his soul. He
ties the demise of civilization to the demise of German wildlife by noting the loss of free
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roaming animals, thanks to the progress of man: “wild boar, ibex, fox, pine marten, weasel,
duck and otter—all animals with which the legends dear to our memory are intimately
intertwined—are shrinking in numbers, where, that is, they have not already become
extinct.” Furthermore, regarding the effects of industrialization on Germany’s living space,
Klages states that “today we see ever-increasing hordes huddled together in our big cities,
where they grow accustomed to the soot belching from the chimneys and the thunderous
turmoil of the streets, where the nights are as bright as days…the urban masses believe that
they have had an adequate introduction of the world of nature as soon as they have caught
a glimpse of a potato-field, or seen a single starling perched upon a branch of an emaciated
road-side tree.”64 Klages expresses what other intellectuals of his time said about the
destruction of nature and the ever expanding urban class, unleashing an overpopulation
crisis so deep that even soot rose out of chimneys and covered the earth in gravel, and
manmade structures destroyed trees and fields, dissipating the land of any nature.
Klages’ influence no doubt stemmed from his conservative; romantic ideals that
resonated well with other romantics that favored nature over the progress of
industrialization. His influence was also shared by his fellow Lebensphilosophers (life
philosophers), a movement in the late 19th and 20th centuries which developed out of
German romanticism, such as Wilhelm Dilthey, Geroge Simmel, and Hans Driesch, who
all shared the same fervor as Klages. Political theorist Hans Freyer viewed Klages’
romantic ideologies “as a true revolution, in which philosophy unified ‘the earth and its
world history (Weltgeschichte)…freeing men from their old life world (Lebenswelt) and
grounding them in a new, more abstract sense, by empowering them on the basis of the
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organic mass.’”65 Freyer’s play on words regarding ‘the earth’ and ‘organic mass’ suggest
his affirmation of Klages’ philosophy on nature and how important it was to bring Germans
to a new realization that connects them with nature than with the “old world” of
materialization and capital. Furthermore, Lebovic states that “Klages’s [sic] ascendancy
roughly coincided with the apotheosis of Wilhelm Dilthey, shortly before his death in
1911.”66 Dilthey was known as one of the older Lebenphilosophers who taught his fellow
pupils’ psychology and other subjects that Klages expounded on as his own philosophy,
maintaining a core of “Diltheyan teachings.”67 Dilthey’s teachings stem from science and
Kantian philosophy. Aiming toward a “religious Weltanschauung [that] lay deep in the
heart of German Romanticism,”68 Dilthey delved into teaching the science of history. This
‘science of history’ included “inner religious life of history, and the psychological criticism
of the philosophical, religious and poetic spirit.”69 Rejecting his orthodox religious
upbringing, Dilthey instead turned to “poets and thinkers of the Romantik.”70 Thus in 1880
Dilthey organized a group of sciences called Geisteswissenschaften, “compromising on the
one hand history in all its branches, on the other the systematic sciences of man and society:
philology, economics, jurisprudence, aesthetics, psychology, pedagogy.”71
Another major proponent of the conservation movement was Dr. Hugo Wilhelm
Conwentz. Conwentz, born 20 January 1855, was a “botanist who became a pioneer of
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state-sponsored conservation in Germany.”72 Undertaking conservation initiatives in
western Prussia, Conwentz identified Germany’s lackluster attitude to protect nature as
early as 1904 when he stated that “not only here in Prussia, but in almost every cultured
country, one has come to the conclusion that something must happen immediately in order
to prevent a complete destruction of primordial nature, highlighting the consequences that
rapid modernization had on the land.”73 Acting as “director of the West Prussian Provincial
Museum in Danzig, he promoted the preservation of natural monuments.”74 Jeffrey K.
Wilson, author of “Imagining a Homeland: Constructing Heimat in the German East, 18711914,” highlights the initial steps Conwentz took to promote conservation in West Prussia,
focusing on caring for land that tourists traversed in order to maintain its aesthetic appeal.
It is known that Conwentz, “appalled by clear-cutting in state forests…undertook a survey
of West Prussian foresters to locate threatened natural monuments, with the blessing of the
Prussian Ministry of Agriculture. Furthermore, “he compiled his results in his Forest
Botany Notebook, which the Ministry duly supplied to 400 foresters throughout Prussia as
a model for imitation.”75 With the advent of the protection of Prussian forestry, Conwentz’s
active role in protecting Prussia’s natural monuments reached the ears of “district
authorities in Danzig, who took Conwentz’s recommendations seriously, ordering that the
trees he designated as natural monuments be marked, protected and labelled on maps.”76
“In 1906, Conwentz was finally appointed the head of the newly inaugurated Prussian State
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Office for the Care of Natural Monuments.”77 The Prussian state office was founded after
the Prussian Ministry of Intellectual, Educational, and Medicinal Affairs asked Conwentz
to write a comprehensive essay on Naturdenkmalpflege (protection of natural monuments).
The Endangerment of Naturdenkmäler and Proposals for Their Preservation, written in
1904, “depicted the manifold dimensions and causes of damage to many aspects of the
environment…”78 “The book inspired

conservationists nationwide…in Prussia,

Conwentz’s galvanizing report led to the 1906 ministerial decree that established The
Prussian Governmental Center for Naturdenkmalpflege.”79 State officials were not the
only ones who listened to his advice: local institutions heeded his call as well, as he “urged
schools to pay more attention to Germany’s natural treasures in their science curricula.”
This is where his nationalistic personality shone through: according to Dominick,
Conwentz felt strongly that knowledge of the homeland was the same as the knowledge of
the Fatherland, with further evidence suggested at a “1913 conservation conference in
Bern, where he insisted that conservation was part of the protection of the homeland and
thus was a national, not an international task.”80
Although Conwentz did much to bring conservation to the forefront during the
Kaiser Reich, nature protection issues remained a bourgeois topic mostly dealt with in
middle-class circles and conservation groups. However, the rhetoric of nationalism echoed
on in other luminaries of conservationism. Conwentz’s legacy evolved into aspects of the
Nazi regime with similarities in the RNG (Reichsnaturschutzgesetz), passed in 1935,
which, as Charles Closeman argues “resembled documents discussed within the Prussian
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bureaucracy in 1927…In this respect, the Nazis’ new law created an apparatus that differed
little from that established in Prussia by Conwentz, three decades earlier.” 81 Conwentz’s
establishment of the Governmental Center for Naturdenkmalpflege in 1906, his urgency
for schools and local institutions to heed scientific curricula and an advocacy to urge
Germans to care for their homeland were crucial to the evolution of the Reich Nature
Protection Law of 1935, which passed worthwhile laws such as the protection of plants and
animals, natural monuments and securing natural beauty, fusing nature protection concerns
with the government in the early 1930s, whereas before nature conservationists worked
independently of the government. The nature protection law was so impactful that it was
not classified as a “National Socialist Act” after the war and continued to be applied with
slight changes into the Federal Republic of Germany until 1976.
Germany’s physical landmarks were not the only monuments facing destruction
by contamination and alteration; its airways were also causing harm to its citizens during
the Second German Empire. Airborne pollutants had been recorded as early as 1864 in a
study of the effects of air pollution on trees. Germany’s forestry fell victim to the
degradation of the heimat revealed by “colored maps to depict varying degrees of damage
to forest in the neighborhood of foundries.” According to Dominick, “these surveys
showed an irrefutable correlation between proximity to the smokestacks and the extent of
harm to the forests.”82 With the foresight to see that if air pollution could kill plants in the
form of acid raid due to the rising smoke enveloping trees, it was safe to assume that it
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could have the same effects on people.”83 In 1882, an epidemiolocal survey confirmed
that the mortality rate from respiratory diseases was thirteen times higher in industrial
cities than it was in rural communities.”84 Scientific evidence suggested that German
public health now suffered from tuberculosis that was linked to air pollution. Bacterial
tuberculosis became a major concern during the great depression, seen as “the most
common contaminative disease in towns and cities, where it was also the single greatest
killer.”85 Anthony McElligott’s The German Urban Experience 1900-1945: Modernity
and Crisis shows statistics from 1905 that in Germany there were “45,344 deaths…in
towns with populations over 15,000.”86 Although the disease concentrated among the
country’s urban surroundings, there was a decline in deaths from tuberculosis “during the
first half of the 1920s, falling from 71,132 cases in 1921 to 55,819 cases in 1925.”87 Even
though rates declined, tuberculosis still persisted during the interwar years: “1 million
persons…with TB in the 1920s, [where] half of those who died in Germany between the
ages of 15 and 30 years, were victims of tuberculosis.”88 Likewise, McElligott states
several housing inadequacies in places like Hamburg, Altona, where “occupants of
housing lived in appalling conditions, since many buildings were without basic internal
sanitary amenities. In 1918…the Reich Statistical Office found that nearly a third of
small dwellings (1-3 rooms; these made up half the nation’s total housing stock) lacked a
kitchen and toilet.”89 Further evidence of other noxious chemicals like lead in water, was
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attributed to air pollution in 1910: “…the national legislature estimated that there were
50,000-100,000 cases of lead poisoning nationwide…which introduced lead into the
food, beverages, and air consumed by human beings.”90 Germany’s urban poverty rate
evolved well into the 1930s where there existed a lack of beds; “every fifth child of the
German cities is without a bed of its own; it has to live amid poverty and sickness,
immorality, dirt, and coarseness…where six to eight or even fourteen or more human
beings are crowded together amid rats and filth.”91
Forests also suffered from airborne pollutants earlier on in 1864, when a “study
confirmed fatal damage to four young spruce trees from periodic and temporary
exposures to an SO2 concentration (sulfur dioxide)…another study used colored maps to
depict varying degrees of damage to forests in the neighborhood of foundries…these
surveys showed an irrefutable correlation between proximity to the smokestacks and the
extent of harm to the forests.”92 These three case studies regarding air pollution from the
late 1880s into the early 1900s indicate the dangers of airborne pollutants that steadily
grew to damage and destroy both humans and trees from the inside.
Air pollution was born out of the spread of urbanization, coupled with how close
people lived to one another, which helped spread tuberculosis. The spread of tuberculosis
caught the attention of Philipp Scheidemann in the early 1900s, who stated that in in
Berlin alone 96,000 people lived in cellars, declaring it “breeding grounds in which tens
of thousands of new candidates for consumption were quartered.”93 Born 26 July 1865,
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Scheidemann was a German politician of the Social Democratic Party, becoming the
second head of government of the Weimar Republic. His early insight on air pollution
addressed conservation issues as a nationwide problem that was no longer exclusive to
just the bourgeoise. The issue regarding people living in cellars was tackled by the
Congress for Social Hygiene and Demography in 1907, at which housing reform was
discussed amongst some 5,000 doctors and hygienists who declared public health and a
reconstruction of a healthier urban environment a crucial element in the wellbeing of
Germany’s citizenry.94 The living conditions of immigrants, mostly workers from Poland,
Russia, and especially from Germany’s countryside, highlighted environmental concerns
that were similar to its American counterpart regarding the cramped living condition of
immigrants in cities like Manhattan during the late-nineteenth-century, “with poor living
conditions under crammed areas of Berlin with poorly lighted and poorly ventilated
tenements that hardly had access to open and green spaces.”95 The rental barracks
(Mietskasernen), or tenement buildings, “occupied by Berlin’s proletariat were
considered dangerous, with a life expectancy of its inhabitants shorter than that of other
European cities such as London or Paris.”96 These tenement buildings suffered from
“dark courtyards and lack of cross ventilation, which was confirmed by statistics dating
back to 1873.” Understandably, this raised concerns and much needed aid that came
“around the turn of the century and became a dominant concern of urban and social
reformers, city planners, and architects.”97 The shortened life expectancy of the occupants
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of Berlin’s tenement buildings can be attributed to arguments made by those on the right.
McElligott explains the right’s disgruntlement by quoting German historian Oswald
Spengler’s second volume of Decline of the West: “Oswald Spengler presented a
culturally pessimistic assessment of decline coming about as a result of the creation of
‘soulless megalopolis’ where man, transplanted onto the barren terrain of the city, lived,
estranged from nature and the cosmos, a sterile existence.”98 This “cross contamination”
of proletarian peoples and urban disarray created a calamity that exposed Germany’s
cities to the realities of rapid industrialization, which culminated in its cities evolving into
a concrete landscape devoid of greenery.
Unlike Berlin’s working-class, the bourgeoise fared rather positively, due to
financial security that allowed them to escape Berlin’s urban settings for summer
vacations or to move out entirely to the outskirts into the villa colonies that offered a
more natural landscape. Berlin’s urban population had to deal with the realities that
escape from the city was not possible. Therefore, urbanites “were dependent on
philanthropic and public initiatives, which worked at different scales ranging from the
allotment and the urban park to completely new garden estates and garden suburbs. Socalled gardens for the poor (Armengärten) had first appeared in German cities in the
1820s...Initiated by the Gartenfeld Jungfernheide, a set of allotment gardens in the
northern suburbs, [were] administered by the Red Cross…These groups of ten to twelve
gardens rapidly expanded across the city.”99 Between that and the German Garden City
Movement that was established in 1902, we will see how urban planning from the early
1800s influenced the evolution of environmentalism throughout the years under Nazi
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Germany. These early city planners and architects took the initiative to fuse the
countryside and the city into one organism, for the benefit of the poor, displaying a
futuristic example of urban planning that allowed the poor to enjoy the same benefits that
the bourgeoise had. The biggest difference between De Lagarde and thinkers during the
Weimar era such as Bauhaus, Bruno Taut in Berlin, and Fritz Schumacher in Hamburg
was that these reformers loved the cities, whereas De Lagarde held contempt for them.
Prussia also underwent similar redevelopment during the nineteenth century, with
examples of land development outside of an urban setting. Although Prussia was
considered to be encompassed of barren land and unfit for agriculture, the rural
population that inhabited these lands depended on it for their livelihood, as it consisted of
“subsistence farming, wage earing, and domestic textile production.”100 Similar to the
experience in Berlin regarding engineers and architects coming together to address the
issue of confined spaces, in Prussia, the bourgeoise took the initiative of turning Prussia’s
infertile land into areas of cultivation for exploitation, regarding it as “potential
goldmines that only had to be used correctly to reveal their real value.” Furthermore, the
“bourgeois public advocated privatization, intensification of agricultural use, irrigation,
and drainage of wetlands to stimulate the cultivation of marginal land.”101 Rita
Gudermann, author of “Germany’s Nature: Cultural Landscapes and Environmental
History,” states that the bourgeoise were “driven by an optimistic belief in progress,” but
one has to question whether this group wanted to help the poor in these areas or to
privatize the land for their own benefit. Gudermann states that no one understood better
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the position to develop one “national resource,” water, than hydraulic engineers.
Nineteenth-century Germany’s lowlands demanded a new approach in how to deal with
the problem of unsatisfactory river control that plagued the country in the nineteenth
century. Hydraulic engineering promised that water would be transformed into a “waterwealth” that would integrate nature and technology as one.
Quoting Austrian historian Alfred von Domaszewski, Gudermann gives readers
an insight in understanding the endeavors the country could benefit from once it was able
to harness nature’s power, in this case water, and fuse it with its technological prowess
that would make Germany a force to be reckoned with - the same thought process
established under the Nazis through their integration of nature and the roadways of the
Autobahn:
should he [the engineer] achieve this… and should he use all of the forces of the
water carefully according to his needs, he will thereby enrich his country, increase
its creditability, and at the same time, open up inexhaustible resources for the arts
and sciences. Economizing water in order to use it on demand, controlling the
impact of flowing waters, preventing the standstill of water: these are the detailed
tasks which will lead to an abundance of water in nations if applied properly.102
This quote illustrates the capacity that conservationism played in the awareness of taking
a bad situation and flipping it around to better serve the populace and enrich Germany’s
credibility as a powerful country. This way of developing and taming land would go
against the ideology of thinkers like Arndt, de Lagarde & co. Therefore, should we see
this attitude as distinctly German? These ideas could easily be applied to the United
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States and the United Kingdom, as they shared similar conservation concerns. Should we
see Domaszewski’s quote as a preview of an Ubermensch mentality? Gudermann makes
the connection that engineers portrayed “themselves and their tasks that relied on telling
war metaphors to describe humankind’s battle against flowing water. In the minds of
engineers, a river’s current appeared to be a natural force with a soul and with destructive
anger that sought to destroy human culture.”103 One could argue that there exists a
correlation between the German man waging battle with the elements and a similar
symbolism that was ascribed to the tenets of National Socialism, which stated that foreign
soil and bad weeds needed to be exterminated from the German landscape, perhaps
ascribing this “foreign soil and bad weeds” to the “enemies” of the Nazis. Other elements
that could explain this “German attitude” as actually transnational can be traced back to
the United States and England’s history regarding masculinity, American manifest
destiny, and Britain’s “civilizing” of the Empire.
German Conservation Compared and Contrasted with England
A comparison should be made with English conservation, as it shared similarities
with Germany’s early efforts since the early 1800s. However, unlike conservation
initiatives in Germany, English conservation would not see legislation passed until the
1940s.104 “By the 1960s and 1970s around 1—2 per cent of the land in England was
protected from unrestricted exploitation in National Reserves or Sites of Special
Scientific Interest, around 9 per cent in National Parks and 11 per cent in Areas of
Outstanding Natural Beauty. It should be understood that English conservation existed
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during the 1800s, however, no legislation was passed to protect its land through
conservation means until the 1940s, instead it was overseen by its upper classes. In
contrast, by the end of the 1960s in Germany, 1 per cent of the land was strictly
protected, 9 per cent was in Nature Parks and 14 per cent in so-called protected areas
(Landschaftsschutzgebiete).”105 Although English conservation initiatives started at a
very early period in the 1800s, their inability to mandate these concerns at a
governmental level allowed Germany to surpass English conservation by protecting a
larger amount of green space than its English counterpart by the late 1960s (although
these numbers indicate that Germany only slightly surpassed English protected lands,
albeit by a much earlier start). These percentages in land protection in both countries
suggest a similarity in ideology pertaining to anti-modernism, with Germany greatly
outpacing England. However, the question arises: did English conservation originate
from the precepts of German conservation that predated its English counterpart and
modeled itself on Germany’s blueprint?
The ideological roots of English nature conservation, like Germany’s, stem from
the Romantic period. Likewise, English middle classes took on the initiative to “make
privately owned places of natural and cultural beauty accessible to everyone, another
aspect that German intellectuals strived for to make its lands available to everyone.106
Through these initiatives, in 1865, the Commons Preservation Society (CPS) was
founded to “prevent the increasing privitisation and fencing-off of common land to
protect public rights of ways.”107 Furthermore, “during the 1880s members of the CPS
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developed the idea of founding an organization which would have the right to buy and
own buildings of cultural value and areas of natural beauty, in order to preserve them and
keep them accessible to the public.”108 In 1895, the National Trust for Places of Historic
Interest or Natural Beauty was founded, which also wanted to “take over or buy those
cultural monuments, such as stately homes, natural monuments and areas of natural
beauty, which it regarded as the nation’s heritage and to preserve them for the
public…”109
Several other organizations were founded during this period that all contributed to
the protection of England’s natural landscape. Luminaries such as Nathaniel Charles
Rothschild led the Society for the Promotion of Nature Reserves in 1912. A battle ensued
between England’s land-owning aristocracy and the middle classes. Although no laws
existed during this time for the English landscape, the middle-class fought to make sure
its citizenry could enjoy “…beautiful, uncultivated countryside, guaranteed by the
law.”110 Like Germany’s rapid industrialization, so too did England go through its own
expansion. However, unlike the woes Germany faced with the rise of its urban population
and the cramming of its tenants into confined housing, Ditt and Rafferty suggest that
England’s urban population were able to get away from the cites in the 1880s: “the urban
population’s dream of relaxing in the countryside was made more attainable by the
expansion of the railways, the increasing popularity of bicycles.”111 This period also
suggests that English and other European intellectuals began to idealize the rural world,
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where the general thought was that the “modernization process, concentrated in the towns
and among the middle classes, was leading to racial and cultural decadence.”112
English conservation initiatives, albeit with no governmental assistance, persisted
in the endeavor to spearhead the movement by creating more and more conservation
organizations. For example, in 1926, the Council for the Preservation of Rural England
(CPRE) was founded, “on the initiative of certain members of the aristocracy and the
upper middle classes.”113 This evolution in time is indicative of the process that the
aristocracy and the middle-classes were now working together for conservation
endeavors, perhaps a result of the rising tensions and social changes that industrial
expansion brought upon western European countries. Much like Ernst Rudorff’s League
for the Protection of the Homeland, which regulated tourist activities in the countryside,
the CPRE was founded on “various scientific and touristic associations.”114 It is
important to point out that the English conservation movement sought to educate the
public in nature conservation of the countryside and on how landscape and villages
should be developed, something that Germany’s isolationist nature organizations did not
do. As indicative of German advocacy regarding the countryside and its struggle to free it
of industrial building or curtailing aspects of its scenic landscape, the CPRE sought to do
the same by “protesting electricity pylons in the countryside, against buildings in and
railway lines that would ruin the landscape, against advertisement hordings [sic] in places
of beauty, against ugly petrol stations, and in some cases also against golf courses and
airports.”115 Although this quote suggests conservation initiatives that took place in the
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late 20th century, we can see the organization’s evolution in how it sought out stricter
ways to avoid industrial construction that would obfuscate the natural landscape.
Nationalistic endeavors in England, as in Germany, should be further examined in
conservation initiatives the CPRE took. During the early 1900s the CPRE came to be
known as “expressing the orthodoxy of conservation, the reasoned and stable core of the
movement, and thus has itself become a symbol of the England, and the Englishness, it
was created to preserve and protect.”116 This quote illustrates the same language that
German conservationists used such as Arndt and de Lagarde to express conservation
through the lens of nationalism. Furthermore, in 1928, “the Exhibitions Committee of the
CPRE issued a postcard, ‘St. George for Rural England’, to accompany their travelling
‘Save the Countryside’ exhibition, the Council’s chief weapon of, as they termed it,
‘propaganda.’”117 Marking St. George as the organization’s banner further amplified
nationalistic endeavors set forth by the CPRE’s ‘architect and pioneer planner’ Patrick
Abercrombie who formed the organization to be “a literal ‘council’ rather than a single
‘pressure group,’ of diverse organizations loosely concerned with rural preservation.”
This was very different from early German conservation initiatives, as all of those
organizations worked independently of the government and focused solely on their
specific natural environment. Furthermore, the slogan ‘St. George for Rural England’ was
presented as “a fight on behalf of English identity, of good against evil, of old against
new, of the rural against urban.”118 These similarities are shared with early nationalistic
German conservationists who also called for a fight against urbanization; The quote “St.
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George fights the spread of an urban and brashly commercial culture, the pollution of the
factory, the invasion of the country by the petrol engine and its attendants of garage and
hoarding…”119 could resonate with the work of Max Joseph von Pettenkofer. The harsh
language regarding commercial culture and urbanicity resembles the ideology spread by
back-to-nature German conservationists.
Early English conservationist goals and aspirations dictate a similar starting point
that was common with early German conservationists regarding nationalistic rhetoric to
dictate the way of the land. Looking at the history of The Council for the Preservation of
Rural England sheds light on these early nature conservationist goals that spearheaded
concerns not just through pragmatic goals but intertwined them with nationalistic bravado
that sought to tackle these issues through an almost militant call to arms to protect the
English landscape, much like early nationalist German conservationists did. This part of
English conservation points to a specific organization that can be compared to the goals
and ideals of the early conservationists in Germany that concentrated on nationalistic
goals to push forward conservationism.
German environmentalism from the early 1800s into the late 1900s demonstrated
various examples of individual undertakings that addressed the substantial negative
effects of rapid industrial expansion, as well as the rise of its urban class, which uprooted
the natural landscape in favor of urban planning that crammed people into close living
spaces in big cities, diminishing their aesthetic beauty, as well as creating ecological
problems such as sewage, structural buildings that defaced the natural landscape in the
countryside, and the rise of consumerism and capitalism, which thinkers of the period
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were sure diminished the forgotten tranquility of the open land. To remedy these ills,
these early thinkers like Ernst Moritz Arndt, Max Joseph von Pettenkofer, Ernst Rudorff,
Paul de Lagarde and Ludwig Klages championed the call to protect Germany’s natural
environment, from tackling projects in the cities and creating green spaces for its citizens
to addressing the concerns of the countryside and the defacement of its scenic landscapes
by tourists through the construction of convenience shops for cheap consumer thrills.
Likewise, this period demonstrates the rudimentary beginnings of nationalistic endeavors
that many of its thinkers displayed, evolving into the ideas for the German landscape into
the 1930s. The ideology of agrarian-romanticism further acknowledged the idea that the
natural landscape should first and foremost be considered German, by virtue of a back-tonature approach that thinkers of the time stressed to remedy the disgruntled behaviors of
people faced with the realities of urban living in the big cities. We will see an evolution
in the initiation of various conservation societies throughout Germany that sought to
protect its specific natural monuments, wildlife, and scenic landscapes, which survived
well into the 1930s, when the conservation movement would no longer operate in isolated
regions but be encapsulated into the government of the Third Reich.
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CHAPTER II
Nature Conservation Societies c.1800s-1900s
Now that we’ve laid out the philosophical and ideological roots of conservation in
Germany, let’s look at how this translated into organizations. This chapter will cover the
establishment of nature conservation societies that bureaucratically spearheaded projects
throughout Germany from the Kaiser Reich into the Weimar Era. We will learn about
who the key characters were in these organizations, as well as learn about their respective
ideologies achievements, and what they accomplished. Furthermore, we will look at the
latter ideology of nationalism, the concept of the heimat, and völkisch thinking as we
move further into the Weimar system where these ideologies took precedence, seeping
into the conservation movement. This chapter will address the shaping of the future of
Germany’s conservation movement into what became the established conservation
societies, which spread throughout the country and focused on protection of local nature
that was considered representative of each region. This chapter will address the main
character of each organization, as well as each organization’s ambitious goals and
accomplishments. The material presented here shows the evolution of the
accomplishments of key individuals discussed in chapter 1, crystallizing into a cohesive
unison of established organizations that expounded on the concerns of protecting the
nature landscape to a larger audience and at the governmental level. As we will see, by
the late 1920s, the language of the conservation movement shifted from just nature
conservation to the more ideological tone of the protection of the homeland (Heimat),
nationalism, and völkisch overtones. This will set up the changes that occurred after 1933,
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when the Nazi regime consolidated power and brought nature conservation into their
sphere of influence.
The NIMBY (Not in MY Backyard) Movement
During the 1800s,the established conservation organization that spontaneously
arose around specific projects eventually crystallized into conservationist initiatives that
came together to form bureaucratic organizations throughout Germany that sought out
more sustained methods to protect the natural landscape and “target local, regional,
national, or even international issues…they acquired the trappings of a long-lived
bureaucracy.”120 Raymond H. Dominick III discusses the NIMBY (Not in My Backyard)
movement that went all the way back to the late 1700s, such as when Stuttgarters who
lived alongside the Nesenbach petitioned their government to correct the silting and
pollution of that stream. Elsewhere, “voluntary neighborhood associations in Hamburg
complained to their city government about the ‘pestilential vapors’ that hovered over the
nearby Elbe River. Inhabitants of newly industrial neighborhoods routinely added their
petitions to the bulging files of the local bureaucrats.”121 These protests demonstrate a
kind of “nitpicking” form of conservation that these individuals of the NIMBY cause
represented. Their ardent willingness took them to their local governments demanding
they listen and engage in adopting mandates to address ‘citizens’ concerns.122 Stuttgarters
made their concerns heard by complaining about the rise of industrial engineering from
factories that spewed “smoke, ash, and noxious smells.”123 Starting in 1869, the North
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German Empire “required operating permits for a long list of industries.”124 However,
most NIMBY struggles were in vain as the majority of their concerns fell on deaf ears, as
well as the fact that at this time a unified Germany did not exist, which meant that
individual states did whatever they pleased in this sphere. Dominick explains this lack of
empathy as “the authorities [siding] with the developers and polluters.”125 The lack of
support from the authorities for protestors occurred because they were too few in number
and politically unimportant if they only worked within the bureaucratic system. In
addition, the country’s late start in industrialization that took precedence over all other
goals, including environmental protection.
Dominick, however, does demonstrate how NIMBY garnered the attention of
state officials by “(1) [demonstrating] that a potentially offending industry contradicted
the uses to which the surrounding region traditionally had been put; (2) objections from
wealthy and well-connected people; and (3) large-scale public protests against the
disruptive innovation.”126 These three ‘rules’ brought about significant momentum that
halted industrial projects, such as when suburbanites in “Hamburg halted a foundry in
1891 where the proposed foundry violated the residential and agricultural character of the
area. Another successful example was a quarry excavation that could potentially destroy
a unique rock formation called the Landskron that was halted in the scenic Ahr River
Valley by NIMBY forces that sparked a society to form, the ‘Society for Saving the
Landskron.”127
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Another example of NIMBY projects dealt with stopping the felling of the
Grünewald woodland retreat in Berlin. In 1910, “Burgermeisters of Berlin and seven of
its suburbs all signed a formal objection to felling the forest and replacing it with more
blocks of urban buildings.”128 Pleading to the Prussian bureaucracy, the Burgermeisters
noted that on any given Sunday, between “100,000 and 200,000 Berliners took their
recreation in the Grünewald.”129 Burgermeisters aside, in 1907, “twenty-six protesting
petitions immediately had bombarded the Prussian legislature…[including] scientific
groups like the German Botanical Society and the German Entomological Society…the
Berlin Forest Protection Society and the Society for Heimatkunde (Study of Local
Customs) of Brandenburg.”130 The Berlin newspapers also joined the fight against the
felling of the Grünewald, such as the Berliner Tageblatt, who “blasted the development
proposal as an “irreparable violation of sanitary and aesthetic values for current and for
all future generations.”131 Finally, “in 1915, a contract was signed that endorsed the sale
of the Grünewald at a sale price of 50 million Reichsmarks to the city of Berlin, a number
that Berliners agreed to be taxed in order to preserve the woodland area from succumbing
to urban development.”132
The journey to protect the Grünewald, along with other instances before the
establishment of bureaucratic conservation societies, demonstrate early initiatives by
individuals who came together to tackle the destruction and obfuscation of scenic
landscapes. Be that as it may, it is hard not to acknowledge the selective choices of what
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these individuals sought to tackle under the guise of nature protection; one could even
argue that these individuals only incentive to take on such projects stemmed from their
selfish need to preserve nature that they used and or lived nearby. As selfish the NIMBY
cause may have been, it would serve as the rudimentary beginnings of the expansion of the
Heimatschutz movement, leading to the creation of organizations like The Bavarian State
Committee for the Care of Nature.
The Bavarian State Committee for the Care of Nature
Founded in 1900, “Bavarian botanists established the society aimed at protecting
the primordial beauty of the Alps from the twin menaces of tourism and the commercial
trade in Alpine flowers.”133 Bavarian nature protection from the get-go presented difficult
negotiations between three main interest groups: “representatives of the Bavarian
administration, a number of private associations (art associations, scientific societies,
hiking clubs) and business interest groups.”134 Constituted on October 14, 1905, the
committee consisted of different outdoor clubs such as the Alpine Society, focusing
attention on the mountains of Bavaria and establishing the first agency for conservation in
Bavaria. The Alpine Society was preceded by organized nature protection that began in
1902, with its founder of the Isar Valley Society, “Gabriel von Seidl, a well-known
architect and influential member of Munich’s art circle.”135
The Isar Valley Society
The Isar Valley Society, which was involved in urban planning, owning land and
had a membership of 1600 by the First World War, focused its conservation initiatives on
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a recreation area for the urban population of Munich. To save plots of land from urban
development, the Isar Valley Society raised money through private donations and from
government agencies for the direct purchase of land in danger of alteration. The Isar Valley
Society saw “nature protection as influenced by an aesthetic perception of nature as a
picturesque landscape that went hand in hand with the geographical surroundings on the
character of the inhabitants.”136 In January 1904, “the Munich section of the German
Alpine Society, together with about eighty other private associations, presented a petition
in which they requested the Bavarian Department of the Interior to “enact suitable
regulations for the protection of natural monuments” of special aesthetic, historical,
prehistoric or scientific importance, the conservation which is of public interest.”137
Bavaria, like the rest of Germany, suffered the same fate of the effects of the industrial
revolution, with conservation epicenters being concentrated around the cites of Augsburg,
Nuremberg and Munich. Bavaria also suffered from an increase in its “population,
urbanization, radical changes in agriculture, as well as the danger of the Bavarian landscape
being obfuscated by tacky billboards and commercial buildings that worried early
conservationists.”138 These concerns can be equated to concerns that Ernst Rudorff
expressed about the tacky shops obfuscating the countryside.
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The League for Nature Conservation in Bavaria
In an attempt to bring awareness to the Bavarian government, “the Isar Valley
Society and some 80 other bodies, in 1904, [decided] to place suitable regulations 'for
protecting features ‘of aesthetic, historical, prehistoric or scientific importance.’139 But the
Bavarian government had its own ideas: it sidestepped any commitment by appointing a
State Committee for the Care of Nature (Landesausschuss für Naturpflege), comprising
representatives of the petitioning bodies (those involved within the Isar Valley Society).
Because the Bavarian government would not commit to the petitioning bodies and the Isar
Society to do something about conservation efforts on their part, the State Committee took
the role of administrating three different ways of protecting the natural landscape: “to
appoint one or more ‘overseers’ to promote Naturschutz awareness in each locality; second,
to identify those features worthy of protection; and, third, to warn the relevant authorities
of any threat to them,”140 i.e. the Isar Society used their own people for the role of
administrating the nature landscape. The committee faced setbacks as well, such as not
being consulted on public projects that made “crucial incursions into the landscape, for
example the electric train that linked Berchtesgaden and the Königsee and the cog railroad
that ran up the side of the Zugspitze. [As well as persuading] the government to protect
public access to the shores of the Kochelsee. The state committee also joined the protracted
battle over the hydroelectric plant at the Walchensee.”141 It gained a foothold in this
endeavor, managing “a reduction of about 50 percent in the flow to be extracted from the
Isar River and a reduction of the seasonal fluctuation in the level of the Walchensee from
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approximately 16 meters to less than 5.”142 Likewise, the committee was able to insist on
certain regulations that Bavarian authorities adhered to, such as “protective decrees for
endangered species of birds and plants and to regulate the erection of billboards.” 143 This
decree was enacted in 1908 at the request of the Bavarian committee, where “a new police
penal code created the possibility of enacting regulations for the protection of endangered
species at a local level.”144 “The 1908 Act was to remain the sole legal basis in Bavaria
until 1935, when a national law for nature protection was enacted by the Nazi
government.”145 More importantly, the Bavarian government reacted to the call of nature
protection by relying on Hugo Conwentz’s concept of ‘small-scale protection of single
objects.’ The “Department of the Interior presented a new concept at an interdepartmental
meeting, which was summarized as Naturpflege…meaning the protection of those
“formations of nature, the conservation of which serves as extraordinary and non-material
interest of the public’ and to which ‘economic interests would have to take second place.’146
Bund Naturschutz
However, these small successes at gaining the attention of the government overall
did little to advance conservation in Bavaria. Coming to this realization, the
Landesausschuss für Naturpflege in Bayern (or LAN, the German acronym for the society)
was forced into finding other ways to advance conservation that sought to rely less on the
goodwill of government assistance. In 1914, a private association was created called the
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Bund Naturschutz (BN), which “became the largest association for environmental
protection in Germany in the 1920s.”147 Its founder was Karl Von Tubeuf, who was born
in Amorbach in 1862, a German forestry scientist, mycologist and plant pathologist.
Tubeuf aimed the BN’s purpose “to raise the financial means to stop detrimental intrusions
into nature and to encourage donations for nature protection.”148 Unfortunately, the Bund
Naturschutz’s overall work did not contribute enough to surpass what the Bavarian State
Committee had achieved, “mainly due to the hardships that were brought on by World War
I, which meant insufficient funds for conservation work to continue, especially during the
inflation period in 1922/23. While the Bund fell short in conservation work throughout its
lifetime until 1935, it found strength in its membership, which by 1922 had already reached
3,000 persons.”149 Even more people were attracted to the group’s ideals by way of the
Bund’s quarterly newsletter, Blätter für Naturschutz und Naturpflege. “The newsletter
attracted people through hiking tours, slide and film shows, lectures on nature protection
and even advertisements in newspapers and on the radio.”150 The Bund hoped that by
making people aware of the benefits of nature protection, that a people’s movement would
emerge since Bavaria was in an “age of mass consumption and mass tourism.”151
By 1939, “the Bund’s membership reached an all-time high of 27,531 members. It
is worthwhile to note the type of people that the Bund attracted: usually elites, the rich, and
prominent figureheads made up the majority of conservation societies. However, by the
end of Weimar, the Bund’s membership included Elementary school teachers,
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[constituting] roughly a quarter of the overall membership…another quarter consisted of
civil servants of entry level, followed by clerks, priests and corporate members. The
increasing membership has to be regarded as a success, all the more because it was not
restricted to urban areas or the few prosperous years of the Weimar Republic.”152 Teachers,
the clergy and civil servants alike contributed to the BN’s initiatives, with its more affluent
members realizing that education would facilitate knowledge to future generations,
providing the BN with longevity for their cause of nature protection, if nothing else.
Along with the BN’s focus on getting civil servants to aid in the conservation
movement, the Bavarian State Committee focused on bringing together “tourist
associations and tourist regions as allies to fight against the degradation of nature.”153 LAN
partnered with the Alpine spa Bad Tölz to mitigate the effects of the Walchensee plant.
LAN and spa Bad Tölz understood that projects like the Walchnesee should not just take
into consideration the interests of the state as a whole but should also factor in how these
projects impacted the local economy, its residents such as fishermen, tourist facilities,
rafting enterprises and forest owners.154 Natural springs were discovered at The Alpine spa
Bad Tölz, located on the Isar in Bavaria, in the middle of the 19th century. The area focused
on healing properties of these springs, becoming a curing haven and spa town. ‘LAN, in
partnership with Bad Tölz, were not so much interested in creating business ventures for
themselves, instead, they were actively trying to mitigate how much state projects could
influence commerce and revenue in their favor, disregarding the economic interests of local
businesses and the destruction to nature that these projects would produce if they came to
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fruition, robbing these businesses of its resources they depended on, as well as reducing
the natural landscape that tourism and the local population enjoyed. The Bavarian
committee’s conservation program achieved much regarding conservation up until
1914.’155
One could argue that LAN stood apart from other conservation societies at the time
because “it did not suffer the same fate as other organizations of the Heimatschutz
movement that involved themselves within the ideology of Volksgemeinschaft,”156 as well
as blood-and-soil mythology. The early conservation societies discussed thus far began by
tackling issues regarding protecting the natural landscape from the effects of the industrial
revolution, springing from a milieu of projects and the ingenuity of individuals that
spearheaded the protection of Germany’s natural landscape. As conservation societies
gradually evolved in the early 20th century, the concepts of Volksgemeinschaft and
nationalism intertwined themselves within the movement, shedding a new light that
concerned itself with the heimat, which embraced the idea of equating the German
landscape and its people. Nationalism played a decisive role in the way conservation
societies behaved and the framework of their goals, foreshadowing radical changes that
occurred within the nature conservation movement after the Nazis consolidated power in
1933. As will be discussed, we will come to learn that nationalistic ideals within the
movement quickly turned to the ideals of the blood-and-soil movement, which
conservation societies championed, at times because they revered Nazism and its ideology,
but also for fear of punishment and ridicule after 1933.
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The earliest German association for conservation was The German League for Bird
Protection. Of all the conservation societies that existed in Germany, this became the
largest and most influential. “The first national bird lovers group crystallized in 1875…this
pioneering band worked with animal protection leagues, with botanical and gardening
societies, with foresters and even with hunting clubs to sponsor the first bird protection bill
in the Reichstag.”157 German bird conservation developed in the context of economic
practices and institutions in agriculture and forestry. Habitats for birds decreased in the
wake of the industrial revolution in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Both
the decline in habitats and a decline in species abundance made the negative side effects
apparent to conservationists, especially when it came to songbirds, which played a vital
role in the destruction of insect pests. It is interesting to note again that as early as 1875,
conservation societies were working together from different backgrounds of nature
protection, but without the aid of the Bavarian or German government. One important
figure that paved the way for organized bird conservation in the German empire was Karl
Theodor Liebe. Liebe was a professor at the gymnasium in the city of Gera in Thuringia,
and president of the local natural-history society, and an outspoken proponent for bird
conservation during the Wilhelmine era, encouraging fellow conservationists that to
protect avian life they first had to know the life of a bird, i.e., fall in love with them.158
Liebe’s contributions to bird conservation included publicizing the ethical and economic
advantages birds displayed through his numerous publications in the Ornithological
Monthly (Ornithologische Monatsschrift) on the intrinsic value of birds, while
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economically he focused on distinguishing between useful and harmful species. 159 The
journal’s importance lay in the fact that it belonged to the Society for the Protection of
Birdlife, which was founded in 1875 in the city of Halle. By 1883, the society counted
1,112 members, predominately rural dwellers.160 Likewise, the organization was
responsible for a second journal titled the Monthly Bulletin of the German Society for the
Protection of Birdlife (Monatsschrift des Deutschen Vereins zum Schutz der Vogelwelt); it
was founded in 1876 and renamed the Orinthological Monthly (Ornithologische
Monatsschrisft) in 1890.161 According to Liebe, the journal was the ‘soul’ of the society,
claiming that without it, it would fall apart. The journal’s purpose was to advocate bird
conservation and protection, nurture birdkeeping, offer useful information to bird fanciers,
and even include useful information for poultry breeding.
The question of what caused a decline in birdlife was not because of persecution
and bird catching alone, “as legal restrictions on bird catching had been introduced in East
Thuringia and surrounding principalities between 1850 and 1863. Instead, Liebe collected
quantitative field data on population change in 146 species and observed that the middle
third of the nineteenth century showed an increase in songbirds and a species of duck,
whereas other species that did not belong to songbirds had become extinct.”162 “Liebe
considered this extinction of birdlife to be due to changes in agriculture and forestry that
throughout the years that he and members of German society attributed to changes in the
landscape, such as the installation of railway systems, electricity poles, and lighthouses.
The introduction of new technology into the natural landscape contributed to the loss of
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wildlife habitats by space taken up by railroad tracks, death by electrocution from
telegraphic wires, and death by impact from the attraction of light from the windows of
lighthouses at night.”163 “Liebe’s assessments during this time have left us an impression
that nineteenth century conservationists opposed all technological progress not because of
the expansion of urban industrialized centers but rather from technology reaching the
countryside, influencing bird fanciers and the urban elite to work for the protection of avian
life.”164
Another organization around the issue, The League for Bird Protection (BfV),
was founded in 1899 in Stuttgart by Lina Hähnle. Born on February 3, 1851, Hähnle was
the wife of a prominent industrialist who managed to make bird conservation in Germany
the largest and most influential bird protection organizations, swelling the group’s
numbers from “6,100 members in 1902 to an impressive 41,323 by 1914.”165 The league
followed the example of ornithologist Rudolf Bergner, who founded a bird organization
in Austria that at its peak counted around forty thousand members, mainly residing in the
state of Wuerttemberg in southwestern Germany. Hänhle began her involvement in bird
protection in Württemberg after the age of 45 when she “soon discovered that protection
of biological diversity was only possible by protecting species’ habitats.”166 Hänhle’s
accomplishments and longevity match the timeline of the Association’s lifespan, which
contributed greatly to German conservation via the protection of its wildlife. Many of her
accomplishments included steps such as pursuing nature conservation through acquisition
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of land and from 1898, creating private sanctuaries and acquiring money from family
funds. Funds came from Lina’s husband, Johannes Hähnle, whose success as a business
leader helped support the Federation for Bird Protection financially, through his
connections as a liberal member of the Reichstag and State Parliament, and through his
and Lina’s political family’s offices in Stuttgart, in Geingen an der Brenz. His felt factory
in Geingen an der Brenz also became a source of funding for Federation. Lina Hänhle
launched the ‘Bund für Vogelschutz’ (BfV, Association for the Protection of Birds),
which she directed for 40 years during the entire period of the German empire. In 1913,
the BfV leased 50 sanctuaries; (these sanctuaries were contracted for a limited time to
house birds); by 1928 the number had increased to more than 100. She won over
influential personalities from the nobility, business and politics, as well as exchanging
expert information through exhibitions and excursions. To accomplish this, she kept
membership fees for the BfV low and ran intensive publicity campaigns. The large BfV
membership (already 40,000 by 1916) and its inclusion of men and women from all
social classes reflect her efforts.167 The league’s membership numbers were bolstered by
setting an annual membership at a very low amount of fifty pfennige (cents) a year,
advocating a sense of To Each and Everyone (An Alle und Jeden) in a leaflet meant to
recruit bird fanciers and conservationists alike.
One could argue that the league was also biased in their outlook regarding useful
versus non-useful species; the league characterized birds according to their economic
utility or harm, as illustrated in an ornithological handbook the league published by
Johann Friedrich Naumann (German scientist and founder of scientific ornithology in
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Europe). Titled A Natural History of German Birds, it presents “the sparrow as the
archetypical enemy, a shameless proletarian with an unpleasant voice that flourished
chiefly at farmers’ expense.”168 This discrimination against the sparrow went beyond
simply that, as even feeding them became a rigid ethic that conservationists should follow
by arguing that the sparrow only displayed “‘usefulness’ from May to July, when it
would feed on insects.”169 Therefore, “Continuous lavish feeding without regard to the
weather leads the birds to inactiveness and keeps the insectivorous ones from following
their useful, diligent preoccupation.”170 This rigid attitude about humans’ ‘proper’
relationship to birds allows readers to understand the more ‘serious’ side of the league as
they came to understand that bird conservation was intertwined within the world of work,
and not of a world of play.171 Conservationists separated themselves from more playful
notions of bird feeding, instead focusing on a more ‘serious economic enterprise’ that
was not based on ideals of treating these birds as toys or playthings. Economic or ethical
arguments for conservation were presented as the only substantial arguments for
conservation, delegating play to “childhood, and described as a mere preparation of the
child for adulthood.”172
The league’s focus on its philosophy of work and no play with avian life reflects
the psyche of the 19th and early 20th century, as understood by Max Weber’s sociology of
classes and status groups with the creation of the ‘middle class,’ which included ‘a
heterogeneous formation of economically dependent and independent classes:
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entrepreneurs, civil servants, both professionals and employees.’173 ‘This can be seen in
Lina Hähnle’s notion of bringing together elementary school teachers, entry level civil
servants (such as clerks), priests, and corporate members. The league realized that these
individuals could facilitate and fill in the gap to educate future generations to their cause.
This fusion created the ‘inclusive middle class,’ explained by Hannes Siegrist as an
amalgamation of ‘traditional elites, the working class, and the ‘inclusive’ or ‘broad’ middle
classes.’174 This mixture of individuals came together because of common factors such as
living in close proximity to one another, as well as similarities in professional and
economic interests, traditions, and mentalities.175 In this context, we can understand the
integration of civil servants as a driving force in the league for Bird Protection as vital to
the league’s longevity, as well as understanding how the bourgeoise felt it necessary to be
inclusive towards various professional fields that enriched its diversity and its scope in
educating those in the field of conservation. In other words, the league came to encompass
a broad spectrum of bourgeois groups around the shared goal of conservation.
The league also got involved in World War I, showcasing ‘positive’ picturesque
photography that was put to use in the war effort. Hänhle herself stated in 1915: “Since
nobody could form a comprehensive idea of the tremendous experience of the war during
the first months, we presented moving pictures mainly in the countryside and set the
tremendous efforts that had been demanded of our troops into the right light. We have been
among the first to recognize the positive aspects of the cinematograph” (Bund für
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Vogelschutz 1916, 9).176 Pictures that were taken of the soldiers during the first months of
the war as propaganda helped to show people back home the ‘great effort’ of soldiers and
their travels through Europe’s countryside. Aside from just bird protection, the league
showed that they sympathized with the war effort by claiming to demonstrate the austerity
German soldiers faced as they traversed the open land towards war, a herculean effort as
stated by Hänhle herself. Accordingly, Hänhle’s use of photography served to stimulate
nature conservation by shedding light on the European countryside that German soldiers
were traveling through during World War I.
Hähnle’s founding of the league and aspirations for it to reach national massmembership posed a threat to the German Society, as was indicated in the Ornithological
Monthly for 1899: “As much as such a fragmentation is to be regretted, it is a truly
German approach. Everybody wants to found something new, following his own will and
exhibiting sovereign disregard for everything that is already established.”177 The German
Society’s memberships peaked in 1890 at 1,232 and began to decline the following year
as the League for Bird Protection steadily engulfed the Society as the better conservation
organization in terms of membership. Prominent figureheads emerged out of the League,
such as wildlife photographer Carl Georg Schillings. Schillings’ accolades included his
travels through British East Africa in 1896 and 1897 as a member of a scientific
expedition.178 His photographs from Africa highlighted a decline in African wildlife,
giving him impetus to photograph German endangered wildlife that put him on the
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German map, publishing a highly successful book titled With Flashlight and Rifle (Mit
Blitzlicht und Büchse), which sold eight thousand copies in less than a month (published
in 1905).179 Schillings’ advocacy within the League for Bird Protection included his
outspoken demeanor and a successful campaign against the use of feathers for fashion at
a talk on the matter at the first German Bird Protection Congress (Deutsche
Vogelschutztag). The talk, held in 1910, showcased photographs of nesting birds of
paradise killed for their feathers: “On all streets and squares in the civilized world one
hears the cry of millions of birds descending from ladies’ hats: ‘You children of
humanity, you ladies and girls, and—you gentlemen gentlemen—protect our vanishing
species, which are doomed to extinction through the feather trade.’”180 Schillings’
advocacy for the ban on bird feathers as fashion came to fruition as the German emperor
and his wife abstained from wearing feathers.
Members of the league were so successful advocating bird protection in Imperial
Germany that bird love and bird protection became so synonymous that the league sought
to protect birdlife from the domestic cat, who was “identified as the greatest menace to
avifauna in their Heimat landscape.”181 So much was the hate for cats that “Hans Reiherr
von Berlespch, arguably Germany’s most important ornithologist at the time, called for
nothing less than a “ruthless war of extermination” against the “most dangerous enemy of
birdlife.”182 It is very interesting to note how Amir Zelinger, author of “Caring, Hating,
and Domesticating Bird Protection and Cats in Imperial Germany,” presents cats as
needing to be eliminated for the survival of birds, a prelude of things to come to fruition in
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Germany under the Third Reich. Hatred towards cats extended to their owners, bird
fanciers blaming them for the danger that songbirds faced because cats were allowed to
roam freely, devoid of human control, indulging in a desire to kill day and night.183 This
animosity towards cats extends all the way back to the Middle Ages, when they were seen
as undomesticated animals that remained uncivil. Be that as it may, hatred for cats never
transitioned into a ‘final solution’ of the ‘feline menace against songbirds.’ Instead, “bird
protectors were pragmatic in their approach, suggesting that cats were to be domesticated
as it was understood that scientifically cats created an ecological balance; Wilhelmine
ornithologists sought to integrate them intimately as possible with humans, hoping to
subordinate them. Furthermore, bird protectors also determined that the cat should be
domesticated as genuine animals of the home, where they were to be relegated in terms of
spatial domesticity in the house and courtyard, which was constituted the cat’s “proper
sphere of activity.”184 In the end, bird protectors devised a win-win situation in which cats
were domesticated and birds were protected from a sure death.
Other achievements bird protectionists accomplished included a successful petition
to the Reich government to pass a law in 1888 that sought to diminish the loss of bird
diversity by limiting the hunting of targeted species and eliminating hunting methods
deemed to be especially cruel, as well as enticing public support by selling postcards and
photographs and showing films.185 Bird protectionists also labored to bolster bird
population by “establishing copses, building nesting boxes, establishing winter feeding
schedules, calling for an end to the use of exotic bird feathers in women’s fashion, and
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encouraging rural families to abstain from using songbirds in their cooking, a practice still
common in the late nineteenth century.”186 The protection of avian species in Germany
rested on the notion that they were part of the economic balance and institutions in the
world of work, meaning that they contributed ecologically to the natural world as “labor
birds” for their usefulness in agriculture and forestry. Ornithologists saw bird protection as
part of the heimat. German ornithology and the notion of Heimat sought to compile data
on everyday birds that were a part of daily routines specific to where they nested instead
of trying to catalogue every type of bird that existed.
For the German middle class, “songbirds exhibited a lifestyle abundant with
bourgeois virtues similar to those they themselves glorified as constituents of a decent
existence in a civilized age: monogamy, devoted care to offspring, musical talent,
industriousness, and cleanliness.”187 One can argue that the way songbirds were viewed as
sharing familiar middle-class values brings up nationalistic fervor. These songbirds
appeared just as German as its people and should be protected, just as the nationalistic
conservationists believed the natural landscape encompassed everything Germany stood
for, rallying for its protection as well.
The League for Bird protection offered a unique approach to German conservation
in that this bureaucratic organization was the first that sought to protect German wildlife
and not just the natural landscape, although both benefited from one another. The evolution
of bird protection from the 19th into the 20th century allows us to see the origins and reasons
why it was important to protect these animals. Avian life was given a place in society and
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a representation mandated by Germany’s middle class as a symbol of their own prestige
and class, reflected in notions of birds’ usefulness to man and bird protectionists’ ideas of
which birds should benefit from their care, versus those birds deemed ‘useless’ in terms of
production. From this message we come to understand the thought process of bird fanciers
and the instillment of the romantic notion of heimat philosophy as birds came to be
regarded as “German,” belonging to the fatherland who needed to be protected at all costs.
Furthermore, we come to understand the clashes between the Society for Bird Protection
and Lina Hähnle’s triumphant League for Bird Protection overtake the Society,
championing a gross surplus of members by a low-cost membership and heeding the call
to make bird protection a national struggle that still exists today. The League for Bird
Protection is vital in explaining the arc of conservation’s evolution into the Third Reich.
Bird protection gives us insight into the evolution of German conservation as it evolves
from the care of the natural landscape, to defining the people and nature as one, and to the
protection of its wildlife as progression into the entire nature conservation movement being
engulfed as one under the Nazi regime. Under the Nazis, all of these instances will
crystallize nature conservation as one, heeding the call to protect the entirety of Germany
as one nation, bereft of individual or privately led ambitions, if for only the first years of
the regime’s enthusiastic outlook on nature protection.
The German-Austrian Nature Park Society
The third bureaucratic organization to be discussed is the German-Austrian Verein
Naturschutzpark (VNP). Also dubbed The Park Society (Naturschutzpark e.V.), it was a
private and nationwide conservation group founded in 1909 in Munich by the Society for
Nature Friends Kosmos and the Austrian Reichsbund für Vogelkunde und Vogelschutz in
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Munich. The Austrian sub-organization founded in 1912 was incorporated into the Verein
Naturschutzpark in 1924 by the Austrian Nature Conservation Association. The society
grew out of the example of the American national parks, Yosemite and Yellowstone.
Hoping to follow its example, the Society sought to protect areas of at least 20,000 hectares
in Central Europe representing natural areas such as high mountains, low mountains and
lowlands. The society’s first project aimed at protecting the Lüneberg Heath, an area
consisting of scrub vegetation south of Hamburg that was used mainly for grazing sheep.188
In 1906, one of the Society’s advocates, Pastor Wilhelm Bode (pastor in Egestorf for 37
years from 1886) and friends began to purchase and set aside plots of land to shield from
future development. Pastor Bode recognized early on the need to protect unique historical
landscapes, and in 1909 he convinced the association Naturschutpark in Munich to get
involved in the Heath as well.
The Lüneburg Heath Nature Reserve (Naturschutzpark Lüneburger Heide) saw
private initiatives to begin protecting the area as early as 1909. The Naturschutzpark e.V.
members played a decisive role, in their part such as pastor Wilhelm Bode and Hamburg
merchant Alfred Toepfer, Toepfer was the founder of the Alfred C. Toepfer Company in
Hamburg, which specialized in agricultural products established in 1920.189 The park itself
stretches over parts of three districts including Hamburg, Hanover and Bremen, which is
composed of mainly heath, geest (raised landform surrounding the country that occurs in
the plains of Northern Germany), and woodland located in the northeastern part of the state
of Lower Saxony in northern Germany. The Lüneburg Heide is one of the largest protected
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nature reserves in Germany with more than 20 nature reserves, protected in an area of more
than 25,000 hectares. It is divided into five major natural areas, the Elbe Heights-Wendland
Nature Park (Naturpark Elbhöhen-Wendland) in the north along the River Elbe, a large
agricultural region between the High and East Heaths, and the Luhe Heath (Luheheide) in
the north, riddled with wooded ridges split by rivers going into the Elbe. Around 1900, the
heathlands and bogs of northwest Germany fell under threat from plans to build weekend
houses on Totengrund Valley. Learning of this, Pastor Bode persuaded Andreas Thomsen,
a professor from Münster to purchase the land, turning it into a nature reserve. The Heath
also survived deforestation of the Wilseder Berg, the highest point on the Lüneburg Heath,
which saw funds from the Verein Naturschutzpark. The importance of the Heide lies in the
initiatives of Pastor Bode and friends that encouraged the Naturschutzpark Society and
influential characters like Alfred C. Toepfer Andreas Thomsen to save its vast landscapes
that if not would fall to housing projects and other developments.
The second project the Park Society contributed to consisted of the development of
Austria’s first national park in the Hohen Tauren, which encompasses the three states of
Carinthia, Salzburg and Tyrol. In 1913 and 1914 several pieces of land were purchased in
Salzburg in part of the Hohe Tauern range. The acquired areas covered mountain huts and
hunting lodges that formed a continuous area of 1,100 ha in total.190 Dr. Kurt Floericke,
an ornithologist, gave a speech in Vienna suggesting a project be conducted by the Nature
Park Society ‘to celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of Kaiser Franz Josef of Austria’s reign,
[urging] the creation of a beautiful Alpine reserve near Salzburg.’191 Many leagues
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contributed to the creation of the Alpine reserve including the Imperial League for the
Knowledge and Protection of Birds, the Dürer League, and Kosmos Die Zeitschrift für alle
Freunde der Natur (Kosmos Magazine for the Friends of Nature) who used their journal
and other resources to publicize the park idea.192 Kosmos’ entry by Kurt Floericke, a
naturalist, scientist, and editor and owner of Kosmos, on “The current state of the nature
park movement” extrapolates on the creation of the reserve for Franz Josef, boasting about
its usefulness in the field of nature conservation that would serve as a haven for animal and
plant species threatened by modern culture, and a great asset to show love for the fatherland
and as service to science. Kosmos called for individuals throughout the country to do their
part in funding the reserve, but more importantly, he called for a meeting in Munich on 23
October 1909 in which discussions were to take place in order to gain the aid of
governments and other associations to help fund the Alpine reserve. The Hohe Tauern
National Park offers a great example of trans-boundary conservation initiatives in Europe,
in that The Federation of Nature Parks and National Parks of Europe supported such efforts
under the slogan “Conservation without Frontiers” as its objective “to foster and promote
national park ideals by seeking to strengthen and enhance the European network of
protected areas.”193 The meeting consisted of 36 sponsors in the conservation movement
“of well-known names…partly as official representatives of large and highly respected
associations,”194 and twenty others who could not attend the meeting. Because of the sheer
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number of individuals involved in the meeting in Munich, it was decided that a new
organization had to be created for the great plan of creating the Alpine reserve near
Salzburg. The Society consisted of German and Austrian nature lovers respectfully
established by Kosmos in Stuttgart. Named Verein Naturschutzpark, it was based in
Stuttgart and acquired the rights of a legal corporation in both Germany and Austria, as
Austrian conservationists also participated in the meeting. Verein Naturschutzpark’s
annual contributions were low, which could be compared to the fees of the League for Bird
Protection; annual contributions consisted of 2 Mk., while lifelong members contributed at
least 100 Mk. annually. The board of Kosmos also contributed about 20,000 members to
the Park Society (Verein Naturschutzpark). The Society also contributed manpower, but
organizational ingenuity did not come without its difficulties, as it was owned by various
peoples. Aside from the park covering the territory of three länder (countries), each country
controlled its own park legislation, as did a multitude of property owners. Property owners
ranged from farmers, leaseholders, private owners, and the Austrian Alpine Club; another
1.1% of the forest land was publicly owned by the federal government. 195 Furthermore,
when the park was established, large portions of the land were still used for agricultural
purposes, where it utilized high mountain pastures and meadows for haymaking. All of
these factors meant that making the Park primarily for uses posed a significant challenge
towards conservation efforts. Further challenges involved ‘barren high-altitude areas of
rock debris and glaciers, 10% in forest land, as well as settlement zones of valley floors
and lower slopes with high population densities.’196
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The Hohe Tauern National Park organization had to find a balance between its preexisting conditions and conservation work. A balance needed to be forged between
conservation protection, the established settlements of residential population, and
accessibility to tourism and scientific work. The development of projects and large-scale
enterprises also threatened the Park’s aesthetic value, such as future plans for the promotion
of tourism that would bring in an influx of people, such as mass skiing on the Park’s
glaciers. Other natural monuments such as glacier-fed streams faced future problems, as
economists of the time looked at these streams as a chance to exploit hydroelectric
potential. Opponents of hydroelectricity stated that this type of planning would obfuscate
the natural landscape of alpine. In the end, the creation of the Hohe Tauern National Park
saw more positive than negative outcomes, despite its many diverse interest groups. The
vast unaltered space of the park, consisting of sections of the Eastern Alps, has been
preserved thanks to its legal protection against large-scale development and ecological
impairment. The existing populace and controlled tourism have allowed people to explore
and inhabit the park without disturbing the overall fast ecosystem creating a harmony
between nature and man.
The establishment of bureaucratic conservation organizations in Germany during
the Second German Empire saw different socioeconomic classes come together to advocate
for nature protection. These classes included: urban, suburban, and rural; young, middleaged, and elderly; upper, middle, and lower class; conservative, liberal, and socialist; male
and female. However, all of these categories of people were not represented equally in the
movement; the period in which all of this took place saw unequal treatment regarding class
divisions. It could be argued that the conservation movement in this period was elitist, and
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a cause fashioned by the nobility and aristocratic classes. Yet research indicates that the
bourgeoisie and aristocracy that dominated the conservation movement were not
monolithic: they were also the classes pushing for economic projects. Dominick states that
it was ‘the aristocratic Reichstag deputy Freiherr von Camp-Massaunen who mouthed the
laments of the metallurgical industry, predicting economic catastrophe if additional
regulations were imposed,197 as well as Carl Duisberg, a pioneer of Germany’s potent
chemical industry, who complained that his plants had to be allowed to dump dangerous
effluents, lest the economy suffer irreparable harm.’198 Supporting Dominick’s claim is a
chart he developed to represent the percentages of who made up the bureaucratically
organized Naturschutz groups:

As the chart indicates, Beamten, or nonacademic government employees, made up a large
percentage of those involved in the bureaucratic nature organizations, once again
establishing the notion that the conservation movement in Germany saw contributions from
those outside the upper rungs of society, indicating that the bourgeoisie and aristocracy
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were not paramount classes and could be found on both sides of the conservation
movement.
Be that as it may, nature conservation initiatives did, however, spring from the
concerns the aristocratic leadership displayed, but these concerns were not solely from
well-thought-out intentions of strictly caring for nature exactly, which we can see in the
example of the NIMBY phenomenon as “nitpicking” nature conservation for the benefit of
the elites. We can see these selfish intentions of Conservation acts on the part of the
aristocracy, such as ‘Kaiser Wilhelm II establishing the Grünewald reserve in Berlin, and
Prince Wilhelm of Hohenzollern who issued several model conservation decrees that dealt
with protecting endangered species and preserving scenic beauty, as well as hosting an
address by Conwentz in 1910 at his castle, delivering an address at Conwentz’s new
governmental center in Berlin. Another example was the debate of a bird protection bill in
1876, established in the Reichstag, with one of the most persistent advocates being
Gottfried, Prince of Hohenlohe-Langenburg. Landed aristocrats’ “sympathy” towards
nature conservation was rooted in their own self-interest. If anything, the traditional
aristocracy of the Second German Empire saw Naturschutz as opportunity for ‘noblesse
obliges,’199 as a cause that could benefit them for their own gain and social status.
However, we see conservation initiatives that were not of the nobleness in youth
education that was promoted by two segments of the middle class: academicians and
government officials. Dominick alludes to the fact that Conwentz noticed the presence of
these two groups of the academic elite by the results of a survey of eight different
conservation groups, which showed that seven of the eight leaders were professor
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doctors.200 These two segments of the middle class indicate people with expertise who saw
the value of land and species preservation that did not belong to the aristocratic class.
Likewise, it is noteworthy that half of the fourteen directors of the Isar Valley Society, as
well as eight of the twenty founders of the Society for Nature Parks, claimed the title of
professor doctors.201 The same could be said for the Prussian State Center for
Naturdenkmalpflege, ‘where half of the provincial committee members were government
employees, and in the League for Conservation in Bavaria, where in 1918, 78 percent of
the members of its executive committee were Beamten.’202
Despite conservation’s bourgeois face, support also came from the industrial
working class. One notable group that involved socialists in the conservation movement
was Friends of Nature. ‘Founded in Vienna in 1895, the group spread across to Germany
and by 1914 claimed 30,000 members, almost exclusively proletarian, in 320 local groups
in both countries.’203 The Friends of Nature advocated contact with the outside world as a
way to rejuvenate the working class. The group advocated “Social hiking” in the
countryside as a return to nature, but also to enhance class consciousness and solidarity;
the group’s slogan was “Free Mountains, Free World, Free Peoples.” Solidarity crystallized
within the conservation movement across all major parties declaring Naturschutz an
important directive of the time. This was met with the gathering support of conservation
bills across the political spectrum, where strict opposition from any faction was rare.
Furthermore, Dominick states that ‘although industry at times deplored the economic costs
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of one measure or another, rarely did anyone challenge the general desirability of
protecting the environment (during the Kaiser Reich, late 1800s-early 1900s).’204 Nature
protection was a valued shared across the political spectrum, though the emphasis varied
by class.
The New Social Movement Theory and The Resource Mobilization Theory
Finally, Dominick explains the rise of Naturschutz in Germany by way of theories
borrowed from two schools of sociological interpretation: The New Social Movement
Theory and The Resource Mobilization Theory. The New Social Movement Theory states
that nature conservation was made possible in part by structural changes in society, such
as greater educational opportunities and increased leisure time that produced a “new middle
class.”205 Because of greater educational opportunities, values of environmental protection
took high priority among service workers, especially those in government and education,
as we have seen previously in Dominick’s chart. Leisure time also contributed to awareness
of nature protection, as ‘the Second Empire’s standard industrial workday fell to less than
ten hours, and an enforced day and a half of rest each week became common.’206 The
aristocratic class’s “leisure time” ability to focus on environmental concerns is argued as
stemming from an individual’s childhood. As members of the aristocracy, they would have
lived a much more comfortable life. In contrast, the working and middle classes were able
to concern themselves with environmentalism because other aspects of their life, work and
education were becoming more. Conservation, which could be thought of as a “luxury
hobby,” could in fact now be taken up by people across the social spectrum. Leisure time—
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something that only the nobility had—was increasingly available to the middle and
working classes. These groups liked to spend their leisure time in nature, widening the
circle of those with an interest in conservation.
The Social Movement Theory further suggests that traditional ways of agriculture,
fishery, and forestry still dominated over contemporary technological ventures. The
nineteenth century indicates that farmers and foresters did not succumb to the “modern”
methods, further amplified by the fact that during this time, the petrochemical industry had
not yet introduced synthetic fertilizers, herbicides, and pesticides. The New Social
Movement Theory helps readers understand the benefits that the new middle class
experienced through educational opportunities, allowing them leisure time to focus on
nature conservation through education and an overall better lifestyle that created an
awareness of nature that would otherwise be reserved as a hobby for elites. Sympathy
towards nature from a young age by the aristocracy also benefited nature protection, as
these individuals would be more inclined to provide nature concerns by way of their social
status. Finally, traditional ways of farmers and foresters sticked to helped to preserve their
industries because they rejected modern methods and dismissed the use of pesticides and
synthetics in their work, protecting bird population, waterways, and trees.
The Resource Mobilization Theory states that the origin of change stems from
individual influence, not organizations or any one class. Therefore, characters like
Conwentz, Rudorff, and Löns are seen as “vanguard writers” that helped to recruit others
into the movement: as others recited quotes or speeches from these writers, a snowball
affect occurred that contributed to the strength of the Naturschutz movement. Furthermore,
because the conservation movement was socially inclusive for the most part, public
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attention to the grievances of nature protection gained sympathy and further recruits for
several organizations. Furthermore, the published works of noted individuals helped to
create awareness of life-threatening occurrences, such as Max von Pettenkofer’s work on
the sewage systems or Robert Koch, ‘who documented the dangers of dumping human
wastes into rivers.’207 These examples give credit to “resource mobilization” (the
knowledge presented by the luminaries mentioned above), as it presents empirical data
from educated individuals enlarging the capacity for recruitment. One compelling aspect
of the Resource Theory rests on the fact that it did not matter what side of the political
spectrum you adhered to. For example: ‘reactionary right wingers, disgusted with the
modern world could argue about a decline in patriotism and contribute to the Society for
Nature Park. While factory workers experiencing sickness could side with the Friends of
Nature and take hikes, discussing the exploitative conditions they were under in the
factories.’208 Activists that protested projects that could potentially harm natural
monuments would also be championed by this theory, such as citizens that petitioned
against harnessing the Walchensee lake for hydroelectric power. Therefore, these citizens
could influence nature conservation initiatives and be legitimized solely by their activism.
Furthermore, it was through voluntary, pre-existing nature clubs and societies such as
outdoor hiking clubs, that those in academia that helped establish the bureaucratic
organizations that came afterwards from the late 1800s. Lina Hähnle could be seen as
notable influencer for women in the movement. It could be argued that an authoritarian
state like Germany during the Kaiser Reich could have steered women in the direction of
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conservation, as conservation work during this time was not in the realm of politics or
directly involved with the government.
Before 1933, Germany’s bureaucratic conservation organizations enjoyed a
freedom not solely the domain of any one political movement. These organizations ran
their respective administrations privately and voluntarily, devoid of governmental
hierarchies or having to answer to politics, even when these organizations willingly asked
for government support. After the Nazi regime took power in 1933, however, government
incorporated every state organization, including all established conservation societies. The
Nazis did enact measures long sought by conservationists. In 1935, the Nazi government
passed the Nature Conservation Law (greeted with great fanfare), the Law on the Slaughter
of Animals in 1933, the Reich’s Law on Hunting of 1934 (which would see Hermann
Göring as Reichsforstminister), as well as the continued construction of the Autobahn and
its administration led by Fritz Todt. Yet however forward-thinking and illustrious these
laws were under Hitler’s brutal dictatorship, we will learn that this façade would quickly
fade, as the Nazis never made the protection of nature a truly urgent part of their policy. In
fact, the Nazi apparatus killed the original spirit of nature conservation that arose in the
19th century, especially after 1939 with the invasion of Poland on September 1, launching
the start of World War II.
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CHAPTER III
Nature Conservation under the Third Reich: 1933-1942
It is perplexing attempting to understand why the Nazi regime dedicated
significant energy during its early years in power to matters of nature conservation and
the protection of animals. When we think of the Third Reich, we tend to focus on racial
policy and World War II. However, as we dive deeper into their tumultuous and
hierarchical method of governing, we come to understand that if only for a moment,
various Nazi officials spent time putting their ideology as the protectors of Germany’s
flora and fauna into practice. This chapter will discuss four instances regarding the
regime’s activities around the protection of natural monuments, plants, and wildlife from
1933-1935, and in chapter four, Göring’s role as Reichsforstamt and Reichsjägermeister
by 1935, as well as the construction of the Autobahn in 1942, which also involved
sustained discussion of environmental issues. During this period, the Nazi regime
implemented laws and projects that were greatly admired by conservationists and the
German public alike, shifting nature conservation in the Nazis’ favor as they enacted laws
for the protection of animals in 1933 and the Reich Nature Conservation Act
(Reichsnaturschutzgesetz) of 1935. Conservationists were thankful to those in power that
they had finally heeded the call of nature protection at a governmental level.
After 1933, Gleichschaltung mandated that no organization was to survive unless
it became nazified; nature conservation came under the same fate. Conservationists and
Nazis alike shared similar values such as national regeneration, anti-modernism, antitechnology, and the Volksgemeninschaft concept. However, Hitler’s dictatorship was
indifferent towards nature conservation, as his overall rhetoric was not about preservation
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or environmental protection so much as it was about Social Darwinism. Although Hitler’s
alignment with nature conservation was minimal at best, nature organizations were eager
to align themselves with the party. The League for Nature Conservation in Bavaria’s
magazine proclaimed that, “No time has been so favorable for our work as the present
one under the swastika banner of the national government.”209 The annual report of the
League for Bird Protection showed enthusiasm for the Nazi regime as well, stating: “A
miracle has occurred…Germany has pulled itself together…Joyously we stand behind
Der Führer, vowing to use our entire strength for his high goal.”210 The League for Bird
Protection went so far as to include other accomplishments the Nazis garnered that had
nothing to do with conservation such as Hitler’s triumphs, rearmament, the reacquisition
of the Saar, and the Anscluß with Austria.211
Ironically, conservationists’ attitudes towards the Nazis’ totalitarian character
were not reminiscent of the culture of conservationists themselves, which thrived from
freedom of expression. Nonetheless, shortly after 1933, “conservationists were lobbying
for several pieces of legislation: a nature protection law, a heimat protection law, a law
for the protection of birds, and a law curtailing outdoor advertising.”212 Conservation
organizations before 1933 were mostly apolitical and tended to stay away from
establishing relations with governmental officials. However, as the Nazi concept of
Gleichschaltung encompassed the nation, conservationists had to make inroads to curry
the favor of Nazi officials; not doing so meant a sure failure. Conservationist luminaries
like Walther Schoenichen, the head of the Prussian Agency for the Protection of Natural
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Monuments, was an example of a leader who joined the Nazi party just two months after
they seized power.

The Nazification of nature conservation societies meant that its ideology was to
be incorporated into their writings, books, and speeches. Prominent individuals like
Konrad Guenther, a member of the Society for Nature Parks, wrote diligently on
elements of völkisch thought and Naturschutz; by1933 he gave in intellectually to the
Nazi cause. Guenther spouted racist jargon about skull measurements and stated that
people with blonde hair and blue eyes were more connected to nature and that nature
conservation served racial hygiene.213 Dr. Walther Schoenichen, the director of Prussia’s
state conservation agency, “made radical changes to the conservation magazine
Naturschutz, in one instance featuring on the cover youthful followers of Hitler exploring
a nature trail in the German countryside. This accompanied an essay by Schoenichen in
which he stated that he had been a covert Nazi all along before joining the party in 1937,
droning on about the flood of “Un-German” culture that had infiltrated the theater, the
media, art, and education, which he praised the Nazis for purifying.”214 “Schoenichen’s
determination played a vital role in enlisting existing conservation groups into a new
conservation organization under the banner of Nazism, the Reich League for Volkstum
und Heimat, headed by Werner Haverbeck (National Socialist publicist, historian, and
folklorist), which was founded in October 1933.” Schoenichen now gave the impression
that nature conservation was more than just the protection of the land, wildlife, and
plants, stating “Naturschutz concerns more than endangered species of birds and rare
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plants, more than dunes, moors and forests…It concerns men, and—here with us—
German men.”215
The Reich League for Ethnicity and Homeland and The Militant League for
German Culture
The Reich League for Ethnicity and Homeland became the model organization for
conservation at the time, garnering the help of prominent historian Professor Karl
Alexander von Müller, who had close ties with Deputy Führer Rudolf Hess who endorsed
the League. The Reich league allowed any preexisting nature organization that existed
before 1933 to continue its work unchanged only if it enrolled under its umbrella.
Notwithstanding, several nature organizations flocked to enroll in the League by early
1934 such as the German League for the Protection of the Homeland, the League for
Conservation in Bavaria, and the League for Bird Protection.216 Other groups such as the
Isar Valley Society showed little penetration by the Nazis because of their lackluster
attitude and overall prioritization to other matters. However, by 1935, the League for
Volkstum und Heimat was disbanded as the newly adopted Nature Conservation Law
handed over full jurisdiction of nature conservation to one man alone, Hermann
Göring.217
Although the conservation movement was fully engulfed into the Nazi apparatus
and embraced them openly, some organizations like the Bund Naturschutz were skeptical
about the party. The organization had always kept its distance from proponents of heimat
and völkisch ideas of racial hygiene even before 1933. However, the BN gave into the
Nazi state nonetheless after being critical of embracing those in power during the Weimar
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era. “In May 1933, the BN introduced itself to the new Bavarian Secretary of Education,
Hans Schemm, as an association which intended to bring to the people the important
cultural idea of nature protection as a strong foundation of the love for home and
fatherland and to spread the idea in particular among the youth.”218 After 1933, the
League for Bird Protection was renamed the League for Bird Protection of the Reich
(Reichsbund für Vogelschutz) which engulfed all other bird societies such as the Society
for the Protection of Birdlife, the Saxonian-Thuringian Society for Bird Study and Bird
Protection, the German Ornithologist Society and so on, making the League for Bird
Protection the largest and most successful during the Nazi period. Lina Hähnle was
replaced in 1938 by Nazi Party member Reinhard Wendenhorst, and the league’s
headquarters was officially moved from Stuttgart to Berlin. Unofficially, Hähnle still ran
the League behind the scenes, as there was little evidence to suggest that Wendenhorst
fully embraced his position. “After Hähnle passed away in 1941 at the age of eighty-nine,
the Hähnle residence became the unofficial headquarters of the league and her son
Hermann took over the daily work of the organization, which suggests that he was
himself nazified. For the league, Gleichschaltung worked to their advantage as its
membership rose from thirty thousand to fifty-five thousand between 1937 and 1941.”219
The league’s aims went unchanged before and after 1933 as they endorsed the powers in
charge. Before 1933, the league looked to Germany’s aristocracy, but now that the Nazis
were in power, the league made sure to collaborate with Hitler.
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After 1933 the Nazis also racially “purified” establishments and organizations that
did not fall in line with their rhetoric. Jews suffered greatly at the hands of the Nazis so
much so that by 1935 they were either stripped of their titles entirely such as doctors,
teachers, and from their positions as conservationists. The conservation movement lost
most of its Jewish members or those deemed Jewish by the Nazis’ race-based definition.
The leading voices in the environmental groups took the Nazi period as an opportunity to
recast old arguments about who was spoiling nature in a new, antisemitic direction. For
example, in a letter of 1937: “Hans Stadler claimed that “Holzjuden”—presumably
Jewish merchants specializing in the timber trade—had bought and processed “the last of
the strong oaks and the last of the beautiful walnut trees.” Furthermore, Hans Schwenkel
stated that “Pursuant to the First Book of Moses, the Jew does not know nature
protection…Only cultivated man, and almost exclusively the Nordic man, develops a
completely new relationship towards nature, namely one of reverence, which is also the
foundation of conservation.”220 In this case, individuals like Schwenkel and Stadler were
looking for ways to justify why Jews would be considered anti-nature and violators of
Germany’s natural landscape. Those that were found guilty of having Jewish blood
without concrete evidence were ousted from the conservation movement, such as
Professor Robert Lais after the county commissioner of Freiburg learned that he was
“interrelated with Jews,” as well as “Ludwig Lesser, who had to resign as president of the
German Horticultural Society (Deutsche GartenbauGesellschaft) in 1933 because of his
Jewish origin. The landscape gardener Georg Bela Pniower, a member of the Social
Democratic Party and “Half-Jew,” according to the Nazis, was banned from his
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profession, as well as Benno Wolf, a baptized Protestant with Jewish ancestors, who was
a speleologist and co-founder of the German Society for Mammalogy, as well as
contributing essential work for the Nature Conservation Act. He was removed from his
work and died in the Theresienstadt concentration camp in 1943.”221
During 1933-43, Alfred Rosenberg’s Kampfbund für Deutsche Kultur (The
Militant League for German Culture), founded in 1927, and Werner Haverbeck’s
Reichsbund Volkstum und Heimat (The League for Ethnicity and Homeland), founded in
1933, were at the forefront of nature conservation. “For a moment it seemed that
Rosenberg’s organization would win as the protectorates of nature conservation as its
membership swelled from 6,000 in January 1933 to 38,000 in October of the same year.
But Haverbeck’s organization won with the assistance of influential figures discussed
earlier, becoming the “only controlling Bund” for the “field of ethnic endeavors.”222
However, after the Nazis put into law the Reich Nature Conservation Act of 1935, the
Reich Agency for Nature Conservation was established alongside Hermann Göring’s
Reich Forest Ministry, which took complete precedence, with Walther Schoenichen as its
first manager until 1938 when he was replaced by Hans Klose. Klose became head of the
Reich Agency until 1945. However, he was not very successful in practical nature
conservation work, as the actual idea of nature conservation no longer had any viable
importance with the onset of WWII and the reorientation of landscape maintenance, seen,
for example, in the use of the Autobahn as military routes for Germany’s wheeled
divisions and as a makeshift takeoff and landing strip for planes. By July 1935, Göring’s
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intervention made certain that the Reich Nature Protection Law would be rapidly
mandated, which placed the entire control of the Reich Nature Protection Office under his
power alone. Schoenichen “created advisory boards (Naturschutzstellen) that existed
parallel to preservation offices that were headed by honorary commissioners
(Beauftragter).”223 The Reich Conservation Act transferred power from the “former
Prussian Agency for the Care of Natural Monuments to the Reich Agency for Nature
Protection, which was also housed under the Reich Forest Office.”224 The conservation
agency worked within the parameters of the conservation act which named “district
presidents, state authorities, district officers, and city mayors as the official Naturschutz
representatives in their area of their jurisdiction, including creating a nature protection
council within the Nature Protection Office that included high ranking party officials
such as Richard Walther Darré, Robert Ley, and others to coordinate between other
official agencies whose actions could have affected the natural environment if left
unchecked.”225 However, few institutional differences occurred between the former
Prussian State Office for Nature Monument Preservation and the Nazi state’s Reich
Office for Nature Protection. “Under the directorship of Schoenichen, there existed only
four scientific assistants, “while at the local level nature protection remained in the hands
of unpaid regional volunteers or retired civil servants who…according to forest historian
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Heinrich Rubner, had to battle against economic interests and planning bureaucrats often
without [even] a typewriter.”226
In addition to this confusing maze of agencies, one of the weaknesses of the
conservation movement under the Nazis was the infighting among its leaders throughout
the regime’s time in power. It was not that other organizations worked with the Reich
Conservation Agency (RCA) as it was members of the Heimatschutz community that
worked independently of it, decidedly going against the Nazis’ rendition of
Gleichschaltung. Therefore, members that were a part of the conservation movement
decided they would become stand-alone organizations within the overarching
conservation organization headed by the RCA and the conservation law. Such was the
case in 1934 when the “Rhenish provincial governor Heinz Heinrich Haake, who became
president of the DBH (Deutscher Bund Heimatzschutz/German Association for
Homeland Protection) in 1933, would be loosely affiliated to the Reich Conservation
Agency to maintain autonomy, stating that the Provincial Association in each Prussian
province would steer regional Heimatschutz organization themselves.”227 Haake was of a
different ilk when it came to defining Nazi Gleichschaltung. He held power from 19331945 and was a defender of “regional self-administration and regional autonomy as the
best solution to executing administrative tasks and building national character.”228 For
Haake, nature conservation wasn’t one community for all, but instead he focused on
preserving the natural community where one grew up in that contributed to the greater
German Volksgemeinschaft. Haake stated: “The German landscape and the German
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person are not uniform in their appearance, but rather German life is embodied in a
diversity of forms that in their totality represent Germandom.”229 Likewise, Cologne
nature protection member Wilhelm Schürmann’s planning for economic development
called for urban development to be heavily concentrated in specific areas so that it would
not reach out to the nature landscape, which he believed would “greatly reduce the
facilitation of electricity and gas provision, create shorter streets, faster police response,
and efficient municipal administration.”230 Therefore “density, rather than dispersion,
became a hallmark of organic regional planning.”231 The first two years of Nazi rule
proved a tumultuous outlook for nature conservation. As mentioned before, some nature
conservation organizations managed to sway from being affiliated within the Nazi party
as others were all too adamant to play along and adopt their rhetoric. Between April and
November 1933, the Nazis began to pass legislation on animal welfare and by 1935, the
Reich Nature Act itself was passed. Conservationists’ hope in the party ignited and “hope
persisted within the conservation community that the animal protection laws would be the
first of several laws to pass in their favor on the heimat, the protection of birds, and
protecting the countryside from ugly billboards.”232 Yet no serious laws were passed on
any of these issues in the end.
The aforementioned laws were enacted during the early years of the Nazi regime
c. 1933-1935. The regime’s consolidation of power allowed them to enact laws on animal
welfare and on the landscape that drastically relied on völkisch notions of the heimat with
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virulent overtones of nationalism, anti-Semitism, and romanticism prevalent in Nazi
rhetoric. The laws regarding animal welfare, although progressive and commendable for
the time, unfortunately scapegoated the Jewish people as torturers of animals, justifying
their “need” to ban Jewish customs and behavior towards animals, especially in dietary
customs. The laws on the German landscape, particularly the Reich Nature Conservation
Law of 1935 and its later application on conquered lands, shed light on Hitler’s
lebensraum concept and shows us how twisted the outlook on nature conservation
became when under the guise of National Socialism.
Animal Protection Laws
The rules on slaughter and vivisection had roots in the first months of the Nazi
regime. On April 1, 1933, the National Socialist government made the decision to adopt a
national animal protection law that was coordinated by the Minister of the Interior,
Wilhelm Frick. The Reich’s Law on Animal Protection was passed by the Reich’s cabinet
on November 14, 1933. Ten days later, on November 24, it was emanated; the signatories
of the law were the Reich’s Minister of Justice and Internal Affairs—Doctor Franz
Gürtner, Frick, and Hitler.233 In the same year the Law on the Slaughter of Animals was
passed on April 21st, becoming the first major piece of legislation on animal welfare. The
law mandated that animals be anaesthetized or stunned prior to slaughter. It covered the
slaughtering of cattle like beef, swine, ovine, as well as poultry and wild animal species
like venison. § 1 paragraph 2 expanded the scope of the law to include cold-blooded
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animals such as reptiles and amphibians.234 The law is made up of four sections detailing
the various rules and regulations regarding: Cruelty to Animals, Measures for the
Protection of Animals, Experiments on Living Animals, Provisions for Punishment, and
Conclusion. The general outline of the law states that:
It is forbidden to unnecessarily torment or roughly mishandle an animal (§1.1), as
well as defines what constitutes torment: One torments an animal when one
repeatedly or continuously causes appreciable pain or suffering; the torment is
unnecessary in so far as it does not serve any rational, justifiable purpose. One
mishandles an animal when one causes it appreciable pain; mishandling is rough
when it corresponds to an insensitive state of mind (§1 paragraph 2).
Undersecretaries of the Reich’s Ministry of the Interior and authors of the law,
Clemens Giese and jurist Waldemar Kahler explained, “animal cruelty was no
longer to be punished because of the actions of the offender violated the human
feeling or sensibility, which expressed itself in compassion for the animals.
Rather it was because the animal had to be protected as such against abusive
actions; the protection of the animal for its own integral sake is the key concept
for the evaluation of the Nazi animal protection law.”235
The law looked past scientific definitions of what constituted cruelty towards animals:
no longer was it just physical abuse that determined it, but even fear and psychological
damages fell under the definition of cruelty.
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Section II, Measures for the Protection of Animals covers twelve points protected
by §2 of the law that includes: neglect of an animal (§2.1), using an animal unnecessarily
causing it appreciable pain (§2.2), using an animal for demonstrations, filmmaking,
shows, or other public events (§2.3), using fragile, ill, overworked or old animals
furthering torment (§2.4), putting down a domestic animal to get rid of it (§2.5), to set or
test the power of dogs on cats, foxes, and other animals (§2.6), shorten the ears or the tail
of a dog over two weeks old (§2.7), shorten the tail of a horse (§2.8), performing painful
operation on an animal in an unprofessional manner or without anesthesia (§2.9), killing
an animal on a farm for fur without anesthesia (§2.10), force-feeding fowl (§2.11), and to
tear out or separate the thighs of living frogs (§2.12).
The following §§ 5-8 of Section III contained the provisions regarding animal testing that
forbade operating on animals that caused appreciable pain or damage for the purpose of
experiments, with exceptions made by the Reich Minister of the Interior only to those
with “sufficient professional education and reliability, sufficient facilities for the
undertaking of animal experiments are available…” (§6).
Finally, Section IV covers the Provisions for Punishment. Composed of four laws,
it gives a general outline of the consequences of unnecessarily tormenting or roughly
mishandling animals. Those found guilty of the mistreatment faced up to two years of
prison and/or a fine. Experimenting on live animals without permission was punishable
by imprisonment of up to six months. Additionally, a fine of up to five hundred thousand
Reichsmarks and additional punishments were handed out to perpetrators found guilty,
along with other provisions such as premeditation or negligence, as well as the possibility
for police to interfere to protect an animal against violence, under the provisions of the
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law. Provisions were laid down on stunning methods by the Decree stating that stunning
for slaughter could be done either with electric shock or with a blow to the head using a
special hammer or axe.236 Only qualified people were allowed to slaughter in adequate
facilities (§3), and not in the presence of children under fourteen years of age (§2).
Furthermore, the law put into effect the ban on religious slaughter that Jewish dietary
laws mandated. Henceforth the practices were forbidden under the law.
The main changes the law brought into effect were the needs to use anesthesia on
warm-blooded animals, with fines that amounted up to ten thousand German marks as
well as up to six months in prison. (The announcement on the slaughter of animals from
June 2, 1917, expired and this new law was effective immediately.) The law was
controversial towards Jewish people because of its connection to Anti-Semitic reasons for
banning Jewish ritual slaughter, which was equated with the Nazis’ definition of
vivisection. Although the law does not directly mention anything to do with Jews, it is
hard not to make the connection. As Frank Uekoetter explains, the welfare of German
wildlife as “the key motivation had little to do with environmental considerations,
however. Since the late nineteenth century, protests against vivisection were closely
aligned with antisemitism because of the Jewish custom of kosher butchering.”237 The
law on the Order on the Slaughter and Killing of Animals followed the previous law of
further regulations for animal slaughter. This law expressed the ways in which animals
should be rightfully slaughtered in home and in a commercial setting, according to Nazi
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outlines. Commercially, the presence of anesthesia must always be available, as well as
explaining the use of blunt objects as an alternative form of death if anesthesia was not
available.238 These new laws passed by the Nazis demonstrate their ferocity to attack the
Jews from any angle they could, in this instance blaming them for their “unnecessary
treatment of animals” according to their dietary laws. Vivisection was equated with antiSemitism as early as the 19th century, evolving as a preconceived notion to further attack
German-Jews when the Nazis came to power.
The first decree set forth by the Nazis was the short-lived proposition for a ban on
Vivisection on August 16th, 1933, just three months before the Reich’s Law on Animal
Protection passed. Vivisection, as originally defined, is the practice of performing
operations on live animals for the purpose of experimentation or scientific research.
However, in the Nazis’ case, vivisection was also equated with antisemitism because of
the Jewish custom of kosher butchering (kosher butchering required the animal to be free
of injury before death, hence it was cut while still alive and left out to bleed). Animal
butchering as defined by the Nazis said that animals needed to be anaesthetized prior to
slaughter, banning the slaughter of fully conscious animals. German butchering pre-1933
differed from Jewish Kosher butchering as far back to the end of the nineteenth century,
where concerns of kosher butchering and vivisection were raised by the animal welfare
movement. The Nazis adopted this view by rejecting anthropocentric reasons for animal
protection—animals were to be protected for their own sake, therefore, banning religious
slaughtering was justified to “satisfy the long expressed request of the animal protection
movement (according to Martina Pluda, author of Animal Law in the Third Reich: ‘the
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first petition to ban slaughter without prior stunning was brough to the Reichstag by
animal protection organizations on February 25, 1886) to settle the emotional and
ideological discussion surround the ritual slaughter of animals without stunning.’”239 Not
only did the Reich’s Law on Animal Protection ban the killing of animals according to
Jewish rites, but it made it illegal “to torment animals unnecessarily or to mistreat them
brutally.”240 The law was decreed by Hermann Göring at a party meeting; a release from
August 16th, 1933, announced that:
The Minister President of Prussia has issued a decree, which bans from today the
vivisection of animals of all kinds on the entire Prussian territory. The Minister
President has instructed the competent ministries to immediately present a law,
according to which the vivisection shall be punished with high penalty. Until the
adoption of this law anyone who despite this ban arranges, performs, or
participates in vivisection shall be exported to a concentration camp.241
The Law was revised just a month after it came into being by the minister of the interior
Wilhelm Frick, who reorganized the details of the provisions. Significantly, these new
provisions did not affect vivisection work in the universities’ animal protection
commissions.242 Göring’s decree on vivisection enacted on August 16, 1933, was also
“revised by a decree of September 5th with more lenient provisions, and the ministry of
the interior handed out blank permits to university institutes so that they could conduct
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experiments on animals, refraining from closely supervising their work further on.”243
The law did continue to impose restrictions on laboratory work, but in general remained
limited. Ultimately, all these loose regulations demonstrate how the Nazis allowed
research they deemed necessary go unchecked, only defining the stricter rules of
vivisection to be applicable to just Jewish dietary laws.
Historians Frank Uekoetter and Martina Pluda both give unique examples of
further instances that occurred during the time that the law on vivisection was at work.
For example, Martina Pluda addresses how animal experiments could be justified if
undertaken with “ministerial permission of the Reich’s minister for Interior when the
director of the experiment could submit proof of possessing sufficient professional
education and credibility, as well as provide adequate facilities to guarantee appropriate
care and maintenance of the animals. Experiments could only be administered by
professionals, with the use of anesthesia, and only applicable if the results yielded new
results for the scientific community. Animals that needlessly suffered during experiments
were to be painlessly put to death.”244 Himmler addressed the matter at a speech at an SS
conference in Posen on October 4, 1943, where he “took pride in the assertion that
Germans were the only nation in the world with a decent attitude towards animals.”245
The Reich Law on Hunting (Reichasjagdgesetz) was passed on July 3, 1934. The
Reich’s Forestry Office was made the supreme authority in forestry matters, with
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Hermann Göring as the Reich’s Master of Forestry. Conservationists welcomed the law
as indicative to nature conservation because it contained a series of protective provisions
regarding wildlife. The law’s preamble stated the direction hunting would take,
emphasizing on the importance of the love of nature and animals, and what the duties of
the hunter:
the love of nature and its creatures as well as the sheer joy of the wandering
through forests and fields is rooted deeply in the German Volk. Building upon the
most ancient Germanic traditions the most noble art of the German forestry work
has developed. For all future generations game animals and the hunt as a most
cherished possession of the Volk shall be retained, the love of the Germans to the
native place deepened, its life forces strengthened, and respite from the daily toil.
The duty of a law-abiding hunter is that game is not only to be hunted but also to
be cherished and to be fostered so that a richer, more powerful and healthy stock
of game results and is ensured. The limits of gamekeeping must of course include
deference for the needs of rural culture, above all agriculture and forestry.
Hunting law is irrevocably bound with the rights of the place where the game live
and thrive and which nourish the wild game. The exercise of hunting law can only
be engaged with the recognition of the essence of German expertise in hunting.
The true custodian of German hunting is the Reich Hunting Master. He watches
over so that no one directs the operations who is not worthy to be the true
custodian and guardian of the entrusted Volks assets. To give to the German Volk
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a unified hunting law that embodies these principles is the task of the new law.
And it fulfills this assignment through the Reich Hunting Law.246
The law was comprised of twelve sections, with an overall emphasis on the Hunting Law
itself, Private Hunting Districts, Participation of a Third Party in Hunting, how to procure
a Hunting License, Particular Rights and Duties While Hunting, Hunting Restrictions,
Hunting Enforcement, Wild Game and Hunting Damages, Construction and Operations
of Hunting Administration, Regulations for Punishment, and Concluding Regulations. It
listed what animals could be hunted, divided into three categories which included wild
animals with different fence seasons that could only be hunted off season, those with a
year-round fence season, and animals without fence season that could be hunted all
year.247 Those that wished to apply for a hunting license needed to take an aptitude test,
and could be denied if (§ 24 of the Hunting Law) in the previous five years the applicant
was convicted for infringement of species protection regulations or for animal cruelty.
Shooting of endangered species was prohibited in certain districts. Traps and other
capturing tools and methods were also forbidden such as wires, leghold-traps, and poison.
Hunting winged gamed during the night was also prohibited, as well as prohibiting the
use of artificial lighting to catch and kill wildlife of all kinds.248 The various provisions of
the Hunting Law were administrated by the Reich’s Forestry Office, which Göring
appointed its members to, and himself oversaw. Hunters were obligated to report cases of
wildlife diseases in order to protect both animals and humans, where sick game could be
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shot down even off season if it was necessary to avoid further distress to the animal.249
“According to the Reich’s Law on Hunting regarding criminal provisions (RGB I
73/1934): fines up to ten thousand Reichsmarks were handed down, and courts had the
possibility to condemn the offender to detention of up to five years and a confiscation of
the hunting license.”250 Hunting in Germany has always been regulated since feudal
times, and the specifics of the law and its regulations did not change much in 1934 aside
from the provisions mentioned above. If anything, it was largely a means of giving unity
and a Nazi direction to hunting and its link to nature.

Figure 1 German postcard showing a young
calf born with a white swastika on its head.
The caption reads 'A sign of the times as a
natural wonder' (published by Verlag Hans
Andres in Hamburg, 1934)
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The Reich Nature Conservation Act
The Nazis’ most significant environmental protection decree was passed on June
26, 1935, the Nazi government passed the monumental Reich Conservation Act
(Reichsgesetzblatt). For the first time in German history, nature conservation was taken
seriously enough that it was implemented by the national government, as part and parcel
of its new Weltanschauung, heralded as a celebration for the ages. Praise came from
conservationists such as Wilhelm Lienenkämper, who stated that the Nazis saw nature
conservation as a “new postulate for totality” and “the idea of National Socialism
demands totality and sacrifice…[while] some people see the nature protection movement
as a marginal and subordinate one.”251 Ludwig Finckh stated that the law was “like no
other country ever had.”252 The Bavarian League wrote that the law meant “a great leap
forward” and praised Göring for taking the cause under his wing: “Now Göring has taken
conservation into his strong hand; he gave the legislative backbone to our concerns.”253
However, for all its praises, nature conservation during the Nazi era was rather flimsy,
with only specific instances resolved regarding nature protection such as the cultivation
of previously unused land, the regulation of rivers, and rapid industrialization in
preparation for war.254 The Law was entered into force on October 1, 1935, and at the
same time recognized the Reich Act concerning the protection of birds, of March 22,
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1888 (Reichsgesetbl. p. 111) as amended by the Act of May 30, 1908 (Reichsgestebl. p.
317). The law’s dignitaries and constitutes were as follows at Berlin, June 26, 1935. The
Führer and Reich Chancellor Adolf Hitler, The Reichsforstmeister and supreme leader of
conservation Hermann Göring, along with other high-ranking Nazis.
Walther Schoenichen resigned his position in the Reich Conservation Agency in
1938 and was replaced by Hans Klose. Because the conservation agency underwent a
massive increase in work and conservation advisors that swelled to “55 institutions on the
regional level and some 880 on the local level by 1938,”255 the newly appointed members
questioned if existing conservation issues were still relevant or not, such as if the
protection a scenic tree that stood between the border between Germany and
Czechoslovakia was worth still protecting.256 Just like the tree, the new agency
questioned if Schoenichen was still up to the task.
The Law’s Preamble: “The Safeguarding of Natural Beauty” (p.821 ff.) gives a
lengthy introduction about the want and need of the German people for joy and
recreation, stating that the native landscape had changed fundamentally from its past,
blaming those changes on intensive agriculture and the clearing of coniferous wood
cultivation, which robbed the landscape of its species-rich wildlife. Economic necessity
was to blame because the essential political and ideological prerequisites were lacking,
which could only come to fruition with the transformation of the German man to create
his own preconditions for effective nature conservation (821 ff. [Preamble/Safeguarding
natural beauty]).
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The focal point of the Reich Conservation Act “served to protect and maintain the
natural environment in all its manifestation that extended to a) plants and non-huntable
animals, b) natural monuments and their surroundings, c) nature reserves, their
conservation because of their rarity, beauty, peculiarity or because of their scientific,
native, forest or hunting importance in general interest. The Act details out key aspects
regarding the protection of plants and animals, natural monuments that serve a scientific,
historical, and folkloric purposes, nature reserves such as bird sanctuaries, and plant
protection districts and bird shrubs.”257 (§§ 55 and 19) stated that other parts of the
landscape that were to be preserved [was for] their rareness, beauty, uniqueness, or because
of their scientific, native, forestry-or-hunting-related-value. Natural landmarks and natural
conservation areas could not be removed, destroyed, or altered (§ 16). Every nature
conservation authority held a nature conservation agency that provided technical advice
such as investigation, scientific research, and permanent observation and monitoring of the
parts of the native nature named in (§ 1) (plants and non-huntable animals, natural
monuments and their surroundings, and nature reserves). Nature Conservation Agencies
were also tasked with (§ 8) making sure all conservation agencies were uniformly effective
as a collective, as well as safeguarding German interests in international nature
conservation. These agencies were also obligated to keep a list of official nature
conservation areas (Reichsnaturschutzbuch) in a “natural monument book,” where
authorities would designate what natural monuments would be placed under the protection
of the Reich: “by being entered in the list, the areas designated in the list and delimited on
the attached maps receive the protection of this law (§ 12 (2)).
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This was the first time that nature conservation was covered by a uniform legal
basis at the national level. However, the law allowed huge exceptions/carve-outs for the
Army and “essential businesses” of the Reich such as “the Wehrmacht, important transport
routes, sea and inland waterway transport or vital business.258 Operations must not be
impaired by nature conservation.”259 The rest of the document spells out who held authority
in the conservation movement, in this case Göring, who acted as Supreme Leader of
Conservation. The duties of conservation agencies included monitoring landscapes and
conducting investigations such as scientific research, and penalizing perpetrators if
protected areas were defaced “with an imprisonment for up to two years or a fine.”260
One other important factor of the law included land expropriation which before
1933 generated many problems between nature conservation and landowners over
compensation payments that were hard to muster. §§18, 21, 22 of the Nature Conservation
Act introduced the possibility of land expropriation to enforce the proper measures for
nature conservation. the precepts of blood and soil worked their way into aspects of nature
conservation that were applied to the several laws mentioned above. However, as a state,
the Nazi regime ruthlessly took what they wanted, as land expropriation by whatever means
necessary was sugarcoated with terms like “enforcing the proper measures for nature
conservation” when the regime usurped land for military and industrial purposes.
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Ludwig Finkch and the preservation of the Hohenstoffeln Mountain
Although conservationists praised the law and those in power that passed it at the
national level, they still advocated for more protections. This was made difficult,
however, since public protests were forbidden under the regime, and even figureheads of
nature conservation such as Ludwig Finkch were kept under close watch by institutions
like the Gestapo. Finkch was a southern German novelist who, despite being an ardent
right-wing ideologist, was closely monitored for his work on stopping the quarrying of
the Hohenstoffeln Mountain, located in Baden-Württemberg, because it was destroying
its scenic beauty. This environmental issue was so controversial that it made headlines in
the first German nature journal magazine, Naturschutz. The crisis of the Hohenstoffeln
Mountain gained editorial recognition because it was the first time that German land
excavation was done on such a large a scale in such a small matter of time. Aside from
excavating earth, “miners found it necessary to pump out huge quantities of groundwater,
a process that drained nearby moor and steams and dried up springs.” Fresh water was
lost, devastating vegetation from pumping out all the water, along with “1,724 hectares in
wasteland.” The devastation reached the ears of the Ruhr Settlement Society, who created
a pamphlet that “amplified on the consequences of mining brown coal by describing the
damage when coal was burned.”261
This project’s history predated the Nazis. The quarrying of basalt of the
Hohenstoffeln mountain started around 1904 that was met with protests from a wide
range of organizations such as the “Natural History Association of Baden (Badischer
Landesverein für Naturkunde), who feared that the quarrying would destroy the mountain
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in the next several years if continued.”262 By the 1920s, Finckh’s role for the fight of the
mountain intensified in December 1921 at a meeting compromised of “half a dozen
associations, among them the Heimat League of Baden (Verein Badische Heimat), the
Black Forest Association of Baden (Badischer Schwarzwaldverein), the Naturfreunde
tourist association, and two leagues of artists from Lake Constance and Karlsruhe, the
state’s capital.”263 In the meeting, Finckh critiqued the “desecration of the Heimat,”
which made headlines in the newspaper Neue Badische Landeszeitung, calling Finckh
and company “a group of Heimat-loving campaigners, with Ludwig Finckh, our
cherished local poet, leading the way.”264 Finckh was also known for being an antiSemite who was sued during the Weimar era because his articles on the mountain
included derogatory references to Jews that had nothing to do with the mountain’s
quarrying. Finckh wholeheartedly embraced the Nazis and their racist jargon about
Jewish conspiracies and equated the mountain’s twin peaks with two deceased Nazis,
“Albert Schlageter, a Freikorps fighter whom Finckh believed had carved his initials into
one of the mountain’s trees in 1922 that was almost cut down if progress continued, as
well as Horst Wessel, a member of the Nazi SA killed by communists in 1930 (a song
about his “martyrdom” became the unofficial anthem of Nazi Germany).”265 Finckh’s
transformation of the mountain into a “right-wing” cause allowed him to put blame on
others for the mountains’ continued quarrying. He declared in 1936 that a “key ally of the
mining was a former ““Bolshevik” who had worked “under the Jew Kurt Eisner,” the
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murdered prime minister of Bavaria during the revolution of 1918/1919…He asserted
that two leaders of the mining company were Freemasons.”266 Finckh’s efforts
accelerated his assertions in letters to Heinrich Himmler on September 9, 1934, and he
“started an investigation into the owners’ Aryan origins.”267 Significantly, nobody paid
attention to Finckh’s assertions, and no one was prosecuted that he blamed. “After 1933,
the mining of the mountain continued and was not intercepted by the Nazis as it was
supported by institutions like the German ministry of trade and commerce in the
Deutsche Arbeitsfront.”268
The Nazis found it disturbing that “Finckh’s work took on the role of public
campaigning, which for the Nazis was equated with stirring up unrest and discontent.”269
Finckh went as far as publishing a petition entitled “German landscape in peril” in April
1934, which listed prominent conservation signatories such as “Paul Schultze-Naumburg,
Martin Heidegger, Walther Schenichen, Karl Johannes, Fuchs, Hans Schwenkel, Lina
Hähnle, Paul Schmitthenner, Ludwig Klages, Wilhelm Münker, Konrad Günther, Werner
Lindner, Werner Haverbeck, and Fritz Todt.”270 This prompted Nazi authorities to
intervene, declaring that they had run out of patience with Finckh: “This extraordinary
activism of Dr. Finckh is at odds with our official line of reasoning which refuses any
kind of agitation in the general public.”271 This occurred around the time when the
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Gestapo had Finckh under surveillance, especially now since he voiced complaints about
the Third Reich in a private letter that included “critical remarks against the Nazi
state.”272 Ultimately, Finckh was never arrested, however, he walked on a tight rope for
his campaigning against the mountain, as he was shown both support and opposition by
Nazi functionaries. Robert Wagner, the Reich Commissioner of Baden, was of the
opposition writing to Finckh that he was “tired and sick” of the issue, advising him to
“exercise restraint” in the future.273
In the end, small victories were achieved for Finckh’s efforts. “The mining
company agreed to pay 3,000 Reichsmarks per year to the Ministry of Education of
Baden to compensate for the scenic damage it was inflicting.”274 “In November 1934.
The German ministry of the interior ordered a halt to all operations on the upper party of
the quarry, putting the mountain top under protection.”275 It is interesting to note that in
the absence of a conservation law (which only passed in 1935), “the ministry of the
interior was asked to produce proper legitimation for the protection of the mountain. A
decree from the Weimar constitution was used, specifically article 150, which defined
protection of natural monuments as the duty of the state.”276 The ministry was able to
implement this article of Weimar’s constitution because it was never formally suspended
by the Nazis.277 By the end of 1939, Werner Kornfeld of the German Heimat League and
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Wolfram Sievers of the SS-Ahnenerbe research division successfully got Himmler to
send a letter to Göring asking him to close the quarry indefinitely. It was made more
possible because Himmler was told of a ““Germanic fortress” that lay on the mountain’s
top—the kind of esoteric mishmash that Himmler drooled over. Göring ordered him to
close the Hohenstoffeln quarry on Christmas Eve, 1938.”278

Figure 2 lab animals giving the Nazi salute to Hermann Göring for his
order to ban vivisection. Caricature from Kladderadatsch, a satirical
journal, September 1933.

How do we assess all of the Nazis’ activity around nature protection in the 1930s?
The early years of the Nazi party saw a monumental leap in nature conservation,
especially with the passing of the Nature Conservation Act of 1935 that revived nature
protection throughout the country, and the several pieces of legislation that will be
discussed later. The cause of the Nature Conservation Act’s legitimacy could also be
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attributed to the blessing it received from the two most important men of the Nazi party,
Hitler, and Göring. Although the Conservation Act was “blessed” by the two most
important men in the party, it is important to know that any serious emphasis on nature
conservation was never at the forefront of Nazi policies. If anything, this instance was a
mere opportunity to control, following the principle that no matter what organization
existed under the regime, as long as it fell in line with Nazism and advanced their cause,
it was fine by them to let be. To show face to their Nazi officials, conservationists placed
“emphasis on the strong connection between the people and the land that went along with
Nazi concepts of Germanness and “blood and soil.” Words such as “old Germanic animal
life” and “the holy ground of our ancestors” were used by nature conservation officers in
the department of the Westphalian Heimatbund to appease Nazis.”279 German naturalist
Konrad Guenther likened romanticism to nationalism as championing Germany’s love of
nature as well as saying that nature protection was the dogma of “blood and soil” that
Richard Walther Darré made popular. He states that the rhetoric of blood and soil was a
commonality both factions shared as the “authentic bearers of Germanic tradition.”280
Blood and soil gained notoriety when the Nazis connected the peasantry and its romantic
notion of farm life as counterweight to urban living. Rural living was seen as having a
mystic connection that regarded the peasantry as the true Germanic-Nordic peoples, who
were the opposite of the Semitic Jewish people. It also helped that Darré championed the
term that was later adopted by Hitler, Himmler, and Baldur Von Schirach.
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Susan Power Bratton’s “Luc Ferry’s Critique on Deep Ecology, Nazi Nature
Protection Laws, and Environmental Anti-Semitism”
The Nazis’ early attention to conservation has led some scholars to argue that they
were in fact “green.” The most prominent of these was Luc Ferry, a French philosopher
and politican, and a proponent of secular humanism. Susan Power Bratton’s work, “Luc
Ferry’s Critique of Deep Ecology, Nazi Nature Protection Laws, and Environmental
Anti-Semitism,” critiques and analyzes Ferry’s understanding of the Nazis’ role
regarding nature conservation. Although the first years of the Nazis’ involvement in
nature protection saw them as protectorates of nature, Bratton is skeptical of people like
Ferry that saw the Nazis as truly “Green,” by hyper-focusing on their small victories that
were dwarfed compared to the party’s actual goals of living space and rearmament.
Bratton states that it is wrong to suggest that the Nazis’ focus on animal protection in the
early years was a “key pin of the National Socialist ecologist platform,” as well as
suggesting that they were masters of nature, quoting Ferry as saying: “man is no longer
positioned as master and possessor of a nature which he humanizes and cultivates, but as
responsible for an original wild state endowed with intrinsic rights, the richness and
diversity of which it is his responsibility to preserve forever.”281 This statement is
indicative of Ferry depicting the Nazis as Übermensch that took on the role of mother
nature itself to preserve Germany’s biosphere. Furthermore, the quote is reminiscent of
the role that Göring bestowed upon himself after 1935 when he took control of
Germany’s conservation initiatives and granted himself the moniker of
Reichsjägermeister, including its wildlife after amending laws to protect animals and
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nature. Ferry misses the bigger picture labeling the Nazis as being anti-humanist by only
focusing on animal protection and nature. The truth is, Ferry fails to see that Nazism’s
true anti-humanist behavior revolved around its anti-Semitic goals that went beyond
nature protection. Bratton finds that Ferry and other thinkers like him equated the
harshest punishment that Jews faced as simply the ban of “anti-Jewish policies primarily
in regard to the band on the ritual slaughter practices necessary to Kashrut (the Jewish
dietary laws).”282 This is a disastrous outlook as punishment inflicted on the Jewish
people steadily evolved from the Nuremberg Race Laws to the final solution.
Leni Reifenstahl’s Olympiad and Frit Hippler’s the Eternal Jew
Film was a critical source of propaganda that the Nazis used extensively for
nature conservation, as it offered them countless opportunities to win the German people
over with films that depicted the world from their point of view aimed at creating a
worldview meant for the “sanctity” of the German people. Bratton examines this
environmental aspect of Leni Riefenstahl’s film Olympiad, specifically Part II titled, “A
Festival of Beauty,” depicting “natural settings including rain-soaked oak leaves, birds,
and squirrels” as tranquil, comparing Greek-like nude men’s faces dripped with water as
“rain drenched oaks.”283 Oak leaves were associated with high military rank, commonly
seen on the lapels of SS men’s coats. Bratton suggests that Riefenstahl depicted men as
nature itself throughout her films, especially in Triumph of the Will, in which “lines of
marching males gather and actualize the natural. Not only do men, specifically Aryan
men, usurp creative forces, they center all meaning in a single notion and ultimately in a
single human figure.” She explains this phenomenon of a cascading group of Aryan men
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marching in unity: “much like modern industrial technology, the Nazis instead were
drawing the energy of nature into human[kind].”284 This depiction of men coherently
marching together could be associated with man as a cog in the greater machine that was
Germany, shifting the analogy of a cog made up of soldiers into beautiful organic matter
rather than machinery. Linking “non-desirables” to undesirable animals was another way
that Nazi films depicted the “ugliness” of nature, as in the film, “The Eternal Jew.”
Created in 1940, The Eternal Jew depicted Eastern European and German Jews as rats
that had spread diseases across Europe and Asia. Fritz Hippler, the director of the film,
represented Jews as rodents not worthy of life in the eyes of the Nazis. The practice of
Jewish animal slaughter is also depicted in the film as inhumane and grausam (horrible).
Bratton describes a scene in which a cow is being slaughtered; the film depicts this ritual
as “Jewish law that has no respect for animals in the Germanic sense.” The narrator of the
film further suggests that “considering the well-known German love of animals, it would
otherwise have been impossible for Jews to continue their cruel torture of innocent and
defenseless animals unpunished.”285 This alludes to the wildlife protection act that was
passed in 1933, along with concerns regarding vivisection and kosher butchering. Bratton
states that “there is no evidence in the film that the Third Reich is elevating “good”
animals above humanity in general, but there is definite evidence of elevating “good”
animals above Jews, or Untermenschen.”286 Furthermore, “The Eternal Jew utilizes
supposed Jewish mistreatment of animals to exclude Jews not just from the ranks of
decent and moral humanity, but from the entire realm of “healthy” nature.”287
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Now that we have discussed the various laws enacted by the Nazi party, as well as
expounded on their ideological prowess to stimulate nature conservation for their own
benefit, in the next chapter we will discuss two projects put into action by the party in
later phases of the regime. We will explore Hermann Göring’s role as master of all
Germany’s Forestry and his role as Master of the Hunt
(Reischforstmeister/Reichsforstjägermeister), as well as Fritz Todt’s (General Inspector
of Technology and Roadways) involvement in the construction of the Autobahn and his
relationship with Alwin Seifert, Germany’s Reich Landscape Advocate and his
committee of Landscape Advocates who oversaw management of ecological activities on
the highways of the Autobahn throughout Germany. These two instances will
demonstrate the Nazis’ nature laws put into practice, which at their inception seemed
genuine. However, we will see their true ideology at work regarding nature, their
instrumentalization of conservation when it suited them and casting it aside when it did
not.
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CHAPTER IV
Hermann Göring as Reichsforstmeister and Reichsforstamt, The Dauerwald Forestry
Concept, and the demise of the Schorfheide reserve c.1935-1938
Hermann Göring became in many ways the face of conservation when he gained
the title of Reichsforstmeister, but he also soon became head of the Four-Year plan.
Could these roles be reconciled? Would the conservationists find themselves pushed
aside in the end yet again? While conservationists praised the amendment of the National
Conservation Law of 1935, other departments within the Reich were not so keen to
celebrate with them. The ministries of education, interior, agriculture, finance, and the
war all held a consensus that the law encroached on their authority. They demanded that
regulations and concerns be addressed with consultation on matters such as issues on land
expropriation, as requested by the ministry of the interior, as well as the “war department,
which asked for a clause that permitted the secret suspension of conservation regulations
for military reasons.”288 The minister of finance, Lutz Graf Schwerin von Krosigk,
“strongly objected against the elevation of the Prussian Agency for the Protection of
Natural Monuments to an institution of the Reich, which meant a violation of the costsharing agreement between Prussia and the Reich.”289 All of this was further elevated
dramatically when Göring pushed for a revised version of the Conservation Law on April
20, 1935, pressuring the “minister of education, Bernhard Rust, into surrendering
authority over conservation to his own Forest Service (Reichsforstamt).”290
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Göring swiftly did away with the ministries’ many concerns mentioned above,
having his experts “work on a revised version of the conservation law in cooperation with
the ministry of justice on June 17, 1935. Ministry officials and “Göring did away with a
final attempt of the ministry of the interior to claim jurisdiction in the field, agreed with
the ministry of labor that inner-city parks would not fall under the law, and ignored
objections from the ministry of trade and commerce against the indemnity clause (the
Wehrmacht would not be held responsible for its encroaches on nature conservation
laws); the Wehrmacht got an exemption clause for military reservations.”291 Goring’s
demanding intentions were simply a way to exert power over his predecessors; in this
case, he did away with the ministers’ concerns to indicate that he was “supreme ruler” of
nature conservation, much like his attitude regarding his role in the Luftwaffe. On June
25, 1935, Göring aggressively pushed for the new conservation law to be passed at a
cabinet meeting in the Reich Chancellery where “Hitler signed a decree that officially
transferred the responsibility for conservation issues to Göring’s Forest Service.”292
Conservationist organizations like the Bund Naturschutz in Bayern looked for support
from Göring,: “Now Göring has taken conservation into his strong hand, lent the
legislative backbone to our concerns, as seen on the Bund’s circular of August 1935.”293
In the same year, Göring garnered the titles Reichsforstamt (Master of the Forest) and
Reichsjägermeister (Master of the Hunt). Göring had a penchant for titles; his strong
passion for hunting allowed him to garner these titles that were bestowed on him to
inflate his ego and flex his authority. Now he was “able to effectively legislate in all
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aspects concerning natural and cultural landscapes, with the exception of agricultural
landscapes, which fell under the jurisdiction of Walther Darré and his Reichsnährstand
(Reich Food Estate).”294 The Reichsforstamt branches of forestry and the hunting
branches combined staffed seventy-one academics.

Figure 3 Hermann Göring in 1935 with a trophy (accessed from
https://19391945.blog.hu/2014/10/29/hermann_goring_a_birodalmi_fova
dasz#gallery-1414530029_4)

Forestry in the Reich Laws: “The Law Against Forest Devastation” and “The Law
Concerning the Protection of the Racial Purity of Forest Plants”
Concerns regarding Germany’s forests during this time would see legislation pass
that would change the way foresters tended to their trees. “In 1934-1935, the Nazis
passed several laws concerning forestry matters that addressed the need to hold foresters
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accountable for stricter standards of ecological diversity and sustainability.”295 The two
laws that held foresters accountable for wood matters was, first, “The Law Against Forest
Devastation of 18 January 1934, which prevented forest owners from clear cutting more
than 2.5 percent of their estate.”296 Furthermore, “cutting of conifers under fifty years of
age was banned altogether.”297 The law helped reduce the loss of trees, dictating the ways
in how “cut-over areas” of forests should “be reforested according to forestry principles.
The law was progressive for its time because it ‘prevented private forest owners from
meeting current account deficits by liquidating the standing forest capital.’”298 The
second Reich law was the Law of December 1934: “Concerning the Protection of the
Racial Purity of Forest Plants.” It is possible that umbrella organizations that came under
the control of the Reich Forestry Office promulgated these two laws such as the Reich
Ministry of Food and Agriculture and the Prussian State Forest Office. Furthermore, the
Nature Conservation Act addressed forestry matters, but it mostly dealt with land
expropriation (no specific names could be found unfortunately). The Nazis appreciated
this law because it was in line with other racial principles of the time. The law was both
blatant in its racist overtones, and at the same time held merit on actual ecological
grounds. For one, the law was concerned with seeds that would either produce straight or
crooked trees. The purity of forest plants did hold up to silvicultural rationale because of
bad seeds that caused tree stands to collapse “because they had grown from seeds that
were inappropriate for the ecological site conditions.”299 In order “to prevent costly
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measures the new law allowed only the best phenotypes for certified seed production.”300
What makes it racist lies in the fact that the Nazis used the language of cultivating “racial
seeds,” a staunch reminder of how they saw every issues through the prism of race.
The Dauerwald Forestry Concept
As Göring took precedence of all matters of nature and animal conservation, he
needed the aid of those he deemed able to work under him, appointing Ludwig Georg
Heinrich Heck (1892-1983), a German zoologist and animal researcher, to oversee nature
protection within the Forest Service in 1938.301 His role as forest protector was minimal,
eventually returning to his job as director of the Berlin Zoo. Heck created a bison reserve
for Göring in the Schorfheide nature reserve, as well as developed plans to construct
national parks all over Germany in June 1939, “stressing the parks’ importance for
popular recreation and Heimat education.”302 However, plans were halted by March 1940
and soon forgotten after 1945. Göring appointed Walter von Keudell, a retired Reich
minister of the interior and a prominent practitioner of Dauerwald (eternal forest)
forestry, chief of the Prussian State Forest Office.303 On 3 July, the Prussian cabinet
transferred jurisdiction over forestry and hunting to a new Reichsforstamt (Reich Forest
Office), headed by Göring as Reichsforstmeister.304 Heck and Keudell’s roles in nature
conservation were adequate roles for them considering their backgrounds, however,
Göring’s desire for ultimate control outweighed Heck’s time as nature protector and
Keudell’s, as forestry matters were transferred to his office entirely where he sought
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ultimate control over these realms. The Dauerwald concept “emerged as the official
forestry doctrine of the Third Reich in 1934.”305 Dauerwald was a form of “Naturgemäße
Waldwirtschaft, or ‘natural forest management’ that could be associated today with
‘close-to-nature’ forestry. While scientific foresters looked to maximized “wood
production, Dauerwald advocates sought to improve the health of the forest ecosystem,
arguing that this practice produced both healthier forests and more sustainable yields.”306
A minority position in the 1920s, the Dauerwald concept was considered a holistic form
of silviculture that rejected “many of the mechanics of ‘scientific forestry,’ a form of
forestry that was conceived in Germany in the eighteenth century in response to the threat
of a wood shortage caused by a rapidly expanding economy.”307 The Dauerwald concept
adopted by Göring can be traced back to the spring of 1932, when he was invited to the
forest estate of von Keudell. Keudell introduced the application of Dauerwald forestry to
his estate, deciding it was advantageous, and likely saw the propagandistic appeal of the
romantic notion of a ‘primeval’ and ‘organic’ forest.308
The Nazis’ adaptation of the Dauerwald concept as propaganda is reaffirmed by
authors such as Michael Imort in “How Green Were the Nazis,” who states: “the
Dauerwald doctrine was proclaimed mainly because it offered the Nazis an abundance of
propagandistic analogies between German forest and German Volk.”309 With the German
wood market of the 1930s under depression, it made sense that Dauerwald provided an
economic appeal since the tress had little economic value at the time; letting them be
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connected native trees with the German people. Specifically, it emphasized “that the
Dauerwald had an ‘organic’ structure, compromised only of native species, and that it
was a collective and perpetual entity that was eternal, morphing these ideas with that of
the Volksgemeinschaft with the ideals of a classless, racially pure and “eternal”
society.”310 The individual versus the collective theory was further extrapolated by
comparing Germany’s “racially fit people” with the Dauerwald concept such as
1) only native, site-adapted tree species were allowed to be a part of the
Dauerwald forest…only those Germans that were of the “proper” racial heritage
could be Volksgenossens or members of the national community, 2) individual
trees played an important role as components of the Dauerwald forest, but they
did at their “proper station,” with some dominating and others serving within the
greater organic whole…every Volksgenosse was assigned to a task and position
that most benefited the corporatist Volksgemeinschaft, rather than himself or
herself, 3) the best trees in the Dauerwald forest were to be privileged in terms of
light and space so a greater share of the growth might accrue to them…those
Volksgenossen of the “best race” were to receive incentives and rewards for child
rearing and other ways of “serving the nation,” 4) selective cutting, thinning, and
pruning ensure that the stand was continually improved in terms of phenotype and
“race”…those individuals who did not fit the National Socialist vision of “race”
were to be “removed” from the collective of the Volk, 5) selective cutting meant
that while individual trees were removed constantly, the stand was never cleared
entirely and the forest as a whole was perpetual…while the individual
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Volksgenossen were dispensable and lived only for a relatively short time, the
Volksgemeinschaft as a whole was perpetual, or in Nazi parlance, “eternal.”311
Naiz propaganda exploited Dauerwald analogies “to extol the National Socialist ideal of
community and obstruct the idea of a democratic individual.”312 Key words like “foreign
species,” “organic,” permanent “organism” helped the appeal to National Socialists,
especially the importance of the collective over the concept of the individual.313
Conservationists such as Schoenichen were of the mindset that Dauerwald had its
advantages from a conservationist point of view. Hans Klose quoted Walter von Keudell
with “creating a climate conducive to conservation issues within the Forest Service.’”314
And in 1936, Vietinghoff-Riesch, another proponent of forestry reform stated that there
existed a “common ground between Dauerwald forestry and conservation, suggesting that
they were both synonymous.”315
Göring, for all the ills he perpetrated on Germany, used the Reichsforstamt to
carry out to some extent pragmatic functions of the office, such as setting forestry
guidelines throughout the entire Reich based on Dauerwald principles. Göring also made
sure that the Forestry Laws were strongly implemented through his office in Berlin. One
of the first actions put forth by the office mandated that all German forest owners adhere
to a set of regulations, placing an emphasis on small-scale management, and specific
ways to go about cutting trees, which was vastly different than the scientific forestry
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method that was generally used.316 These new restrictions on forestry were not entirely
challenged by foresters, nor did it affect them economically because they were “already
accustomed to restrictive forest laws that date back to the nineteenth-century state forest
laws which obligated forest owners to manage their estates in ways that preserved the
forest area and growing stock.”317 As forest owners were accustomed to state
interference, it was relatively easy for the “Nazis to impose policies further decreasing
forest owners’ freedom to manage their forests, obligating them to manage it in a way
that was beneficial to the Volk and the nation as a whole.”318 These obligations were
accompanied with slogans put forth by the Nazis such as: “The German forest is a
national property.” Forestry management “was to be managed for maximum collective
productivity, rather than individual profit, as stated by Göring: ‘those who have it on fief
from the people had to shoulder the duty of furthering the economic welfare of the entire
nation.’”319
Nazi forestry journals of the 1930s published articles celebrating the natural bond
between forest and the Volk and Dauerwald with National Socialism. Göring continued
to emphasize the importance of the two concepts by stating: “Forest and people are much
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akin in the doctrines of National Socialism. The people is [sic] also a living community, a
great, organic, eternal body whose members are the individual citizens…Eternal forest
and eternal nation are ideas that are indissolubly linked.”320 Foresters continued to
support the marriage of National Socialism and Dauerwald, even if for the sake of
keeping in line with Nazi tenets, insofar as to say: “Ask the trees, they will teach you how
to become National Socialists!”321 Foresters were called upon as public dignitaries by the
Nazis and held in overall high esteem by the German populace. German foresters were
treated like trainees of the SS drafted into “Weltanschauliche Schulungslager (ideology
camps) to receive ideological and physical training.”322 “For example, in 1935, all Saxon
foresters under the age of fifty-five had to spend one week in the NS-Gauführerschule
(National Socialist District Leader Training School) at Augustusburg castle where they
had to eat, sleep, wash in common quarters, much like soldiers at bootcamp.”323 The
purpose for all of this was to have foresters “comprehend the nature of the forest that
surrounded them and apply this spirt of community to the German Volk.”324
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Figure 4 In a wooded area of Asterode in Hesse, Germany, a swastika, and the number "1933."
the year Hitler came to power, were spelled out in larch trees (Reuters, November 2000.)

The Volksgemeinschaft and the Dauerwald concept were both representative of a
new idea that sought to correlate the German to the “purity” of cultivating forests that the
concept represented. Much like the euphemism that weeds needed to be pruned from a
garden, the Volksgemeinschaft and Dauerwald concepts addressed the need to protect one
another to maintain cohesiveness between the environment and the German race. “The
Dauerwald forestry concept only looked to maintain native species, the ideology looked
to free the Volk of any foreign and “sickly” menace from its society, reminiscent of the
Nazis’ adaptation of euthanasia and the systematic murder of Jews and other
‘undesirables.’”325
By the mid 1930s, the strict concepts of Dauerwald were loosened as Göring had
to make plans for a potential war soon, which meant an inevitable rise in wood
production, potentially altering Dauerwald principles. As early as 1935, “Göring cut
quotas in all publicly owned forests to 150 percent of the sustained yields in order to meet
the wood demand of the booming German economy; in December 1936, the same quota
was imposed on all private forests owners as well.”326 The Four-Year Plan also quelled
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any notion of the continuation of Dauerwald principles. Göring “was ordered to report on
a contingency plan in the case of war, relegating him to ramp up wood production;
Dauerwald regulations were curtailed allowing cuts to exceed the limits set forth by the
1934 regulations.”327 In the years 1936-37, Dauerwald forest policy was replaced by a
“close-to-nature forest management” (naturgemäß wirtschaftswald) idea. Naturgemäß
dictated a reestablishment of “mixed, uneven-aged forest structure while granting
individual foresters more freedom regarding when and how to cut in order to fulfill new
quotas.”328 However, remnants of Dauerwald principles still played a role in the
naturgemäß structure of forest upkeeping, “in that its composition, structure, and
management still had to be appropriate for ecological site conditions.”329 Unifying
commercial forestry with the close-to-nature concept made it seem as though the Nazis
still held onto some aspect of control of forestry through Dauerwald. However, in
retrospect, the looming upheaval of war would demand substantial amounts of wood for
the Four-Year Plan. By 1937, foresters had to find a way to increase wood production,
while at the same time adhere to Dauerwald precepts to appease the Nazis. Likewise, the
goal of autarky took precedence by 1937 as the regime neared the start of World War
II.330 Interestingly, the Dauerwald policies revised into the new policy of naturgemäßer
in 1937 went far beyond 1945 and were practiced well into the 1990s: “German state
forest administrations declared it the guiding principle of their operations in the hopes of
improving ecological stability of their forests.”331
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The Schorfheide Nature Reserve
We will now discuss in further detail the Schorfheide nature reserve that fell
under Göring’s jurisdiction after 1933. The Schorfheide is important to extrapolate on, as
it held a rich history before 1933 that saw historical characters travel its lands and
implement rules and regulations for its flora and fauna that many other reserves shared
throughout Germany. The Schorfheide was a closed forest area in the state of
Brandenburg, located ninety miles north of Berlin. The area’s history “dates to the
twelfth century when members of the nobility first went hunting there,”332 as hunting was
the primary use of the reserve. “Around 1590, the Elector of Brandenburg, John George,
ordered the construction of a fence of some 30 miles length along the Schorfheide’s
border to the Uckermark, a northeastern district in Brandenburg, to prevent big game
from leaving to the north.”333 Historical figures such as Wilhelm II praised the reserve,
“[imposing] a ban on large scale hunting that remained in effect until 1945.”334 Other
figures included Theodor Fontane, a German novelist and poet, “who praised the rich
game population” and Russian Tsar Alexander III, who “took up residence in
Hubertusstock lodge (a special hunting lodge built in the mid nineteenth-century).”335 But
the reserve suffered from a significant decline of red deer in the area during the years of
1919 and 1929 due to illegal hunting.336 However, the game population rebounded.
Interest in the Schorfheide continued throughout the Weimar years, as the first German
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president Friedreich Ebert repeatedly visited the Hubertusstock lodge for recreation and
hunting, as well as his successor Paul von Hindenburg.337 The regional government put a
large part in putting the Schorfheide under protection in 1930.
With the rich history of the Schorfheide’s visitors and plentiful wildlife for
hunting, it is no surprise that Göring was next in line to cultivate the same status his
predecessors enjoyed. His interests grew out of the same penchant for hunting, making
his first trip to the Schorfheide’s area during the 1920s.338 Göring wanted an official
residence in the reserve: “as Supreme Forester and minister of Prussia, some 300 acres of
land was handed over to him by the Prussian state to fulfill his plans as early as 1933.”339
With the newly acquired land, Göring began building a palace in the Schorfheide forests
that was to be completed by the spring of 1934. The residence was built as a Swedish
style blockhouse by the architect Werner March; it was known as Carinhall, named after
Göring’s deceased first wife who died of tuberculosis in 1931in Sweden (her remains
rested in a mausoleum that he had built with the house). Hitler approved of the funding
for the residence with the intention of Göring hosting foreign dignitaries.340
Göring successfully stopped any further developments in the reserve by including
a provision in the national conservation act that aimed to protect the area that appears in
paragraph 18.341 It could be argued that the reason for the reserve’s protection was mainly
to Göring’s hunting vice. The protection of the Schorfheide allowed it to become a
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national nature reserve “in 1937, and in 1939, the area under protection grew from
125,000 to 141,200 acres.”342 The purchase of land continued up until 1942, with a
government decree enlarging the Schorfheide national nature reserve from 141,1200 to
185,500 acres.343 Göring’s wild notions drove him to reintroduce extinct species back
into the reserve. Although no actual extinct animals were bred, Goring’s experimentation
with game made him seek the help of Lutz Heck. Heck helped Göring introduce moose
(which turned out to be difficult to maintain, considering the forest did not provide food
or enough space for the animals), as well as mufflon, beavers, and eagle-owls.344
Ultimately, the Schorfheide become a front for Göring’s outlandish lifestyle,
demonstrating that the reserve served two purposes: one, it functioned as a thin layer of
nature conservation that provided a haven for animals and plants. But more importantly,
the backdrop of the Carinhall estate, which he lavishly decorated and dramatically
increased in size at the cost of thousands of Reichsmarks, was a physical display of
Göring’s political power as well as serving as a vast wilderness for his hunting pleasure
and ceremonies he orchestrated.
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Figure 5 Hermann Göring welcomes a delegation of young Japanese on July 7, 1938, at Carinhall
estate (accessed on
chttps://audiovis.nac.gov.pl/obraz/247041/bb531ecb19fd497d68cfb2565156c4f2/)

One of these ceremonies he orchestrated dealt with promoting the area’s
attractiveness to the public through a special Schorfheide Foundation. The foundation
was designed “to awaken and deepen a sense of connectedness with nature, especially
among the urban population.” Likewise, the foundation was to create “a protected reserve
for threatened plants and animals.”345 Sure enough, however, the money garnered for the
foundation made its way into the coffers of Göring’s hunting expenses. In 1936, the
foundation’s budget reserved no less than 225,000 Reichsmarks for it.346 Göring’s love
for expensive hunting excursions was sustained by the money provided for the foundation
and other expenses. This instance shows us that money meant to go into the nature
reserve served as a chance for Göring to take for himself, serving as a valuable window
into the corruption of the regime that exploited nature conservation for governmental
acquisition of publicly donated funds. Göring’s gluttonous lifestyle continued right up to
1945 as Allied forces drew closer to Germany’s borders in January of that year. His
continued plans to extend Carinhall included a “Hermann Göring museum” that was to
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extend the property by some 1,000 feet in length, set to open on his sixtieth birthday on
January 12, 1953.347 However, Fate held different plans for him: he was caught by the
Allies and tried at Nuremberg in November 1945, where he eventually committed suicide
by potassium cyanide capsule on October 15, 1946. Carinhall, initially, did not suffer the
same fate as its owner. The estate survived bombing and artillery fire for the entire
duration of the war. Unfortunately, it was mined and blown up on April 28, 1945, by the
Red Army who patrolled the vicinity.348
The Schorfheide’s plants and animals did not fare much better after 1945, as the
area underwent heavy cutting, reducing its forest reserves; it did not help either that “Red
Army soldiers decimated the game population.”349 According to Erwin Buchholz and
Ferdinand Coninx, “the Red Army employed tanks to drive the game out of the forests
and then used machine guns to kill, extinguishing the last of the wild horses in the
process.”350 The Schorfheide continued to serve as a hunting reserve well after 1945 into
the GDR (German Democratic Republic) whose forests were once again used as
exclusive hunting grounds for East German leaders and give then title of “Biosphere
Reserve” in 1990 by the East German head of state Lothar de Maizière.
As for the Dauerwald concept and Germany’s forests, “the ecological intention
and legacy of its policies during the Nazi period is complicated because of its many
‘contradictory statements and actions of the regime itself, as well as the use of
propaganda’”351 that obfuscated the reality of forest service under the direction of Göring.
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Forest service can be best explained as “benefiting ecological standards that severely
limited clear-cuts, demanded the use of plantation-style silvicultural techniques, and
improved the species composition and age structure of forest stands. This is tantamount
as these techniques survived well past the Nazi regime after 1945.”352 The war also took
pressure away from the Nazis as they no longer had to prove the benefits of Dauerwald
and the Reich Forest Law, as it was seriously undermined by wood production being
accelerated for the war.353 The concluding end to the Dauerwald principles are similar in
analysis by Michael Imort and Frank Uekoetter. Both historians generally agree that the
Dauerwald concept was an illustrious form of propaganda that benefited the Nazis in
their attempt to unite the country’s forests with its people. Imort and Uekoetter are also
on the same page in stating that in the latter part of the 1930s, although the precepts of
Dauerwald continued to be preached by the Nazis, behind the scenes, wood production
ignored Dauerwald principles, as wood production was ramped up for the war effort.
As WWII commenced, Germany’s own forests were saved from wood production
as more land came into their possession from the East. German foresters followed behind,
exploiting the forests of those lands under Nazi occupation.354 The war enabled German
preservation at home because of their ruthless plundering of conquered lands in the east.
In this instance, we see Nazi conservation as being very NIMBY—keep my backyard
nice but do whatever has to be done elsewhere to keep Germans comfortable. Their
propaganda amplified the usefulness of the “Dauerwald forest concept as an analogy
between the Volk and state, serving as a cornerstone for National Socialist ideas of race,
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community, and eternity.”355 The applied principles of the Dauerwald concept and Forest
Service ultimately tarnished any notion of being aligned within the nature conservation
movement as their intentions were always rooted in Nazism and the call to provide for
the war effort. Furthermore, Göring’s overall two-faced disposition tainted any
redeemable positive values he displayed in the early years for nature conservation. His
reign as Reichsfortstmeister in the end only served as an embellished moniker which he
did not live up to, rather, relying on titles to inflate his ego and consume power and
responsibility over these two organizations that he lied to for monetary gain and held no
honor in its principles, in this case, giving up on Dauerwald principles and to only benefit
Germany’s war machine.
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CHAPTER V
The Autobahn: Ecological ideals and Nazi rhetoric on the Superhighways, 1933-1944
In 1926, construction began on a highway system that was to link Hamburg,
Frankfurt, and Basel under the supervision of the Verein zur Vorbereitung der Autostraße
Hansestädte-Frankfurt-Basel (Association for the Preparation of the Motorway Hanseatic
Cities-Frankfurt-Basel [HaFraBa]). But construction was slow, and the massive project
suffered in its planning stage due to Weimar’s persistent economic problems and a lack
of political support. However, after the Nazi seizure of power, Hitler embraced a revived
effort for the Autobahn project, appointing Fritz Todt “as the Inspector General for
German Roadways”356 (Generalinspektor für das deutsche Straßenwesen), and Supreme
Engineer of Nazi Germany in 1934, “as his representative for all questions concerning the
organization and development of technology. Furthermore, “Todt also assumed
leadership of the Amt der Technik (Office of Technology), the office charged with
coordinating Hitler’s goals and aspiration of the engineers under the Third Reich,”357 as
well as coordinating his Organisation Todt, which coordinated engineering and
construction projects across Nazi-occupied Europe. Todt, an early party member since
1923, “had a strong and enduring tie to the engineering profession and to its political and
cultural traditions.”358
Aspects of the Autobahn’s history suggested Hitler’s revived interest in highways
was specifically geared to military use, but the scholarship reveals a more complex
picture. The Autobahn represented a strong cohesive project that sought to connect the far
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reaches of Germany along vast artery lines of concrete highways, outdoing the Stufa and
Hafraba organizations that first developed projects for the Autobahn during the Weimar
era. James D. Shand, author of “The Reichsautobahn: Symbol for the Third Reich,” states
that “it is less certain that the Nazis purposely designed the Autobahn with military
objectives prominently in their minds.”359 Shand further states that the Nazis would not
have failed to boast about their military excursions on the superhighways if they were in
fact using it for that purpose. Shand suggests that it was French, British, and American
journalists and commentators that depicted the German roads as “ominous military
developments” to be used as “arteries for the highly mechanized German automotive
army.”360 In fact, as F.A. Gutheim, author of “German Highway Design: The
Reichsautobahn,” suggests, military considerations interfere adversely with civil uses. It
may be more accurate to see the Autobahn as similar to the road systems being developed
in Italy, France, and every other continental nation in this period.
Once in power, the Nazis had to take on the woes of the country, especially the
Great Depression, which saw unemployment at an astronomical level. The proposed
Reichsautobahnen promised to curtail German unemployment by putting large numbers
of men to work. Building the new highways was very much a Nazi project, despite its
inception during the 1920s, portrayed in propaganda as indispensable to Germany’s
economic revival. “By 1936, some 130,000 men were employed directly on the many
Autobahn construction sites, while another 270,000 benefited indirectly in related
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supporting trades…like cement-mixing or stone-masonry.”361 But the Autobahn project
was not only about creating jobs. Fritz Todt introduced the advice of conservationists into
the planning of the project, meaning that it had to adhere to ecological concerns that were
not fully accepted by the traditional engineers of the Autobahn. How should we interpret
this move by Todt? Were the Nazis genuinely concerned about the environment? As this
chapter will show, technological prowess for the most part took precedence over the
initiatives of ecological planning along the natural landscape of the superhighways that
was met with bureaucratic infighting.
Laws for the Construction of the Imperial Highways: “Laws Amending the Law on
the Establishment of a Company “Reichsautobahnen”
The laws pertaining to the Autobahn in the Nature Conservation Act laid out the
legal framework that allowed its construction to commence: Section nine of “Laws for
the Construction of the Imperial Highways,” entitled “Laws Amending the Law on the
Establishment of a Company “Reichsautobahnen,” passed on December 18, 1933,
addressed land expropriation. It allowed expropriation of private land with compensation
to the owners if deemed necessary. The same laws were found in section nine of road
construction initiatives which stated that ““The ‘Reichsaboutbahnen’ company has the
right of expropriation to perform its task. Compensation for the deprivation of property
must be reasonable…The Reichsautobahnen company can, provided the permissibility of
the expropriation has been determined, take possession of the land required for the
immediate start of work.”362 Conservation protection is seen in section 9b. Section 9b
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states that “land necessary for the construction of motorways that belongs to an
inheritance yard should be eliminated in the relocation process. Care must be taken to
ensure that the estate community of the property concerned is preserved. The
“Reichsautobahnen” company has to compensate all the parties for the assigned area.”363
Here we can see the stark difference between the Laws of the Imperial Highways
compared to the Nature Conservation Act. Whereas the conservation act expropriated
land without compensation, justifying it as “enforcing the proper measure for nature
conservation,” the Imperial Highway Laws enforced compensation for those involved if
they took land for construction purposes. Although the Highway Laws belonged within
the framework of the Nature Conservation Act, it distinguished itself by addressing
expropriation to previous landowners.
During the first years of the Nazis in power, “Todt pointed with pride to the
construction of the Autobahn as evidence that the Nazis had ‘rescued technology from an
era that had treated it as an object without soul or spirit.’”364 In the first issue of
Deutsche Technik, in 1934, Todt claimed that the Nazis “would make German technology
into a pillar of the total state” and place technology’s “cultural and spiritual outlook on
the foundation of a pure National Socialist world view.”365 Todt wanted the continued
construction of the Autobahn to be based on a unified plan, unlike the supposed total
chaos under the Weimar system. The Autobahn project also had not only economic value,
not to mention crucial military value, but environmental aspects as well. Therefore, Todt
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described the construction of the Autobahn in völkisch terms, saying that it “must be
represented in ‘an artistic effort to give proper form to the German landscape.’ The
Autobahn was to be more than an engineering undertaking, it was to be an “expression of
the German essence.”366 For the Third Reich, the Autobahn project served as a symbol of
the regime’s aesthetic of technological modernity, with Friedrich Tamms (German
architect) in a motoring magazine titled Die Strasse, stating that the Autobahn was an
“engineering marvel” and a “cultural monument.”

Figure 6 Propaganda painting of the Autobahn
(painted by Robert Zinner, 1936)

In this chapter, we will explore the relationship between Fritz Todt and Alwin
Seifert (Germany’s leading landscape architect), as well as expound on the
accomplishments of Seifert and the Landscape Advocates (Landschaftsanwalt) who were
responsible for overseeing the ecological fusion of nature within the Autobahn. The
construction of the Autobahn under the Third Reich sheds light on how nature protection
laws were put to practice under this massive project and allow us to see how
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conservationists contributed their expertise to the project under Nazi rule. We will also
see various conflicts between these actors that dissolve the notion that conservationists
were fully in charge of construction planning of the Autobahn system.
Todt saw the construction of the Autobahn as favored by an aesthetic model that
viewed technology as ““soulful cultural works” that grew organically from the Volk.”367
This relationship between the German people and German technological ingenuity was
indicative of the ideas put forth by the established conservation organization that equated
nationalism and nature. The Deutsche Technik journal during the early 1930s displayed
photographs of the highways intertwined with the landscape through valleys, mountains,
and farmland. Todt stated that these roadways demonstrated “the artistic and technical
powers of invention and formation living together in the creative engineer.”368 We can
see the ideals of romanticism being played out here in the way Todt described the unison
between technology and the natural landscape, just as nature conservationists expressed
nature and man as one through the heimat and later through nationalistic rhetoric during
Weimar. Much later on, in 1942, The Deutsche Technik journal stated, “that technology
had become part of the Volksgemeinschaft, ‘assuming clear and beautiful forms.’”369
Jeffrey Herf attests to this self-proclaimed notion by the Nazis by their numerous
“accomplishments” through a “cultural revolution that gave new meaning to cold
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steel…a victory over the elementary,” “balancing city and country, and bringing to the
surface a uniquely German ‘surrender’ to ‘technology.’”370 Although the Autobahn
represented modernity—something the Nazis spoke against, at least when it came to
cities and mass culture—and catered to the most individualistic of needs, the private car,
the Nazis wholeheartedly embraced the project, and, the fusion of its construction with
the natural landscape. The construction of the Autobahn would have to find a way to fuse
modernity with the völkisch ideology espoused by the Nazis: rooted in tradition and love
of the countryside. One way the Nazi government accomplished this was “to fit the new
superhighways organically into the Germany landscape.”371 The Autobahn was not to
have any angles in its turns, instead it needed to naturally blend into the curves of the
landscape and avoid construction directly next to forested areas. One other way was to
expound on the cultural benefits of the highways by drawing on völkisch themes of
“celebrating ‘nature’ and ‘soil’ as vital to shaping the Germanic folk community.”372 This
allowed them to embrace the natural wonders and historical sites of the new nation.
These achievements would prove their ‘superiority,’ heighten racial consciousness, and
give legitimacy to the Nazi cause.
Although Todt was Supreme Engineer, it was Alwin Seifert and the Landscape
Advocates who mitigated nature construction protocols into the construction of the
Autobahn. From 1934 onward Seifert headed the Landscape Advocates, whose job it was
to oversee the ecological impact of public works projects sponsored by the Nazis. Seifert,
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born May 31, 1890, in Munich, was a German horticultural architect, university teacher,
landscape designer, and conservationist. Before joining the Nazi Party in 1937, “Seifert’s
passion for conservation led him to join the Bund Naturschutz (BN) in the 1920s,
working on its subcommittees for architecture and landscape, where he reformulated the
conservation agenda in those years so that it embraced technology and industry.”373
Learning that the Nazis had embraced the ongoing construction of the Autobahn, Seifert,
hurriedly sought to include himself in its construction. He made his voice heard during
the 1930s, when conservationists invited Todt to speak at one of their conventions; Todt
would decline the invitation but “promised that legitimate matters regarding landscape
protection [would be considered].”374 Seifert, who was present at this convention decried
““outdated romanticism” and “sentimental flower painting” on the part of
conservationists who continued to look backwards [on the incorporation of nature into the
Autobahn].”375 Siefert, writing personally to Todt in late 1933 around the same time as
the convention, outlined the importance of landscape conservation: “He criticized
agriculture for leading to the clearing of landscape of hedges and shrubs, which created
ecological problems such as desertification, deterioration of the soil, the endangerment of
bird life, and a loss of beauty and balance in the landscape.”376 Surprisingly, Seifert
blamed farmers for these misgivings, saying that the “state should now set a good
example by planting the embankments along transportation routes. He instigated that
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native species should be chosen” and “monumental tree plantings four to eight rows deep
[should] be used.”377 This would be the beginning of Todt and Seifert’s relationship on
matters of the Autobahn.
Alwin Seifert and the Landscape Advocates
Although Fritz Todt was Supreme Engineer, it was Alwin Seifert and the
Landscape Advocates who mitigated nature construction protocols into the construction
of the Autobahn. From 1934 onward Seifert headed the Landscape Advocates whose job
it was to oversee the ecological impact of public works projects sponsored by the Nazis.
Seifert, born May 31, 1890, in Munich, was a German horticultural architect, university
teacher, landscape designer, and conservationist. Before joining the Nazi Party in 1937,
“Seifert’s passion for conservation led him to join the Bund Naturschutz (BN) in the
1920s, working on its subcommittees for architecture and landscape, where he
reformulated the conservationist agenda in those years so that it embraced technology and
industry.”378 Learning that the Nazis had embraced the ongoing construction of the
Autobahn, Seifert hurriedly sought to make gains and include himself in its construction.
He made his voice heard during the 1930s, when conservationists invited Fritz Todt to
speak at one of their conventions; Todt would decline the invitation but “promised that
legitimate matters regarding landscape protection [would be considered].”379 Seifert, who
was present at this convention decried ““outdated romanticism” and “sentimental flower
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painting” on the part of conservationists who continued to look backwards [on the
incorporation of nature into the Autobahn].”380 Siefert, writing personally to Todt in late
1933 around the same time as the convention, outlined the importance of landscape
conservation: “He criticized agriculture for leading to the clearing of landscapes of
hedges and shrubs, which created ecological problems such as desertification,
deterioration of the soil, the endangerment of bird life, and a loss of beauty and balance in
the landscape.”381 Surprisingly, Seifert blamed farmers for these misgivings, saying that
the “state should now set a good example by planting the embankments along
transportation routes. He instigated that native species should be chosen” and
“monumental tree plantings four to eight rows deep [should] be used.”382 This would be
the beginning of Todt and Seifert’s relationship on matters of the Autobahn.
Seifert was also dedicated to biodynamic organic farming, a movement founded
by Rudolf Steiner in 1924. Biodynamic agriculture rejected artificial fertilizers and
pesticides for environmental and health reasons; Steiner’s advocacy for biodynamic
agriculture became the most successful variant of organic farming in Nazi Germany. In
1933, Seifert brought this interest in farming when he was “assigned to the staff of the
commissioner for motorway construction and appointed advisor for questions relating to
the integration of the landscape in motorway construction where he conducted intensive
correspondence with high-ranking Nazi officials such as Martin Bormann, Henrich
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Himmler, Richard Walther Darré, Albert Speer, and Oswald Pohl.”383 Seifert, who only
joined the Nazi party in 1937, made use of his close ties with Rudolf Hess (Hitler’s
Deputy Führer), who was also a proponent of biodynamic farming. “Biodynamic
principles…influenced Nazi construction policies for the enforcement of environmental
standards…[in] the Autobahn from 1934 onward.”384

Figure 7 Adolf Hitler shoveling dirt at the ceremonial inauguration of the Reichsautobahn construction; behind him
on the right is Fritz Todt. (Bundesarchiv, Bild 183-R27373 / CC-BY-SA 3.0, 23 September 1933)

In “June 1934, Todt named Seifert his adviser for landscape matters.”Afterward,
Seifert put together a team of thirty colleagues to work under him, the
Landschaftsanwälte (Landscape Advocates). The Advocates consisted of biodynamic
proponents, landscape architects and gardening professionals, with Seifert as coordinator
under Todt’s patronage. Seifert educated the landscape advocates on major aspects, from
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the connection between ecological and Nazi principles, lecturing them on the proper
““National Socialist Worldview,” while describing the aim of their work as the
“restoration of the primordial German landscape in all its diversity.””385 In practice, the
landscape advocates oversaw various duties such as “replacement of soil and the replanting of vegetation along completed stretches of highway.”386 They oversaw the
laborious process of reseeding the new roadsides with regionally selected native plants
species, paying close attention not to damage trees, wetlands, and wildlife habitat.
“Topsoil was preserved for later agricultural use, while plant materials were combined
using biodynamic procedures to form compost piles that lined the planned routes.”387
More importantly, Seifert and the advocates were responsible for the selection of the
Autobahn routes and their environmental design in order to “embed” the highways into
specific routes that blended into the natural settings of Germany’s different regions. This
work was close to Seifert’s belief in “a connection between the landscape and the human
soul. In this ideological system, “the landscape was the product of a particular type of
human soul, be it Nordic or Southern European.”388 “Landscape was seen as the outcome
of centuries of cultural work on the landscape,” which primarily consisted of agriculture,
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“thus embodied the values of a specific community whose characteristics were
increasingly coming to be seen as based on race.”389

Figure 8 Alwin Seifert portrayed circa 1950-60 public
domain

The landscape advocates also participated in activities with Nazified societies
discussed in previous chapters. The relationship with the conservation organizations was
awkward at the beginning because the organizations saw them as rivals.390 However, their
work ethic surpassed this awkwardness and both factions eventually worked cohesively
with one another, as attested by Johannes Schwenkel, a teacher, state conservator and
pioneer of nature and landscape protection. He held the advocates in high-esteem as a
“magnificent example” of National Socialism’s “respect for nature,” congratulating their
achievements on the Autobahn.391 Seifert continued his involvement within the
conservation movement by “publishing articles throughout the 1930s and participating in
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private meetings of nature protection professionals, with cooperation between both
parties progressing well into the war years.”392 However, Seifert and his companions
were of the mindset that their thinking was “superior” to that of the conservationists
before him; he stated that “their aims went far beyond mere preservation, invoking a
holistic conception of nature, stating that: hitherto primarily conservationist activities of
the nature protection organizations” were simply “not adequate” to the demands of the
modern era. Commitment to “blood and soil” required a “biological” understanding of
the ecological challenge.”393 This rhetoric could be seen, for example, in the newspaper
the Völkischer Beobachter on “October 1934 where he was portrayed as embracing a
“truly National Socialist” approach to the landscape, and in April 1942 as the leading
representative of “respect for nature, life, and ancient wisdom, earning him the title of
“Reichslandschaftsanwalt (Reich Advocate for the Landscape) by Todt in May 1940.”394

Figure 9 Fritz Todt General Inspector for German
Roads (Bundesarchiv, Bild 146-1969-146-01 / Röhn /
CC-BY-SA 3.0)
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However, much like the rest of Nazi Germany’s confusing bureaucratic
infighting, Seifert and the landscape advocates found it difficult to work with Todt.
Although “Todt’s agency agreed to pay Landscape Advocates for advising civil engineers
during the planning period,”395 bureaucratic discrepancies between the advocates and the
Autobahn’s engineers created tension within the project that ultimately paid no mind to
the conservationists’ proposed policies. Instead, engineers increasingly focused on
rearmament and using the highways for military purposes in the years leading up to 1939.
According to Uekoetter, “Landscape Advocates were always limited to a consultative
function, confined to their own persuasive skills without a legal provision that would
force anyone to heed their advice, and the engineers in charge turned out to be
overwhelmingly reluctant to listen.”396 Todt never really listened to the landscape
advocates advice, instead he chose what information was given to him, rewarding or
ignoring the information.397 The advocates would have to vent their frustrations to Seifert
about the engineers’ indifferences regarding their design ideas. The discrepancies
extended from “battles over design features such as whether the roads should follow
curvilinear patterns and the contours of the landscape, or if they should be as straight as
possible.”398 Todt also disagreed with many of the landscape advocates’ ideas,
“preferring roads which enabled visual consumption (the aesthetic that a drive should
have a pleasant view and be in control/master the landscape) from a speeding car.”399
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Interestingly enough, Seifert agreed with Todt to a certain extent, stating that the
highways of the Autobahn should reflect both the wishes of the landscape advocates and
of the regional roadbuilding administration. Ultimately, however, the landscape
advocates’ involvement in the construction of the Autobahn was not very significant due
to “competing levels of bureaucracy, institutions, and ideologies.”400
The landscape advocates played a doubled-edged game to get their way when
their wishes were not met, resorting to racial rhetoric to gain an advantage. For example,
they preached about ecological theories of the time mixed with phytosociology (the study
of groups of species of plant that are usually found together) and its disturbance by
modern agriculture and silviculture, “the practice of controlling the growth, composition,
structure, and quality of forests to meet values and needs.”401 “They used the rhetoric of
reintroducing native plants to the landscape around the Autobahn as a national task which
would enable Germans to rejuvenate themselves as a race based on a healthy soil.”402
Seifert himself displayed racial rhetoric through nationalistic fervor when in one
instance he argued that native plants and trees should be used on the Autobahn instead of
“red oak or Douglasia,” (both species native to North America), claiming that the work of
the highways was to be “the most authentic…the most original landscape will have its
home again.”403 This speech was meant to entice “road builders who were reluctant to
allocate funds for landscaping,”404 thus, when a reluctant Todt and his organization did
not contribute to landscaping, “the more overtly racist the advocates’ rhetoric became by
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attempting to align their professional agenda with racial definitions and exclusions, one
of the core tenants of Nazism.”405
Seifert and the landscape advocates’ work on the Autobahn can be best described
as an amalgamation of the incessant bureaucratic network that made up the Nazi State
more broadly. Seifert, for all his intelligence and personal endeavors for the German
Autobahn, fell victim to the larger imperative of Hitler's plans for war. His claims of
harmony between nature and technology fit perfectly with Nazi propaganda but did not
reflect reality. In the end, he answered to Fritz Todt, who overruled Seifert’s proposals as
Supreme Engineer. The constant tension between him and Todt was all too reflective of
how the Nazi apparatus functioned. The Autobahn’s administration and the
conservationists parted ways when Seifert resigned from the Autobahn project in 1937,
stopping the landscape advocates from speaking on behalf of the roadworks
conservationist concerns. However, that does not take away from the work that the
landscape advocates provided in the Autobahn’s early Nazi phase, as seen in the laws of
the Nature Conservation Act’s Laws for the Reich Roadways.
Seifert and the advocates participated in other projects and matters besides
overseeing ecological functions of the Autobahn. In 1934, several advocates “took up
posts with the Reich Labor Service established under the Nazis to combat unemployment
through compulsory work schemes which continued into the war years as environmental
advisors. In 1936, the Reich Labor Service appointed landscape advocates to each
Gauleitung (regional Nazi party organization) throughout Germany.”406 Their main tasks
focused on rivers and waterways, introducing sustainable measures for these bodies of
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water.407 Seifert also contributed to renewable energy projects focusing on hydropower
plants that continued into the war years. Other projects
included plans to “greenify” cities.408 Examples included Seifert’s work on the
“Hermann-Göring-Stadt,” in which he oversaw the provision of green space to house
factory workers, as well as working on a village in Pullach where an estate was to be built
for Martin Bormann in 1936. There, Seifert ‘served as landscape architect and oversaw
work on the sizeable gardens, which were run on biodynamic lines.’”409
Seifert’s concern for the environment in Germany was clear, but we need to
consider the human cost of his ideas and aspect in which non-German life was
expendable to him and the Nazis if it stood in the way of their larger racial goals. During
the war, Seifert and environmental expert Werner Bauch worked for Himmler,
composting garden complexes and tree nurseries in Dachau concentration camp: “Seifert
was directly involved in placing a biodynamic plantation in Dachau. The biodynamic
plantation in Dachau was built by concentration camp inmates beginning in 1938,
expanding it into a 180-acre plantation until 1944, growing medicinal herbs and organic
products for the SS.”410 Although Himmler was opposed to anthroposophical precepts, he
nevertheless “appreciated [their] practical potential as an alternative to conventional
techniques.” Furthermore, “he ordered the agricultural sections of the SS to continue
working with biodynamics methods such as growing organic foods and medicinal plants
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for the benefit of the army, in cooperation with Bartsch, Dreidax, and their colleagues
(Erhard Bartsch and Franz Dreidax were involved in biodynamic agriculture).”411 We see
Himmler’s involvement as an ultimate Nazi mystic but at the same time as architect of
genocide. We can attribute Himmler’s role here to the overarching conclusion that the
Nazis suffered from the avocado syndrome, “green on the outside but brown on the
inside.” Ultimately, the inroads made on nature conservation were façades that the Nazis
used for conservation when it meshed with their völkisch goals, but it always took a back
seat to Hitler’s materialistic, expansionist goals. The construction of the Autobahn and its
propaganda to unite the cities and the countryside with aesthetic views worked in the
early years of the regime, but once the war loomed, by 1939, any environmental concerns
on the construction of the Autobahn were dismissed. Everything now focused on
rearmament, as symbolized by the reallocation of Seifert and the landscape advocates’
expertise to other matters, especially those that benefited the Nazis’ drive for war.
For all the ideological and physical efforts put in by Seifert and the landscape
advocates, their results amounted to mere consultations that was readily dismissed within
the hierarchy of Nazi politics that did not allow them to fully implement their ecological
plans on the Autobahn. Nazi interests in nature preservation and ecology were primarily
rooted in ideology. Seifert and his cohorts did align themselves with Nazi ideology,
especially the “blood and soil” movement that they adopted to their practices. However,
their pronouncements radically shifted in the latter years to appease Nazi officials, which
begs the question, did Seifert’s ideas change or was he fine with adopting Nazi dictates?
We know that he resigned from the Autobahn project due to infighting between Todt and
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the landscape advocates, and overall disagreements such as Seifert’s ideas for road
designs of the highways.
The overall challenges and accomplishments of Seifert, the landscape advocates
and Todt mirror the struggle for power and influence that many Nazis faced within the
state. The success of the early years of the Autobahn project was far outweighed by
military and industrial expansion, especially the deforestation pursued under Göring’s
four-year plan adopted in 1936, obfuscating the scenic landscape of the Autobahn and the
forestry that bordered its highways. After completion of several segments, the
construction of the Autobahn was for the most part halted in 1938 as men and machines
of the Organization Todt were shifted to the construction of defensive installations. The
construction of the Autobahn was underpinned by an ideology of the harmony between
nature and technology, a marriage intertwined within a romanticism of superhighways
ordained for the benefit of the German people to connect the countryside and the cities.
The reality, however, is revealed in the historically contextualized analysis of the period,
which suggests that environmentalism and Nazism clashed both ideologically and
politically.
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Conclusion
The timeline of Germany’s nature conservation’s movement from the Second
German Empire until the end of the Third Reich ebbed and flowed in a pattern that
spiraled downward until it was ultimately destroyed by the regime’s own arrogance,
which put ecological concerns at the bottom of the list of important tasks. Like many of
their promises to the German people regarding German hegemony and self-sufficiency,
nature conservation suffered the same fate as their blood and soil ideology. Although they
came very close to “purifying” the country’s blood and race, their commitment to
rejuvenating the land fell by the wayside due to priorities of economic expansion and
waging war. What we have learned by studying the Nazis during their first years in power
is that arguably, they did take nature conservation seriously enough to establish laws and
regulations that signaled a new age of animal welfare and the protection of the natural
landscape, which conservationists praised them for. We also come to understand that
while Hitler spoke in broad terms about the need for Germans to reconnect to the soil, it
was a range of actors (both from within the Party and those who made their
accommodations with it) who tried to put those ideas into actual practice, with very
mixed results.
Very little has been spoken of Hitler in this thesis, and that is intentional: readers
should understand that he was not the omnipotent Führer that we understand him to be,
especially when it came to nature conservation. The only instance we can be sure of
regarding Hitler’s concerns for nature conservation was his admiration for animals and
his correlation to the various animal protection laws that were passed in the early years
with his stamp of approval. This is not meant to use his sympathy for animals as an
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excuse for his lack of sympathy towards certain groups of people. If anything, this
underscores his manic outlook on the importance of animal life, disregarding human life
in exchange, especially Jews as they were the ones blamed for ritualistic animal slaughter
and cast as the “oppressors” of animals at their mercy before being slaughtered. Figures
like Alwin Siefert, Fritz Todt, and Ludwig Heck played vital roles in the planning and
undertaking of nature conservation projects that I hope takes away from the cult of
personality of Hitler and sheds light on these obscure figures of the Third Reich. Even
Hermann Göring’s role as Supreme Leader of Forestry and the Hunt played an active role
in nature conservation, even if only for posterity’s sake and to rub his inflated ego. He
allowed the Nature Conservation Act to be implemented by the government, and his
Hunting Law put conservation on the regime’s radar for a brief period. The legislative
provisions on animal protection and nature conservation passed under the Third Reich
then begs the question, were their intentions sincere or not? Or were these measures
sincerely about animal protection or just another way to intensify the persecution of the
Jewish minority? As hard to believe as it may seem, the overall implication suggests that
these laws were progressive for their time and even survived the end of the regime’s time
in power, such as the Nature Conservation Act. However, it would be a major error to
underestimate the overall barbarity that the regime implemented on Europe for the sake
of nature conservation.
The Nazis themselves hollowed out the early conservation laws that they passed
to such great fanfare that they were either edited or simply done away with to be able to
continue with work that went against the Laws’ ordinances, or simply because they were
rendered obsolete. One example of this was the proposed ban on vivisection that survived
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just three months and was changed in order to conduct experiments for research on
rearmament. If anything, several laws and decrees came under the same fate due to the
war effort, and nature conservation was no exception. The Nazis idea of nature
conservation was a twisted formula of nationalism, racism, pseudo-science, and a hyperromantic ideal of eliminating the threat of a “genetic pollution” of their pure, holistic,
natural Volk. Germans were made to believe that they had to fight for their survival with
the same vigor that any other species in nature had to. These sort of ideals and actions
that were implemented by the Nazis destroyed any notion of environmental
accomplishments on their behalf, rejecting any sympathy for the conservation community
of the Nazi era.
As identified in previous chapters, we know that nature protection was not
peculiar to the Nazi State. We know that elements of nationalism were integrated into the
conservation movement as early as the 19th century, giving rise to the idea that to protect
Germany’s natural landscape was to protect the country itself. The question then arises,
was Nazism the inevitable outcome of völkisch ideas about conservation? I think not, as
the völkisch notion of Nazi conservation stagnated and disappeared after 1945, showing
that conservation did not have to be seen through the prism of völkisch ideas. Völkisch
and agrarian-romantic notions of nature protection permeated the Nazi mindset and died
with it. What could be saved from this period of German history was reworked as
ecology. It must be remembered that nature conservation was not exclusive to Nazi
Germany, predating back to the Weimar years and earlier, backed by the Social
Democrats, staunch enemies of the Nazis, as well as in other countries like England that
has been discussed in this thesis. This is “evident in Article 150 of the Weimar
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constitution, successful and aborted legislative initiatives on the state and national level,
and the robust development of the leftist Friends of Nature…reminders that various nonNazi constituencies also endorsed the protection of nature.”412
After the end of World War II, Germany was left defeated and now divided into
Eastern and Western Germany: The West was controlled by the Allies, and the East
controlled by the former Soviet Union. Nature conservation establishments were all but
destroyed, especially the Reich Conservation Agency. Before the end of the war, the
agency lost the greater part of its administrative archives and all of its maps, only 5
percent of the former library made it to the Lüneburg Heath, and the agency lost its
inventory of nature reserves in a book the Nazis called the “national book of
conservation” (Reichsnaturschutzbuch).413 The latter part of the 1950s witnessed a
revival of nature conservation as the general public articulated concerns about
environmental problems and the dangers to human health from pesticides and atomic
radiation. The demonstrations escalated dramatically with mass demonstration and
lawsuits against government officials. Hans Klose (leader of the Reich Conservation
Agency) was the leading figure in West Germany in taking up the banner of nature
conservation once again after 1945, calling for conservationists to come to heed the call
of nature conservation once again. Astonishingly, Klose’s career was never interrupted
nor was he committed for his work in the conservation agency under the Nazis. Klose had
been the principal author of the Reich Conservation Law. It is important to know that
Klose never joined the Nazi party and still held leadership in the conservation agency.414
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Klose’s work as leader of the Reich Conservation Agency lasted until the end of the
Third Reich. However, the Agency underwent significant changes by March 1943. As the
war progressed, indications were made that Klose and his agency were not necessary for
the war effort. Lieutenant general Walter von Unruh proposed that the Agency be closed
for the duration of the war.415 Interestingly, as indicated by Uekoetter, the Agency
continued work in Eastern Europe after February 1940 in Poland. However, Klose’s title
did little to sway influence in the occupied territories, and any significant landscape
projects or protection measures were ignored.416 Much like Klose’s realization that his
power beyond the Reich held no influence, we see a correlation in earlier chapters. In the
1930s, conservationists saw the Nazis as a great hope of their cause, only to become
disillusioned as war presided over everything else. There is no clear indication if Klose
ever said anything about the Nazis after 1945. What we can say is that he used the fact
that he never officially joined the NSDAP to work towards “cleansing” conservationism
of the residue of Nazism by instigating that “only a few resignations were to be expected
because conservationists, with few exceptions, refrained from political activity.”417 He
used “his authority as a person who never joined the Nazi Party to write reports and
affidavits that conservation advisors could present to denazification boards to win the
desired clearances.”418
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Conservationists also had to take part in the Allied efforts of denazification. If
found guilty, former members of the Nazi party could either be imprisoned and have their
property confiscated or lose the right to vote. Klose adhered to the rules of denazification
stating that: “Colleagues who are relieved from their fulltime jobs or are otherwise
incriminated will need to resign from their posts as conservation advisors.”419 In this
case, “colleagues” referred to individuals working in nature conservation during the Nazi
era. Klose was not the head of any organization after 1945; this quote is taken from a
circular he wrote in August 1945. By 1946, the conservation law was secured by the
Allied authorities that reviewed it, the only law established regarding nature conservation
that survived. By 1951, the state of Baden passed amendments to the national
conservation law420, while in 1954, the law was replaced by the East German government
calling it the “law for the preservation and care of Heimat nature” (Gesetz zur Erhaltung
und Pflege der heimatlichen Natur).421 New concerns arose regarding the issue of
ministerial responsibility. Under the Nazis, nature conservation fell under the sole
authority of Hermann Göring, but now conservationists were eager to transfer
conservation issues back to the state ministries of education, which was a success.422
Large swaths of conservation organizations suffered from the devastating “impact
of military defeat and postwar hard times on the membership rolls on the League for Bird
Protection, the League for Conservation in Bavaria, the Isar Valley Society, and the
Society for Nature Parks. the largest group, the League for Bird Protection lost nearly
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half its membership after the postwar period.”423 For the first time in their history,
conservationists found it difficult to reach out to the public after 1945. We must
understand that before 1933, nature conservation did not affiliate itself politically with
any government; and after being incorporated into the Nazi regime, the residue of Nazism
lingered on after 1945 in all aspects of nature conservation and its societies justifiably or
not. As a result, conservationists felt a moral obligation to stay away from any political
movement, focusing primarily on nonpartisan work.424 Conservationists wanted to get
back to work but had to deal with the realities of their involvement within Nazi Germany.
That effort was led by “Edith Ebers, a Bavarian conservationist who wrote a pledge for
peace and international understanding that became the first postwar publication that came
from the Bavarian League.”425 The conservation community would sever its ties with the
public and any political affiliations, focusing on a tight-knit community that only sought
to work with “like- minded spirits who had formed an integrated and incorruptible whole
for a long time.”426 Klose, for his part, still saw himself as head of an Agency that no
longer existed. He saw himself as championing a “call back to arms” for nature
conservation after 1945 by declaring that conservationists had been apolitical during the
Nazi era, especially the Heimat community. Furthermore, we must remember that Klose
did not favor democracy and changes to the conservation act. In 1947, “Klose criticized
contemporary plans to replace the national conservation law within individual state laws
in a private letter…that pertained to the ‘democracy, whose manifestations so far have
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not been very convincing.’”427 I would say the mindset of anti-democracy from the Nazi
era may very well have stayed with him. Democracy was only considered beneficial if it
helped the conservation cause, not so much because it replaced Nazism, posing the
question, did conservationists truly believe in National Socialism or did it simply present
an advantageous opportunity that conservationists took ahold of?
Many conservationists were able to keep their jobs into the Federal Republic. As
it is known, many Nazis were able to continue their work in Germany or in other
countries after the war, and this was the case within the conservation community as well.
For example, SS member Günther Neithammer became director of the zoological
Museum Alexander Köning in Bonn in 1950 and president of the German Society of
Ornithologists in 1967,428 as well as Heinrich Wiepking-Jürgensmann and Konrad Meyer
who found jobs at the University of Hanover, having previously worked for Heinrich
Himmler’s Reich Commissariat for the Strengthening of German Nationality.429
Unlike West Germany’s slogan of “‘don’t ask, don’t tell,’ East Germany put
pressure on conservation communities to confront their Nazi past. From a Socialist
perspective, nature conservation was initially equated with bourgeois society, which in
turn allowed them to relate conservationists with fascism.”430 One example was the
“Heimat League of Saxony who were attacked by Socialists because they suspected
military implications when the league spoke of Heimat protection. The league was
disbanded in 1948, and communication between conservation leagues under the iron
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curtain was minimal, although some remnants of conservation traditions survived under
socialist rule.”431 Interestingly enough, the GDR broke up most independent
organizations of every kind, replacing them with state-sponsored ones that the SED
(Socialist Unity Party of Germany) could control.
Germany’s nature conservation movement is a crystallization of three different
forms of governmental rule that it had to confront. The Second German Empire saw the
emergence of a conscientious undertaking by concerned individuals who wholeheartedly
embraced nature conservation, tackling its many problems head-on in a grassroots
movement. The conservation movement crystallized in the latter half of the Second
German Empire’s existence as these individuals expanded their membership and
established several bureaucratic societies that tackled conservation issues ferociously and
demanded the government heed the call to protect its natural landscapes. During WWI,
we see the initiatives of individuals that responded to nature conservation as
industrialization and modernity swept across Western Europe, encouraging luminaries to
invent and modernize Germany’s infrastructure to deal with ecological needs. During the
Weimar era, we see the evolution from individual tasks to the establishment of
organizations spread throughout the country that tackled conservation at a local level that
integrated the middle class to bolster membership, and that also sought the aid of the
government. There were also back-to-nature groups affiliated with the socialist left.
Arguably speaking, nature conservation saw its greatest breakthrough during the early
years of the Nazi regime. Government encouragement and amended animal and nature
laws in this period bolstered nature protection, in which conservationists saw the Nazis as
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protectorates of Germany’s flora and fauna. However, the Nazi era also saw the
movement’s darkest chapter, especially after the defeat of the regime and the continued
links that existed between conservation and National Socialism persisted. Nature
conservation after 1945 saw difficult times as its members and societies suffered losses
and their prestige was bruised. The late 1940s-50s saw an attempted revival of
conservation initiatives that could be best described as half-hearted notions of
reestablishing sincere goals and aspirations. It would not be until 1970 that the first wave
of environmental legislation was seriously taken by the West German minister of the
Interior Hans-Dietrich Genscher, member of the FDP. The Green party was founded in
1979-1980 as an “anti-party Party,”432 as part of the grassroots political mobilization that
came out of 1968 and the New Left. The Green party united environmentalism with a
humanistic agenda (grassroots organization, women’s, and children’s rights), and gained
growing support in the 1980s as concerns about dying forests and costs of
industrialization became impossible to ignore.
Although few called on conservationists to confront their Nazi past, “the tradition
of forgetfulness ended in 2002, when the German minister for the environment Jürgen
Trittin opened the Berlin conference on conservation in Nazi Germany.”433 For the first
time, there existed a public forum to discuss nature conservation under the Nazi regime,
which asked of the audience to face up to its history. Nazi Germany’s involvement in the
conservation movement should not label them as “green.” Their adoption of conservation
measures during their early years in power should not overshadow their overall dismissal
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towards conservation, especially after 1935 which gives us concrete evidence that
conservation matters were brushed aside for other matters deemed more essential by the
Nazi State. I believe Germany has remedied itself of its turbulent past, and I do not
believe it to be fair that conservation should be overshadowed by Nazi crimes, even when
its nature conservation law lives past 1945, and when nature conservation is a movement
that benefits everyone. However, much like any other aspect of Nazi Germany’s legacies,
it demands of conservationism to face its dark past, demand answers from its
contemporaries, and educate its citizenry on one of the most turbulent times in history.
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